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ABSTRACT
Women and Ventriloquism in Early Modern English Drama
by
Ja Young Jeon

Advisor: Tanya Pollard

Bringing together feminist and theater-centered readings, this dissertation examines the
status of female vessels that foreign voices inhabit and animate in early modern drama, arguing
that the Greek model of ventriloquism represented by the Pythia exerted a powerful influence on
the period’s ideas about women’s speech. In feminist work on ventriloquism, despite
highlighting theatrical performance’s dependence on citationality, ventriloquism has been largely
understood as an analogue for exploring male poets’ authorial power to appropriate women’s
voices. In these readings, the term ‘ventriloquist’ is mainly identified with the person who throws
his voice into human or nonhuman objects, reminding us of the technique we find in a puppet
master who animates his dummies. But for early moderns, the word ‘ventriloquist’ was primarily
associated with female bodies becoming possessed by outside forces in order to channel
supernatural presences’ voices. While the most famous of the ventriloquists during the period
were the Greek Pythia, their central significance has been obscured by the critical attempt to
focus on the male voice-thrower’s authorly control.
In this dissertation, alternatively, I suggest that contemporary playwrights exploring the
potential of ventriloquism were heavily influenced by the legacy of the Greek priestesses,
presenting both versions of female speakers onstage. While some women on the early modern
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stage are depicted as vessels for powers beyond their control, others vocally control others, as
when Paulina verbally animates the embodied statue in the final moment of The Winter’s Tale.
Exploring versions of the Greek belly-speakers in plays including The Spanish Tragedy, Twelfth
Night, The Winter’s Tale, and The Witch of Edmonton, I argue that these dramatic
representations of vocal takeover offer an uncharted model for the complex meanings of agency
and authorship, with implications not only for ventriloquism’s supernatural associations but also
for its emerging theatrical possibilities.
The introduction charts the brief history of ventriloquism, beginning with the ancient
world’s understanding of the Pythia as chaste vessels delivering Apollo’s oracle. The way that
the virgin priestess’s body was spiritually penetrated and possessed by the male god offered a
sexualized model, and reproducing the god’s voice was considered equivalent to giving birth.
The medieval Christianity carefully distanced ventriloquism from any connotation of pregnancy,
but the late sixteenth century-resurgence of witchcraft revived the inherent association between
ventriloquism, female bodies, and female fertility. But another sense of the term emerged as
Baconian science began to displace occult tradition, leading ventriloquism into a double sense in
the later seventeenth century. By laying out how ventriloquism’s associated meanings shifted
throughout these periods, I suggest that not only women’s bodies are central to its dramatic
representation, but also that it referred to two contradictory events—the one who is inhabited by
a voice and the one who throws a voice—at once in Shakespeare’s time. In the second chapter,
“Puppet Theater, Woman Actor, and Hieronimo’s Playwriting in The Spanish Tragedy,” I
juxtapose Bel-Imperia improvising her stage action and Hieronimo, the ventriloquist-author,
losing his tongue, arguing that Kyd’s tragedy challenges the author’s exceptionalism and
gestures towards an alternative way of conceiving dramatic authorship. In the third chapter,
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“Hearing Echo’s Voice in Twelfth Night: Female Kinship and Collaboration,” I suggest that
Shakespeare’s evocation of Echo in Twelfth Night enables us to explore the play’s three intimate
relationships in the language of ventriloquism. Shakespeare evokes Echo to signal that imitation
and twinship become pleasurable and fruitful rather than having absolute self-control and
autonomy. In the fourth chapter, “‘The stone is mine’: Theater, Witchcraft, and Ventriloquism in
The Winter’s Tale,” I observe how Shakespeare seizes on the performative effects of
ventriloquism not only to present Paulina as combining the roles of ventriloquist, magician, and
playwright, but also to offer a version of implicit but passionate defense of the theater, which
strikes the audience as a powerful form of magic and necromancy. In the fifth and last chapter,
“Ventriloquism and the Power of the Vessels in The Witch of Edmonton,” I argue that the chain
of relationships leading from the evil spirit to the witch and finally to the actor shows the play
co-written by Thomas Dekker, John Ford, and William Rowley exploring ventriloquism’s double
sense, with an emphasis on the susceptibility that allows the inhabited vessel to access unusual
forms of agency.
Taken together, these chapters show how the idea of ventriloquism—being authorized or
forced to speak another’s words—plays a crucial role in rethinking the authority and agency of
speech at the heart of the theater. By calling on the classical model of female belly-speakers,
ventriloquism raises important questions about the relationship between vessels and the external
forces that inhabit and voice them. The Pythia’s prevailing literary legacy in and around
seventeenth-century England offers some potent ways to capitalize on the susceptibility. I
suggest that by examining women’s inhabited bodies in early modern English drama, we can
better understand the theatrical and gender relationships surrounding speech and text on the
period’s stage.
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Introduction
In early years of London’s developing commercial theaters, two strange talking heads
appeared on the stage. George Peele’s late Elizabethan play, The Old Wives Tale (c.1589-94) has
a stage direction instructing that “a head speakes in the Well” (Dv4, line 634.SD). In a rhymed
speech that follows, the disembodied head asks Zantippa to “stroke me smoothe, and combe my
head” (Dv4, line 638). The head arises again from the well of Life three scenes later, and repeats
the same song in which it again invites the character to gently touch it. Robert Greene’s comedy,
Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay (c.1589-91) similarly features a brazen head. A precursor to Dr.
Faustus, Bacon embarks on making “a brazen head by art / Which shall unfold strange doubts
and aphorisms” (Scene 2, lines 25-26), and unveils it for his pupil Miles towards the end of the
play. The stage direction in Scene 11 tells us that “The Head speaks” (line 52.SD). It utters three
times, seven words in total—“Time is,” “Time was,” and “Time is past”—before “a hand
appears that breaketh down the Head with a hammer” (Scene 11, line 74.SD). In these moments,
the speaking heads underscore the plays’ depiction of otherworldly dimensions, because an
inanimate object producing human speeches may strike audiences as one of the most unusual
supernatural events: we do not typically expect a severed head to speak. For early moderns,
staging talking heads not only served for comic plotting, but also illustrated the theater’s intimate
association with illusion and magic, perhaps reflecting the period’s anti-theatrical concerns about
the theater’s mix of reality and illusion.
More specifically, these plays’ fascination with the voice that seemingly issues from
inanimate objects points us to the magic of ventriloquy, which may have played a crucial role in
sound production.1 Because the disembodied head is a stage prop, some editors indicate in the
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See Butterworth, “Magic through sound: illusion, deception and agreed pretence,” especially 108-110.
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text that the head itself does not speak and an external voice (perhaps of other actors) delivers the
lines for the audience. In a 1911 text of The Old Wives Tale prepared for a college performance,
for example, the head’s speech begins with the stage direction “[Singing without].” 2 This added
direction clarifies that a voice outside the stage is singing for the scene, raising a possibility that
the early modern theater relied on a similar method: an actor, situated hidden from the audience’s
view, made his voice appear to emerge from the head. The stage trap in the open-air theaters was
likely to provide a fitting place for such manipulation. If, as Daniel Seltzer has suggested, the
brazen head in Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay was placed above the trap door, the actor
immediately under the acting area would have easily made a pretense that the human voice
emerging beneath the stage belongs to the head. 3 Like modern ventriloquists giving their voices
to a dummy, early modern actors’ voices inhabited and animated these heads, conveying sound
effects for Elizabethan spectators.
Foreign voices inhabiting other objects have a long history. While ventriloquism
produced live voices onstage, in audiences’ minds it was rooted in supernatural possession,
especially associated with female bodies. “Ventriloquism” literally refers to “belly-speech,” from
the word’s Latin roots, which in turn were inherited from the Greek engastrimythos (“en” means
in, “gaster” the stomach, and “mythos” speech or word).4 In the ancient Greek world, the
Delphic priestesses serving Apollo were the primary ventriloquists. As virgins isolated from the
secular realm, these priestesses, known as Pythia, were imagined as divinely possessed by the
male god Apollo and speaking his oracle from their bellies. Philip Butterworth has noted that
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The text was prepared by Frank W. Cady. See 39. The head reappears later in 42, and the same stage direction is
also found: “[Singing without].”
3
See Seltzer’s “Note to Stage Direction beginning Scene xi” (98-100) in his edition of the play. Seltzer, however,
does not discuss the use of ventriloquized sound.
4
For a fuller discussion of ventriloquism’s etymology, see Connor 50.
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early writers did not have a clear understanding about how ventriloquism works. Roger Bacon,
for example, accuses ventriloquists of “pretend[ing] with a great lie,” identifying “stomach,
throat, and mouth” as the potential sources for “a variety of voices” (qtd. in Butterworth 109).
Bacon was wrong, but he was not entirely wrong according to the period’s understanding: he just
“repeats a frequently held belief that ventriloquists spoke from their bellies” (Butterworth 109).
The belly has been so heavily associated with ventriloquism that even attempts to debunk
ventriloquists’ “lie” by clarifying their sources highlighted the belly’s role. Such emphasis
naturally recalled ventriloquism’s inherent closeness with women, as when Bacon uses “the
Pythonesses,” another term for the Pythia, to refer to those who make human voices appear to
come “from a long way off or close by … as if a spirit were conversing with a man” (qtd. in
Butterworth 109). The word “Pythonesses,” which specifically referred to the Greek priestesses,
turned into a broad term for ventriloquists, regardless of female or male. As the most famous of
the ventriloquists generating “a variety of voices” during the period were the Greek Pythia, their
central association with the belly hovered over talking objects in early modern stage
performances.
The belly was considered both significant and dangerous because of its reversal of the
physiological order. The mouth was the rightful source of speech because it is in the head, an
upper body part carrying out cognitive activities. The belly and the parts below it, by contrast,
fulfilled perverted functions including excretion, and were not supposed to be verbalizing
organs.5 The belly, moreover, was widely associated with darker possibilities. In ancient Greece,
splanchna, meaning both entrails and a womb, were considered the most vulnerable to
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See Peter Stallybrass. “Patriarchal Territories: The Body Enclosed.” On the grotesque body, see also Bakhtin.
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supernatural possession.6 While “women’s flesh is more porous than men’s” (Padel 11),
pregnancy made women even more susceptible. 7 Just as the womb bears children, it was able to
bear “daemonic forces” (Padel 11). Inheriting the long-established link between the belly and the
womb, Renaissance England similarly considered witches easily invaded and possessed because
of their bodies’ “assailable, indefensible openings” (Dolan, Dangerous Familiars 186), and the
belly was particularly at risk of such infiltration. Witchcraft pamphlets written in and around the
seventeenth century frequently depicted an animal familiar residing in a witch’ belly. In a 1619
pamphlet, for example, a witch named Margaret Flower describes how a familiar “sucked …
within the inward parts of her secrets” (381), perhaps referring to her womb. The interest in
ventriloquism emphasizes not only that the belly can be an organ producing speech, but also that
women are primary containers for physical and vocal takeover.8
This project argues that the Greek model of ventriloquism represented by the Pythia
exerted a powerful influence on early modern ideas about women’s speech, not only in the
supernatural setting of witchcraft but especially in theatrical contexts. Popular belief in the oracle
ebbed and flowed. The Church sought to suppress pagan shadows in Greek belly-speakers. But
with the renewed interest in witchcraft in the sixteenth century, theorists and writers likened
witches’ possession to the Pythia’s, reviving concerns about the susceptibility of female bodies
to outside takeover. Like the Pythia, witches surrendered their bodies to supernatural forces
beyond their control. Anxious about the eerie phenomenon, early moderns identified the belly as

“The splanchna, therefore, are a darker inward area which daemonic forces enter and inhabit” (Padel 11). For
women’s ambivalent susceptibility to possession in antiquity, see Ruth Padel, “Women: Model for Possession by
Greek Daemons.” Padel notes that the female mind is also prone to possession: women were easily possessed by
passionate emotions.
7
Aristotle observed women’s bodily porousness in De Generatione Animalium.
8
For the female body’s leaky and porous nature, see Paster. See also Purkiss, “No limit: The body of the witch,” in
her book The Witch in History: Early Modern and Twentieth-century Representations, 119-144. Dolan expands the
centrality of body in the English accounts of witchcraft, arguing that “[w]itchcraft belief observed no fixed
distinction between body and spirit” (Dangerous Familiars 194).
6
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a place the devil inhabited, and condemned the speech identified with it. Despite the disapproval,
becoming ventriloquized offered these women ambiguous powers. Being possessed by outside
forces might seem to threaten female agency, but it also created new possibilities for affective
and linguistic power. As receptacles channeling external voices, ventriloquized women could
have a potent impact on their audiences: the oracle inspired them, while demonic speech
disturbed them. The specter of female ventriloquism haunted early modern drama both directly,
as when Cleomenes, Leontes’ envoy to Delphi in The Winter’s Tale, compares “the eardeaf’ning voice o’th’oracle” to “Jove’s thunder” (3.1.9-10), and indirectly, when male characters
in plays like The Spanish Tragedy control female characters’ voices through scripting them but
marvel at their powerful deviations from the script. Examining the Greek legacy of
ventriloquism, I suggest, offers a gateway to the ambiguous combination of susceptibility and
authority in female speech onstage. Shifting the focus from the negative passivity to linguistic
power, women inhabited by foreign voices on the early modern stage reframe their negotiations
with and challenges to male superiors.
Ventriloquism in Elizabethan and Jacobean England represented not only supernatural
belly-speakers, but also voice-throwers, who were closer to our modern puppeteers than to Greek
priestesses. Influenced by newly developing scientific findings after the turn of the seventeenth
century, some thinkers began to understand ventriloquized speeches as produced by a
performer’s skilled movements of the mouth. One of early dictionaries printed in the period,
Thomas Blount’s Glossographia (1656) defines “ventriloquist” both as “One that has an evil
spirit speaking in his belly” and “one that by use and practice can speake as it were out of his
belly, not moving his lips,” informed by changing understanding.9 Although a voice may appear

Qtd. in Schmidt 281. For a fuller explanation on the Enlightenment thinkers’ concerted effort to demystify
ventriloquism and expose its trickery, see Leigh Eric Schmidt, “Ventriloquism, Religion, and the Enlightenment.”
9
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to issue from the belly, Blount clarifies that this appearance is artificial, shifting the focus to the
lips. But his definition also includes the long-standing meaning, suggesting that the term was not
yet divorced from the susceptibility widely associated with the female belly.
Moreover, the word’s double sense as both passive vessel and active speaker crucially
highlights the conflicted agency in ventriloquism. When a ventriloquist is speaking from the
belly, the person is a container passively possessed by a spirit. Yet by contrast when a
ventriloquist is manipulating the lips, the person actively exerts vocal control over an object.
While possessed women such as witches were understood to acquire unusual powers through
spiritual takeover, stage performers began to capitalize on the ability to throw their voices into
inanimate theatrical objects, such as the brazen head observed earlier. I suggest that
contemporary playwrights exploring the potential of ventriloquism similarly presented both
versions of female speakers onstage. While some women on the early modern stage are
presented as vessels for powers beyond their control, others vocally control others, as when
Paulina verbally animates the embodied statue in the final moment of The Winter’s Tale.
Exploring versions of the Greek belly-speakers in plays including The Spanish Tragedy, Twelfth
Night, The Winter’s Tale, and The Witch of Edmonton, I argue that these dramatic
representations of vocal takeover offer an uncharted model for the complex meanings of agency
and authorship, with implications not only for ventriloquism’s supernatural associations but also
for its emerging theatrical possibilities.

THEATER AND VENTRILOQUISM
The theater may be the best candidate for exploring the advantages and challenges
attendant on women’s passive status as passive containers, because of its intrinsic connection to

6

ventriloquism. Theorists such as Jacques Derrida see a verbal performance on the stage as a
version of citation carried out by the actor and the playwright. As Derrida reminds us in
“Signature Event Context” (1982), the act of repeating words and bringing quotes previously
uttered characterizes the speech acts both in everyday and theatrical settings. Speakers recycle
what has been said already and borrow words from others: no one can claim originality for
speeches. Theatrical performance is especially dependent on this citationality, which underscores
the playwright’s privileged role to pre-produce the text. In scripting the playtext, the playwright
not only inserts speeches into the actor’s mouth, but also makes their accurate delivery as the
actor’s primary goal. This relationship between playwright and actor recalls the vessel’s
subordination to an outside influence, and ventriloquism’s central assumption about the
susceptibility seems to resonate with the theater’s inherent citationality. Just as a male god or
demonic spirit becomes the direct source of the vessel’s supernatural voice, and just as a
performer voices his dummy, a playwright authorizes his actor to speak or ‘cite’ his text.
Moreover, as Bruce R. Smith has shown, voicing is firmly linked to theatrical
performance from the Latin roots of the word “personate.” The Latin “persona” referred to “a
mask used by a player” in the ancient Greek theater, and this definition evoked the word’s roots,
“per” and “sonare,” meaning “through sounding.”10 Personating or acting a character in the
theater, the etymology suggests, relies on the production of vocal sounds and, by extension,
speeches, which must be scripted and written down by the playwright. The words of the playtext
will always haunt the stage through the playwright’s ventriloquism. Scholars often depict
ventriloquism as a metaphor for literary appropriation. Especially in feminist readings, the word
alludes to male authors’ deliberate assumption of female voices. Elizabeth D. Harvey has argued
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Smith 286. See also Pollard, “Acting Like Greeks” 233 for associated meanings of the Latin “Persona.”
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that Renaissance poems with female narrators highlight the authorial power of male poets
appropriating women’s voices at the expense of women’s self-representation.11 Yet tracing
ventriloquism’s focus on female vessels and their associations with the theater may be even more
telling. Building on Harvey’s important attention to gender relations, I explore how the
susceptible female vessels in the plays this project examines seize on the possibility of
subversion while performing the texts they have been made to ventriloquize.
The project’s attention to female subversion engages with recent feminist scholarship on
women’s speech acts. Critics such as Kirilka Stavreva observe that witches’ violent speeches,
including curses and magic spells, have the power to effect material changes. Not tolerated in
public settings, these unruly and despised speeches find outlets in drama and witchcraft accounts.
Gina Bloom and Susan L. Anderson similarly have recognized that ‘lesser’ forms of speech such
as lamenting allow early modern women passionate intensity. Echo in Ovid’s Metamorphoses
emerges as a particularly crucial figure. Through Golding’s English translation and classical
schooling, Echo featured in numerous works in the period, including the depiction of the nymph
in Cynthia’s Revels (1600) and the Duchess’ voice in The Duchess of Malfi (1612-13).12 In
Ovid’s version, Echo famously loses the power to initiate talk and can only parrot the last several
words from others’ speeches. Echo may be disembodied sound repeating after Narcissus’ speech,
but her repetition transplanting his words to her own rhetorical context underscores that “Echo’s
words … are copies that alter the stability of the ‘original’ they supposedly mimic” (Bloom 164).
The ways in which Echo navigates the possibility for subversion by modifying the speech she is

Harvey calls this appropriation “ventriloquistic cross-dressing.” She argues that male poets took female fertility
away from women and used it for their poetry’s creative center, emphasizing ventriloquism’s figurative significance
both in literary production and gender relations. See Ventriloquized Voices: Feminist Theory and English
Renaissance Text.
12
For a useful reading of Echo in these two plays, see Lewis.
11
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authorized to repeat parallels what a female container does in ventriloquism. Sharing a seemingly
passive state, both Echo and female ventriloquists such as the Pythia reimagine the passivity into
the unfamiliar yet forceful potential for articulating their agency. Women’s uncanny
ventriloquism on and off the stage, I suggest, offers a point of contacts between the witch’s
aggressive speech and Echo’s creative imitation. Like incantations, ventriloquial voices can
physically affect the audiences; and, like Echo’s repetition, speeches produced by inhabited
vessels can accommodate an unusual form of rhetorical power.
Puppetry builds another important bridge between ventriloquism and theater. Perhaps the
most widely associated imagery of technical ventriloquism is a puppet master animating his
dummy. Early modern plays have some topical allusions to puppet theater, as when Hamlet tells
Ophelia that he “could interpret between you and your love if [he] could see the puppets
dallying” (3.2.239-40). Expanding on Ophelia’s description of him as “a chorus” (3.2.238), here
Hamlet likens himself to a puppet master. Both roles represent the prince as a metatheatrical
figure who offers a commentary on what happens in The Mousetrap, a play the royal audiences
are watching in the scene. The identifications suggest that Hamlet performs the work of
commenting not only on dramatic contents, but also on actual events surrounding him: he is an
overseer and/or a controller. But a key distinction between a chorus and a puppet master is that
the latter ventriloquizes inanimate objects and brings them to life. The allusion to puppets in
Hamlet has provoked an observation by Tiffany Stern of the play’s potential performance in the
form of puppetry, but the description of Hamlet as a puppeteer has not been linked with the
imagery of a playwright making actors cite his text. 13

See Stern, “If I could see the Puppets Dallying”: Der Bestrafte Brudermord and Hamlet’s Encounters with the
Puppets.” Stern’s philological study traces Der Bestrafte Brudermord, a German version of Shakespeare’s Hamlet
produced in around the 18th century. A series of stage routines including rising and sinking through the acting area,
13
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Puppets played a central role in Shakespeare and his peers’ literary imagination. Authors
such as Robert Greene disapprovingly compared actors to puppets, while Ben Jonson featured in
his 1614 comedy Bartholomew Fair a puppet master performing Hero and Leander. In these and
other instances, which will be explored in Chapter 1, puppets offered a useful metaphor to reflect
on authorial privilege and actors’ supposed lack of agency. The puppet artist’s work of giving
voices is closely related to the playwright’s work of scripting texts; just as authors regard actors
as their vehicles for theatrical speeches, the puppeteer in Jonson’s play calls himself “the mouth”
(5.3.65-6) of his players. The parallels between the two figures—puppets and actors, playwrights
and puppeteers—allow us to examine not only the metatheatrical uses to which the period’s
authors put the puppet show, but also ventriloquism’s productive association with the theater.
In reflecting on ventriloquism’s inherent association with the theater, this project draws
on recent theater historians, especially Lucy Munro and Tiffany Stern. Munro’s Shakespeare in
the Theatre: The King’s Men (2020) explores the materials in Shakespeare’s play from the
perspective of theater-making. Her emphasis on the playwright’s intra-theatrical collaboration
and conflict with actors is shared by Stern. Stern’s observations about the playwright’s authority
as well as his limitation in the creation of drama demonstrate that acting and playwriting are
closely interdependent in seventeenth-century England’s commercial theater. Nora Johnson,
exploring the actor’s agency, similarly redefines possibilities of dramatic authorship. Just as
Stern’s focus on documents of performance—most notably ‘part’ or ‘part-text,’ distributed to
individual actors for their learning the lines—allows us to see that the words spoken in the
theater had more flexible relationships with the actor, Johnson defines authorship as a process of
negotiation. By examining early modern actors who also wrote plays, Johnson argues that

frequent uses of flying mechanism, slapstick elements, and frequent fighting were the staple of puppet
entertainment; Der Bestrafte Brudermord includes many of them, suggesting it was put on as a puppet form.
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acknowledging the actorly agency foregrounds “the power of playing to construct [relational]
forms of authorship” (2). My model of the body inhabited by a foreign voice is indebted to these
readings’ understanding of the actor as an active collaborator rather than a passive speaker. I
suggest that ventriloquism in acting, puppetry, Echo, and the witch’s speech offers new
possibilities for exploring similar forms of agency defined mainly through collaboration, linked
especially with the mythical and physiological assumptions about ventriloquism that early
moderns inherited from the ancient Greek world.

THE GREEK PYTHIA AND THEIR EARLY MODERN AFTERLIVES
Passive vessels of the male god’s divine power, the Delphian priestesses occupied an
important position both in literary imagination and everyday life of the ancient Greek. As Hugh
Bowden explains, the oracle, which peaked in 4-5 BCE, not only proliferated in classical Greek
tragedies, but more broadly was “part of the political and religious life of the Greek states that
was recognized as a source of divine guidance” (39). When the Delphic oracle held such political
and religious significance, the Pythia’s chastity was a guarantor of the propheies’ truth and
authority. The bodies that channeled the god’s words had to be, in classical Greeks’ minds,
chaste and pure; the priestesses were isolated from the society, barred from engaging in secular
matters including sexual encounters with men. The Pythia’s bodies kept intact instead for a kind
of sexual encounter with the voice they bear. In a process evoking sexualized imagery, the
supernatural fume was emitted through a fissure of the earth and entered the wombs of the Pythia
sitting at a tripod. The fume then intoxicated the priestesses, whose voices not only produced the
male god’s divine words but also exerted extraordinary sonic impacts on the audiences.14
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The Delphic oracle varied from augury reading of ancient Rome in its emphasis on
sound, as well as on the role of the Pythia’s bodies transmitting that sound. When Book 6 of
Virgil’s Aeneid notably depicts Aeneas as hearing the Sibyl’s prophecy powerfully ringing
through a cavern engendering “many voices” (line 54), it was perhaps not so much exception as
staple for Roman antiquity. The Sybil, akin to the Pythia, no longer sounds like a mortal being:
“the ring of her voice no longer / human--the breath, the power of god comes closer, closer”
(lines 62-63).15 Aeneas, struck by the immediate impact of the Sibyl’s oracle, goes on to solicit
Apollo’s “mystic revelations / made to our race” (lines 87-88) to be transmitted through the Sibyl
herself, rather than through “rustling, scattering leaves” (line 90).
As the Pythia (or the Sybil, from Virgil’s example) are the crucial media to receive and
deliver the pagan god’s prophecies, the process of delivery becomes increasingly similar to the
process of impregnation. As noted above, the way that the virgin priestess’s body was spiritually
penetrated and possessed by the male god offered a sexualized model, and reproducing the god’s
voice was considered equivalent to giving birth.16 Plutarch reports approvingly of their purity:
“the said Pythias keepth her bodie pure and cleane from the company of man.” 17 Their untouched
bodies were admired and celebrated for the proper condition which secured them to embody
divinity and channel the god’s voice. Both the process and language of the oracle showed the
Pythia’s chastity suggesting their propriety not only as the god’s servants, but as the imaginary
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For the meaningful differences between the Greek and the Roman ideas about the oracle, see Connor 57-59.
Despite ancient Rome’s contempt for the Delphic oracle as a less refined form, Virgil’s description of the Sibyl in
The Aeneid “is one of the first and most influential representations of the ecstatically dissociated voice in the
Delphic oracle” (Connor 61). The English translations of Aeneid I cite are Robert Fagles’.
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For the evocation of pregnancy in the process of the oracle, see Pollard, Greek Tragic Women, especially 190-2.
Bowden explains that in reality the priestesses who served at Apollo’s temple would not necessarily have been
virgins. It was common that they were old women no longer bear children, recruited from relatively unprivileged
families in Delphi. It could be said that the Pythia were isolated from men, yet not that they were virgins. See 25.
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virginal brides penetrated by the male god’s spirit more crucially.
The medieval Christianity carefully distanced ventriloquism from any connotation of
pregnancy. Breaking with the pagan understanding of the Pythia, the Church aimed to purge the
demonic nature and the monstrosity of the female body intrinsic in the pagan trope. 18 The
religious remodeling of ventriloquism saw the belly or the womb as an inappropriate source of
human speech, unlike the ancient Greek’s praise for virginal body. As early as the third century
A.D, the early Christian scholar Origen announced that the Pythia’s body could not be
considered “pure and cleane.” He questioned the sanctity of pagan prophecy, if the god’s voice
had to be channeled through the impure parts of the female body. The womb or the belly, he
affirms, “would be wrong for a self-controlled and sensible man to look upon, or . . . even to
touch.”19 Accordingly, the medieval model of divine ventriloquism sought to separate
ventriloquism off from the female belly, prioritizing mouth-speech “as a standard for sacred
vocal performance” (Hayes 4). Moreover, the controlling power over ventriloquism was now
clearly assigned to the monotheist God. Medieval religious discourse thereby defined and
defended an imagery in which laypeople became passive outlet ventriloquizing God, the ‘control
tower’ of speech in the Christian vocal economy. In this new, ‘cleaner’ version of ventriloquism,
the voice of God was channeled through the mouth, and the importance of the belly diminished.
However, the late sixteenth century-resurgence of witchcraft revived interest in the belly
as the source of speech. The word ‘ventriloquist’ was probably a recent import into the English
vocabulary, first appearing in Reginald Scot’s Discoverie of Witchcraft (1584). Scot refers to
‘Pythonists’ along with the Latin, ‘Ventriloqui’: “The Pythonists spake hollowe; as in the bottom
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See Mary Hayes, Divine Ventriloquism in Medieval English Literature: Power, Anxiety, Subversion. It is one of a
few book-length studies of pre-modern ideas on ventriloquism.
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Origen. Contra Celsum, 397. The quote appears in Hayes 3.
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of their bellis, whereby they are aptly in Latin called Ventriloqui.” (120) After establishing these
various terms for belly-speakers, Scot goes on to report the possession case of Elizabeth Barton.
In his account of “a wench, practising hir diabolicall witchcraft, and ventriloquie” (120),
‘ventriloquie’ emerges as a term for identifying the apparently supernatural speech of the
period’s village witch. Scot’s use of the word “Pythonists” to describe “ventriloqui” echoes the
Pythia tradition. He also connects “the Pythnoists” with the Hebraic word ‘ob’ meaning bottle,
gesturing to another emphasis on the belly as the source of speech. The term “Pythonists” also
responds to and revives the ghosts of the Delphic tradition haunting the word “Python”; after
Apollo slew a mythological serpent Python, his temple of the Delphic oracle was established at
the site of the monster’s destruction, and the Pythia were named after Python in honor of the
god’s heroic triumph.
Python, Pythia, and pythonist, along with versions of the related word such as phitonissa,
were widely used to refer to ventriloquists throughout the medieval period, explicitly recalling
their underlying Greek origin. The Vulgate dubbed the Witch of Endor, the most famous
ventriloquizing witch in the Western tradition, “mulier habens Pythonem”—the woman having a
python.20 As observed earlier, Roger Bacon referred to magicians who created the illusion of
talking objects as “Pythonissae” in his De Secretis Operibus Artis et Naturae, et de Nullitate
Magiae (c.1270).21 Despite the Church’s effort in discrediting the idea of the belly as a source of
speech, ideas of pagan ventriloquism tradition never entirely disappeared, haunting conversations

1 Samuel 28:7: “dixitque Saul servis suis quaerite mihi mulierem habentem pythonem et vadam ad eam et
sciscitabor per illam et dixerunt servi eius ad eum est mulier habens pythonem in Aendor.” The King James Bible
Englished it as follows: “Then said Saul unto his servants, Seek me a woman that hath a familiar spirit, that I may go
to her, and enquire of her. And his servants said to him, Behold, there is a woman that hath a familiar spirit at
Endor.” Here python is translated to “a familiar spirit.” See also Hayes 3-4; 114-15.
21
“& Pythonissae vocum varietaté in ventre, & gutture fringentes, & ore, formant voces humanas á longè vel propè
prout volunt, ac si spiritus cum homine loqueretur; (The Pythonesses, twittering (?) with a variety of voices in their
stomach, throat, and mouth, make human voices from a long way off or close by, as they will, as if a spirit were
conversing with a man).” The citation and English translation appear in Butterworth 109.
20
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about women’s ability to channel foreign speech in the medieval period and beyond. In these and
other instances, the ‘Pythonists’ and its related terms offered Scot and other early modern
thinkers a vocabulary though which they explained and criticized demonic possession,
effectively evoking—whether intended or not—Greek antiquity and its model of women’s
ventriloquism.
The growing transmission of Greek texts in around the mid-sixteenth century would have
made the access to the Greek model of ventriloquism available to the literary circles surrounding
London’s stages. As Kirsty Milne has observed, Elizabethan England saw a surge in the number
of Greek books produced at home, although Continental Europe, especially Italy and France, still
held key printing houses (682). Increased accessibility to Greek texts for even non-Greek users
led to commercial dramatists more frequently referring to, adapting of, and modelling on Greek
works. Plutarch especially enjoyed the widest recognition in the English demand for Greek
translations, the popularity boosted by Sir Thomas North’s 1579 translation of Lives, whose
influence on Shakespeare is well studied and documented. As René Weis (436) has observed,
Shakespeare’s direct familiarity with Plutarch’ texts suggests that he could have known and read
Philemon Holland’s 1603 translation of the Moralia (c.100 AD), containing Plutarch’s essays on
the Pythia, including “Of The Oracles That Have Ceased To Give Answere.” Pushing forward
the date The Moralia became available in England, Colin Burrow even suggests Shakespeare’s
knowledge of the whole text through Jacques Amyot’s 1572 French translation or his familiarity
with some parts of Plutarch’s essays in the form of appearing in Montaigne’s writings (211).22
By the sixteenth century’s final decades, the newly visible Greek texts and the accompanying
recovery of pagan ventriloquism loomed behind anti-witchcraft writers’ attitudes to ventriloquy,

For useful examinations of Shakespeare’s relationship with Plutarch’s texts, see, among many others, Burrow and
Gillespie. On Greek texts’ influential visibility in England, see Pollard, Demetriou and Pollard, and Milne.
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mixing old traditions with a newer vocabulary of demonic possession.
While Greek materials reached wider audiences and Scot’s use of Greek terms in his
book retrieved the pagan tradition, his foremost aim was to demystify the superstition appealing
to the less educated. The false assumption about ventriloquism included the witch’s necromantic
ability. Scot invites a comparison between the Delphic Pythia and the witches, in order to prove
that their supernatural takeover by another’s voice is nothing more than a trick. He first gives a
list of the scriptural examples of “Pythonists” like the Witch of Endor and goes on to introduce
the Delphic oracle by the same title of “Pytho” (“why Apollo was called Pytho whereof those
witches were called Pythonists” (127)). Scot’s reference to the Witch of Endor specifically
introduces necromancy to his discussion, as the witch famously ventriloquizes the dead prophet
Samuel’s voice in an episode from 1 Samuel 28.23 But Scot’s effort to link and condemn the old
example of the witch and the contemporary version ironically highlights the potential association
between necromancy and ventriloquism, adding another diabolical aspect to the ability to
channel the external voice.
Francis Beaumont and John Fletcher’s tragicomedy The Prophetess (1622) repeats Scot’s
conflation of the Pythia with necromancy. The title character Delphia is both a demonic witch
and a holy priestess. In keeping with her name, she performs an oracular speech involving
ventriloquism: “I, presently inspired with holy fire, / And my prophetick spirit is burning in me, /
Gave answer from the gods, and this it was: / Imperator eris Romae, cum Aprum grandem
interfeceris (You shall be the emperor of Rome, when you kill the great boar)” (1.2.31-34; the
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Saul goes to meet the Witch of Endor and consults her about his possible death. The Witch claims that she can
revive Samuel’s “spirit” so that they obtain the answer from the dead prophet himself. Saul then hears a voice,
whose prophecy tells that he will die tomorrow at the battlefield, and the prediction becomes true. Christian and
Jewish commentators on scriptural texts weighed the possibility of the Witch’s genuinely ventriloquizing the dead
prophet against the possibility of her false use of belly-speech. See Hayes for theologians’ dispute over the episode.
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translation added). The allusion to “holy fire,” combined with the “prophetick spirit” that burns
in her body, suggests the oracle’s Greek roots. Just as the Pythia receive the fume soaring
through the earth’s crack, Delphia receives the burning spirit in her body. Delphia’s art is
simultaneously holy and damnable: hailed as a druid for her sorcery, she also serves Hecate,
exercises control over subordinate demons, conjures a she-devil, and is despised as a “damnable
lewd woman” (2.3). Early modern conceptions of ventriloquists merged the virgin prophetess
with the literary witch, pushing ventriloquism further away from the sacred and towards the
diabolical.24
The renewed witch craze caught the attention of commercial playwrights during the first
two decades of the seventeenth century. With plays featuring witches increasingly took the stage,
the witch figure was sometimes presented as having the ability to ventriloquize through the belly,
including Delphia in The Prophetess introduced above, and one of the most famous witches in
the Jacobean theater, Mother Sawyer in The Witch of Edmonton (1621), which will be probed in
Chapter 4. Later in the period, this recovered belly-speech also appears in Richard Brome and
Thomas Heywood’s The Witches of Lancashire (1633), demonstrating the enduring association
between the witch’s possession and ventriloquism in audiences’ minds. Recalling the first
moment when one of the village witches struck a magic spell, Seely reports: “When, with an ill
look and an hollow voice, / She mutter’d out these words: ‘Perhaps ere long / Thyself [the father]
shalt be obedient to thy son’” (5.5.92-94). Seely does not specifically mention ventriloquism, yet
“an hollow voice” links the play’s hags with belly-talking, just as Reginald Scot characterized
“Ventriloqui” as women speaking “hollow.”

Steven Connor’s has similarly observed that the period’s treatment of ventriloquial voice shifted “from inspiration
to possession” (119). According to Connor, the mystic ventriloquism’s heavenly voice was replaced by demonic
ventriloquism’s illegitimate power of speech in the early part of the sixteenth century.
24
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Later anti-witchcraft writings similarly presented “ventriloqui” in an increasingly
diabolical light. In Witchcrafts, strange and wonderfull (1635), “Ventriloqui” are listed among
the “delinquents” who commit supernatural acts assisted by the devil, along with other demonic
agents such as “Pythonissae,” “Magi,” and “Negromancers.”25 The anonymous writer suggests
that in England “Witches” are “one familiar terme with us.”26 Witches have great knowledge in
supernatural science and become vessels for the devil; as a result they are both Pythonissae and
Ventriloqui, “speaking with hollow voyces, as if they were possessed with Devills.” 27 Edmund
Porter’s Christophagia (1680) similarly links witches to Satan, whose “evil spirit used to speak
from the belly of Pythonists.” For the author, Satan’s cursed habit of crawling on his belly
inevitably makes the witch’s belly his most convenient instrument.
The belly features prominently in these accounts, but another sense of the term emerged
as Baconian science began to displace occult tradition, leading “ventriloquism” into a double
sense in the later seventeenth century. 28 As observed, Blount defined “ventriloquist” as one that
“can speake as it were out of his belly,” suggesting a new concept of speech that merely looked
like belly-talking. As Jan Purnis notes, this changed, or expanded definition suggests “that the
original etymological connection between ventriloquism and the belly has been lost” (241). It is
also noteworthy that Blount uses the male pronouns to describe a ventriloquist; despite the
word’s classical roots in the Delphic oracle and the Pythia, and despite women’s close
association with demonic possession in the Elizabethan and Jacobean periods, by the midseventeenth century a scholar like Blount regarded a ventriloquist as male. This metaphysical
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shift reinforces Purnis’ observation about the lost link between the belly and ventriloquism.
Thomas Hobbes echoed Baconian assumptions and attributed ventriloquism to the
movement of the air and the wind. He mocks “those [common audiences] that neither suspect the
artifice, nor observe the endeavor which they [the false users of ventriloquism] use in speaking”
(369-70): the illusion of belly-speech results from a low, inward sound artificially produced by
the speaker, so that the listener mistakes it for a supernatural voice coming from a distance. This
new definition reflected the dual role now attributed to ventriloquists. The Pythia and the witches
were ventriloquists who mediated the voices of others. Once it became a technical skill, by
contrast, those who could control their own vocal register and lip movements were the
ventriloquists. In the former instance, ventriloquists were being manipulated; in the latter, they
were doing the manipulating.
As we have seen, early modern writers inherited both classical and medieval
understandings of the talking belly, mainly seeing the act of being ventriloquized as an act of
possession widely associated with the witch’s demonic dealings. Yet the period also began to
associate this supernaturally laden vocal takeover with a more technical manipulation of the
voice, in tandem with Baconian sciences. Ventriloquy became a complicated act both
distinctively associated with femaleness, as the Pythia and the witches make clear, and
predicated on the theater’s power to create illusions through stagecraft and available techniques.

RETHINKING THE INHABITED VESSEL
The chapters that follow explore ventriloquism’s interlocked two senses by looking at
female characters in early modern English drama who become vessels for external voices,
ranging from the male playwright inserting his words into the actor’s mouth to the devil taking
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charge of the witch’s body. The plays examined here move roughly chronologically, beginning
with one of the earlier revenge tragedies in London’s commercial theater in the late sixteenth
century, and continuing on to a comedy and tragicomedy by Shakespeare in the early
seventeenth century, before arriving at a tragicomedy co-written by three playwrights in the third
decade of the seventeenth century.
Chapter 2, “Puppet Theater, Woman Actor, and Hieronimo’s Playwriting in The Spanish
Tragedy,” focuses on Bel-Imperia’s performance, which matches or even usurps Hieronimo’s
authorial privilege in The Spanish Tragedy (c.1587). In writings ranging from antitheatrical tracts
to a dramatist’ letter to the Master of the Revels, Kyd and his peers used the early modern
metaphor of the mouth/tongue to depict the actor as the mouth passively transmitting the author’s
writing. The puppet theater especially linked ventriloquized wooden objects not only to actors’
passivity, but to potential for surprising counter-attacks. I explore Ben Jonson’s Bartholomew
Fair (1614) as a play showcasing that the identification between the puppet and the living actor
crucially shaped the puppet’s attraction for playwrights who were attendant on the actor’s
potential autonomy. Drawing on these frameworks of the mouth and the puppet, I then trace The
Spanish Tragedy’s implicit allusions to puppetry elements. Recognizing its borrowings of the
puppet theater shows Kyd turning Bel-Imperia from a receptive dummy of Hieronimo’s bloodseeking spectacle into a glamorous, and violently murderous, actor. By juxtaposing the staractress improvising her stage action and the ventriloquist-author losing his tongue, The Spanish
Tragedy challenges the author’s exceptionalism and gestures towards an alternative way of
conceiving dramatic authorship. Hieronimo is ultimately incapable not only of controlling the
words he authored, but also of ventriloquizing his actors.
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Chapter 3, “Hearing Echo’s Voice in Twelfth Night: Female Kinship and Collaboration”
expands on the negotiation between male author and female character for authorship, tracing
Shakespeare’s evocation of Echo in Twelfth Night (c.1600-1). Echo features in Viola’s lines
where she imagines a lover’s song resounded by “the babbling gossip of the air” (1.5.227). This
phrase, closely repeating Golding’s 1567 translation of Ovid’s Echo and Narcissus, identifies
Viola with Echo, suggesting imitation and twinship as key factors in depicting the play’s three
intimate relationships. Like Bel-Imperia, Viola demonstrates that acting is a way to achieve her
agency by performing and altering the speeches Orsino has authorized her to speak. Unlike
Kyd’s tragic star-actress, however, Shakespeare’s comic heroine shows that her performance of
the words can result in a romantic relationship dependent on the collaboration between male
author and female actor. Viola and Olivia, meanwhile, have developed a sympathetic
relationship throughout the play: both have lost brothers and fathers and suffer from unrequited
love. I suggest that the play’s emphasis on the female kinship is evoked through Shakespeare’s
evocation of Echo and female-voiced complaint, in which Echo occupies an important position
as a voice that comforts the sorrowful female narrator. Imitation becomes even more central in
the play’s depiction of Olivia’s intimacy with her female servant and secretary, Maria. Like
Viola, Maria becomes a kinswoman to her mistress, while copying her mistress’ handwriting
builds an alliance with Olivia. In Twelfth Night, Shakespeare evokes Echo to signal that imitation
and twinship become pleasurable and fruitful rather than having absolute self-control and
autonomy.
Chapter 4, “‘The stone is mine’: Theater, Witchcraft, and Ventriloquism in The Winter’s
Tale” explores the Delphic oracle as a nexus of early modern associations between theatricality,
necromancy, and women’s ventriloquized speech. As Dion and Cleomenes are struck by the
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oracle’s thunderous sound in the beginning of Act 3, Shakespeare evokes ancient Greek
priestesses’ powerful voices that ventriloquize Apollo. The evocation suggests a potential link
between the Pythia and Hermione’s ghostly specter. Not only is Hermione’s chaste pregnancy
likened to the priestesses’ virginal reproduction of the male god’s voice, Antigonus becomes
“[a]ffrighted much” (3.3.36) by the ghost’s speeches, which the play depicts as ventriloquy. If
Hermione redefines the inhabited vessel’s passivity by exercising her vocal power, Paulina more
actively harnesses thespian skill in conversation with the period’s newly developing ideas about
ventriloquism as stagecraft. In Act 5, Paulina channels Hermione’s ghost and speaks as if she
were the queen, an event which Leontes and audiences alike understand as a kind of theatrical
necromancy. If her performance suggests the link between ventriloquism and theater by
highlighting that manipulating voices is central to creating a fictional identity onstage, Paulina
becomes a playwright figure too, staging and directing Hermione’s revival at the play’s end.
Defying both the period’s antitheatrical attacks and contempt for witchcraft, Paulina throws her
voice to the statue and magically brings it back to life. Shakespeare seizes on the performative
effects of ventriloquism not only to present Paulina as combining the roles of ventriloquist,
magician, and playwright, but also to offer a version of implicit but passionate defense of the
theater as “an art/ Lawful as eating” (5.3.137-38).
The fifth and last chapter, “Ventriloquism and the Power of the Vessels in The Witch of
Edmonton” turns to the witch and her relationship with the animal familiar at the heart of the
play’s witchcraft subplot. Thomas Dekker, John Ford, and William Rowley borrowed stories
about Elizabeth Sawyer’s witch trial, highlighting her passionate yet uncomfortable, bond with
the devil in the shape of a dog. Speech is central in shaping their inter-species relations, not only
because Dog is distinguished by his supernatural ability to speak human language, but also
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because Dog takes over Sawyer’s voice. Like the Pythia, Sawyer becomes a receptacle for a
foreign voice as a result of supernatural possession, presenting susceptibility as underpinning the
physical and affective partnership between the witch and Dog. As one of a few early modern
plays featuring a speaking animal, the play portrays Dog as a costume that is similarly
susceptible to an actor’s theatrical inhabitation. For the humanoid dog that mingles animality and
humanness, the dog suit functions like a stage object that is vocally invaded and controlled by
the human actor. But the costume’s materiality also produces a physical impact on the actor,
recalling the communal influences between puppets and a puppeteer. The chain of relationships
leading from the evil spirit to the actor shows The Witch of Edmonton (1621) exploring
ventriloquism’s double sense in seventeenth-century England’s dramatic landscape, with an
emphasis on the susceptibility that allows the inhabited vessel to access unusual forms of agency.
Underscoring how a theatrical performance reliant on costume and actor can profit from
ventriloquism, the play explores the potential of being a vessel for supernatural forces beyond
one’s control.
In these plays, the idea of ventriloquism—being authorized or forced to speak another’s
words—plays a crucial role in rethinking the authority and agency of speech at the heart of the
theater. By calling on the classical model of female belly-speakers, ventriloquism raises
important questions about the relationship between vessels and the external forces that inhabit
and voice them. Because a vessel is typically female, and the force usually appears to be male, a
vessel’s connection to a foreign voice carries crucial meanings for gender relations in the period.
Female vessels vary in their reactions; some surrender to the influence and embrace the role to be
possessed, while others refuse the role and challenge the inhabitation. But whether accepting or
reacting against the power beyond their control, women explore the ways to subvert. The
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Pythia’s prevailing literary legacy in and around seventeenth-century England offers some potent
ways to capitalize on the susceptibility. I suggest that by exploring these women’s inhabited
bodies, we can better understand the theatrical and gender relationships surrounding speech and
text on the early modern stage.
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Chapter 2. Puppet Theater, Woman Actor, and Hieronimo’s Playwriting
in The Spanish Tragedy

Bel-Imperia is one of the earliest female characters to hold center stage in the history of
early modern English tragedy, a genre typically defined through its association with manly
qualities. Up until the mid-1570s, when women appeared in English plays, their speeches did not
exceed more than a dozen lines (Brown, The Diva’s Gift 94). With Bel-Imperia given the second
most outsized role next to the play’s male protagonist, Hieronimo, Kyd’s The Spanish Tragedy
(c.1587) must have been a pioneer not only because it popularized the genre of revenge tragedy,
but especially because it established a type of tragic woman whose showy performances
advertise some potent effects on the audience. As a literary prototype of the affectively powerful
tragic heroines in early modern English drama, Bel-Imperia is primarily presented as a woman
actor who performs the playtext authored by Hieronimo. Accordingly, Kyd looks to Bel-Imperia
especially for the power of ventriloquized playacting, which he jostles against Hieronimo’s
preoccupation with dramatic authorship. When Bel-Imperia, the star actress playing Perseda for
Hieronimo’s theater at court, improvises her self-murder, she turns the printed work of an author
into an embodied performance of an actor.
Hieronimo’s revenge upon his son’s murder is famously pursued through the theater. As
Hieronimo insists, he authored Soleiman and Perseda during his university days in Toledo
(4.1.75-76). The inset play was supposed to trick the two villains Lorenzo and Balthazar into
acting the characters who get killed, so that Bel-Imperia and Hieronimo can actually slay them
on the stage while acting Perseda and the Bashaw respectively. However, Bel-Imperia goes
beyond the limits set by Hieronimo’s writing. In what appears to be an unsupervised ad-libbing,
she stabs herself. Her climactic suicide, which follows directly on her killing of Balthazar, is at
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first viewed as theatrical pleasure. The King of Spain applauds both actions: “this was bravely
done” (4.4.67). Hieronimo, yet unaware of her improvisation, chimes in. “But Bel-Imperia plays
Perseda well” (4.4.68). His response, however, changes from compliment to bitterness when he
realizes that Bel-Imperia hasn’t followed his cue. He describes her suicide as “miss[ing] her part
in this” (4.4.139), suggesting some dissatisfaction with the performer’s negligence of his writing.
For him, Bel-Imperia is an improviser who breaches the authorial intention.
Yet Hieronimo is not the first male figure who has attempted and failed in his control
over Bel-Imperia’s action. The familiar woodcut in the 1615 Q7 edition of The Spanish Tragedy
depicts Bel-Imperia as resisting a villain in a black mask, Lorenzo.29 His both hands are
rigorously seizing his sister, who is crying out for help, followed by the masked Lorenzo’s grave
command to “stop her mouth” so that nobody wakes up to find out the murder scene. Whilst the
siblings are enmeshed in a brawl, Hieronimo is seen on their left. Grabbing a sword and a torch
in each of his hands, Hieronimo shrieks upon discovering his son’s body hanging wretchedly in
the arbor: “Alas, it is my son, Horatio.”
The picture calls the viewer’s attention to the moment the play’s male revenger comes to
the recognition of fatherly loss. Yet Lorenzo’s words in the image equally draw our attention to
the characters’ literal mouths. As figures in the period’s woodcuts commonly do, no single
character is shown as opening his or her mouth. Even the mouth of Bel-Imperia, whose
unrestrained crying runs counter to the idea of proper noblewomen, is tightly closed. Pictorially,
she is holding her tongue, just like two other men appearing alongside in the illustration.
However, juxtaposing Bel-Imperia’s unopened mouth with Lorenzo’s rigorous attempt to mute

Covering one’s face with a black vizard was a commonplace practice in medieval mystery cycles to present
morally debased figures, such as the devil or infidels. Virginia Mason Vaughan explains that the convention was
handed down to Elizabethan dramatists, and Lorenzo’s blackened face symbolizes his villainy, not his dark
complexion.
29
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her illuminates a central concern of the men in Kyd’s play: whether they can keep her mouth
closed and stopped for good. Indeed, the apparent incompatibility between the dramatic action of
Bel-Imperia’s outcry and the illustrated depiction of her unopened mouth, if rendered as a
question, neatly sums up the play’s generalized tension: to what degree can the illustration be a
specific reminder of the male characters’ overarching concern with the silence of Bel-Imperia,
who, in the scene that follows the event in the illustration, gets detained without any means to
directly talk to Hieronimo about Horatio’s death?
The frontispiece’s use of speech scrolls tells a different story. Like speech bubbles in
comic strips, the early modern scrolls or banderoles deliver words spoken by characters in a
multi-media panel. In the Q7 woodcut, a scroll seems directly emanating from Bel-Imperia, with
its far corner slightly rolled towards her mouth. From there it spreads out towards her left side,
with words unfolding on the paper above her head, closely replicating Kyd’s line at 2.4.61:
“Murder, help Hieronimo.” The speech scroll is rather coarsely drawn, but it still manages to
suggest an actual parchment’s folds, giving a real sense of paper in continuous furling motion.
More interestingly, the words also seem to be moving, from her mouth to her left, in accordance
with the paper’s curls and folds. Together, the scroll’s pointed edge and flowing movement seem
to invoke a physical analogue for breath, a substance crucial for delivering the living voice.
For early moderns, a stable movement of breath ensures the successful production and
transmission of the human voice (Bloom 6). Breath, in turn, is made up of air. Because air is
invisible, ephemeral, and susceptible to environmental changes, breath’s material conditions
inherently suggest a possibility for “undermining the successful transmission of words” (Bloom
17). In The Spanish Tragedy picture, scrolls might take the place of breath in an image. The
written scroll’s visible and tangible materiality seems to give words a safe passage for transport.
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Although Bel-Imperia’s voice is about to be muffled, with her brother coercing her silence, the
scroll, as a version of breath, draws attention to the fact that that she is speaking in the moment,
that her speech is coming now from her mouth. 30 If Hieronimo imagines a painting that recreates
“a doleful cry” (3.12.A.123-4), the scroll may be a pictorial device to paint Bel-Imperia’s
exclamation that woke him up (Astington 185). Admittedly, the edges of other speech scrolls are
also curved towards the figures’ mouths, but it is her scroll that is particularly telling. The scroll
with the words unfurling acquires significance by jostling against Lorenzo’s line, “Stop her
mouth,” and articulates that Bel-Imperia will go on to talk defiantly, act triumphantly, and
improvise ingeniously, rising to the challenge of male control.
Not only Hieronimo’s fatherly loss, but also Bel-Imperia’s suffering and challenge had a
striking impact on audiences.31 As printed drama was sold unbound in the period, title-page
pictures occasionally served as marketing devices by invoking memorable scenes from the
play.32 In 1615, when this popular play’s seventh edition came out, it was no surprise that the
title page picture with Hieronimo’s discovery scene pandered to the sensation-craving bookbuying public.33 As a revenger, bereaved father, and tragic hero, Hieronimo seems entitled to
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Robert Marcoux similarly observes that speech scrolls engraved on late medieval French tombs represent the
deceased as directly uttering a prayer for their salvation. See “Breaking the Silence of the Grave.” On speech
ribbons and their emphasis on performativity in medieval religious art, see Schapiro.
31
Hieronimo’s encounter with the son’s body in the garden was one of the play’s most parodied moments by
subsequent playwrights, along with the “Go by, Hieronimo” soliloquy. See Rebekah Owens, “Parody and The
Spanish Tragedy.”
32
According to Jakacki, about 14.5 percent of editions printed from 1605 to 1660 had title-page illustrations that
directly evoke a scene from the play. “Of 738 editions published between 1605 and 1660, ninety-two featured a titlepage illustration meant to invoke the play” (15). She calls out The Spanish Tragedy as one of the two plays which
consistently incorporated the same woodcut image to different editions published over a period of fifteen years (16).
33
John H. Astington has convincingly suggested the Q7 illustration based its picturing on the famous 1602 addition,
the painter’s scene. Hieronimo asks the painter to lively capture the moment he hears a wailing sound and discovers
Horatio’s body, detailing how he should look upon entry: “Then, sire, after some violent noise, bring me forth in my
shirt, and my gown under mine arm, with my torch in my hand, and my sword reared up thus: - and with these
words: What noise is this? Who calls Hieronimo?” (3.12.A.135-9). In depicting Hieronimo in such costume, with a
torch and a sword in the hands, the 1615 woodcut image is “a version of his [Hieronimo’s] commissioned picture,
save the tree” (Astington 185). That the same printer, William White, published both the 1602 and the 1615 editions,
further supports this possibility. See Astington, Stage and Picture in the English Renaissance: The Mirror up to
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serve as the play’s emotional pivot. Compared to his central position, Diane K. Jakacki argues,
“Bel-Imperia’s cry for help is secondary” (22). But the center stage is not claimed exclusively by
the hero: Bel-Imperia in the woodcut “shares the stage with Hieronimo” (Brown 52), under the
caption describing, “Containing the lamentable end of Don Horatio, and Bel-Imperia; with the
pitiful death of Hieronimo.”34 Alongside the father-revenger Hieronimo, she emerges as a coprotagonist who gets him to act. As an equally tragic heroine, Bel-Imperia’s mouth cannot be
shut either in the image or on the stage; the speech scroll draws our attention to her such
dramatic possibilities.
The title page picture also anticipates Hieronimo’s missing of Bel-Imperia’s
improvisation. Hieronimo confesses that Perseda’s fictional death was initially not part of his
plot. In the original storyline of his Suleiman and Perseda, “she should have died” (4.4.140). But
out “of kindness and of care to her” (4.4.141), he altered the plan. Because in his theater the
character’s death would mean the actor’s death as well, Perseda or Bel-Imperia should not be
staged to commit suicide. Perseda will live, so will Bel-Imperia who plays her. As shown earlier,
Hieronimo expresses his regret at Bel-Imperia killing herself against his design: “Poor BelImperia missed her part in this” (4.4.139). “Part” not only refers to theatrical playacting but
especially evokes another technical theatrical term, paper sheets copied and distributed as ‘acting
scripts’ in both professional and amateur theater companies in England. 35
This part might be physically seen on the stage. After deciding to play his tragedy,
Hieronimo relates the plot and allocates the roles to Bel-Imperia, Lorenzo, Balthazar, and
Nature; especially 183-86, where he discusses the 1615 woodcut of The Spanish Tragedy. For the painter’s scene’s
emphasis on drama’s kinship with painting through Hieronimo’s mobilizing “speaking picture,” see Tassi.
34
According to Michael Hattaway, the woodcut shows that the play is interested in “the tragedy … of a family or
dynasty” (106) rather than the single male hero. But Hattaway does not read the image as particularly emphasizing
Bel-Imperia’s role.
35
On the actors’ parts, see Stern, Documents 232-52 and Stern and Palfrey. I also discuss the actor’s parts or parttexts in Chapter 3.
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himself, as he “already has [have] conceited” (4.1.130). He then hands out to each of them
separate sheets containing “several abstracts” (4.1.135), asking the cast to “note your parts”
(4.1.136). David Bevington glosses “abstracts” as “individual parts separately copied,” but
Tiffany Stern explains that the word may refer to “summaries” of a production.36 In either case,
papers feature importantly in this scene, reinforcing our sense that the making of a performance
fundamentally grows out of theatrical documents prepared by the playwright. Hieronimo is the
one who scripted the work, and he also takes the role of managing the production: he allocates
the texts and requests that actors learn and memorize their “parts.”
Hieronimo first introduces his play as a full version of a book, rather than separately
copied papers. His playbook makes appearance twice, perhaps in different formats. 37 In 4.1,
Hieronimo “shows them [Bel-Imperia and others] a book” (SD), presumably referring to a full
manuscript of his tragedy. He later gives the King of Spain another book prior to the beginning
of the inset performance. This may or may not be the same with the book Hieronimo previously
presented to his actors in 4.1. He tells the King that the book “is the argument of what we show”
(4.3.7). The King soon bequeaths the documentation to his brother, calling him “the bookkeeper” (4.4.8). As the editors of the Arden series note, an argument conveys a plot summary,
and the book in this moment can either have the summary only or the summary attached to the
full playtext. In either case, “the copy of the play” (4.3.6) suggests that it was copied out from
Hieronimo’s original manuscript. The recurring appearances of different theatrical texts—a

See Bevington, English Renaissance Drama: A Norton Anthology. For abstracts, see chapter 3 of Stern’s
Documents of Performance in Early Modern England. See also n.4.1.135-6 (p. 290) for the Arden editors’
explanation on these terms.
37
The famous ‘Vindicta mihi’ speech also features Hieronimo with a book in his hand. Editors and critics typically
identify this book either as the Bible or Seneca’s plays.
36
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manuscript, part-texts, and an argument—explicitly establish Hieronimo as the “author and actor
in this tragedy” (4.4.146).
But presenting a varied set of texts as stage properties also shows the play’s selfconscious interest in enacting the actual procedure of staging a drama. 38 Each of the texts draws
attention to a particular phase of the theater-making, involving not just the writer himself, but
other individuals as well who receive and handle them. As a playwright, Hieronimo wrote a
manuscript of Suleiman and Perseda. He later prepares part-texts for the actors. In Shakespeare’s
time, the responsibility to make copies of parts fell on “actor, prompter, scribe, or even author”
(Stern, Documents 245). The Spanish Tragedy does not let us know who copies out the part-texts
for Bel-Imperia and others, and it is likely that Hieronimo is the copier. He might not rely on a
collaborator, but the presence of parts highlights that multiple workers and businessmen
participated in the production and transmission of theatrical texts.
The argument, moreover, function as a synopsis and raises the idea of the audience as
another key factor in playmaking. A play must catch and cash in the audience’s attention. By
providing the King and other noble audiences with the argument of his play, Hieronimo offers
them an overview of what they are going to see: if it were not for improving the viewers’
understanding, he would not have added the document. The attached argument for Suleiman and
Perseda allows us to see that a playbook is a text for performance, and that audiences, along
with other theater-makers, got involved in a chain of writing, reading, performing, and even
modifying theatrical texts. Invoking the theater’s collaborative environment, the playbook and
the many documents used to stage Hieronimo’s tragedy implicitly—but crucially—showcase that
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Sarah Wall-Randell suggests that books or prop-books appearing on the stage can circulate between different
productions, not just in a single performance. See her “What is a Staged Book? Book as ‘Actors’ in the Early
Modern English Theatre.”
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a single author does not hold the privilege over performing a play, a point which this chapter will
return to in the last section.
The significance of staged books and papers in the construction of plays points back to
speech scrolls in The Spanish Tragedy’s title-page image. As observed, Lorenzo’s advance to
tame Bel-Imperia is the picture’s main action, with the speech ribbon representing the breath
transmitting her words. Holger Schott Syme has shown that scrolls stand for both “a
documentary and a vocal action” (45) in Renaissance visual arts. Because Renaissance artwork
did not really distinguish scrolls that symbolize spoken words from scrolls that stand for the legal
document, both were delineated with the same visual properties of a parchment. The words
uttered by figures roll out on elaborately drawn parchments, and scrolls portrayed in the same
manner represent law texts or civil records. In this light, speech scrolls in playbook illustrations
are like “theatrical objects” (Syme 49), representing “the actors’ voice and the text they perform”
(Syme 55). Bel-Imperia’s speech scroll repeating the line from Kyd’s play, according to Syme,
demonstrates a similar self-consciousness. It prompts the audience to acknowledge an important
link between the actor’s performance and the text, suggesting a metatheatrical scheme in which
the actor playing Bel-Imperia would be authorized to repeat the line from the playwright’s text
(Syme 55-56).
Yet Syme does not point out another playwright. In the frame of the play, the playwright
figure is Hieronimo, who writes, directs, and dramaturgs Suleiman and Perseda. If speech scrolls
suggest that theatrical speech is always scripted by the playwright’s book, Bel-Imperia’s speech
in this inset play is supervised by the dramatic writing of Hieronimo at all times, except the
moment when she improvises her death. Yet the spectacle is not in Hieronimo’s scrolls, or
“abstracts,” “part,” and “book,” all the textual products that come in various forms in the play.
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Although he “appointed” Bel-Imperia “to that tragic part [the role of Perseda]” (4.4.137), she
outperforms the appointment, drawing on, as Pamela Allen Brown has argued, a transnational
model of Italianate theatrical practices. Like divas in mixed-gender troupes of the Italian theater,
Bel-Imperia not only exerts her explicit sexual appeal, but also is a multi-talented performer
whose unsupervised self-murder matches and even surpasses the play’s tragic hero. David Cutts
has observed that both Hieronimo and Bel-Imperia are bound to the text’s authority, because
their actions are ultimately sourced by the text (155). But Hieronimo and Bel-Imperia both go
off-script. Not only did Hieronimo decide to change Perseda’s finale from his own original, but
also Bel-Imperia’s triumphant Perseda alters that dramatic decision once again, rising to the
equal, or at least similar, status of the prerogatives that Hieronimo seeks to occupy.
In this new light, Lorenzo’s call for her silence, “stop her mouth,” evokes a broader
question about the playwright and his authority. Can the author “stop her mouth” and force her
not to “miss her part”? What kind of agential power the actor can gain by “miss[ing]” her part,
both in the sense of her role and the document? Can her speaking as an actor intervene the
author’s writing and alter Hieronimo’s text? Offering a reflection on these problems, Thomas
Kyd looks to Bel-Imperia especially for the origins of the actor’s power, which he goes on to
compare provocatively with Hieronimo’s tongue-biting. As if a direct response to Bel-Imperia’s
killing of Balthazar and herself, Hieronimo refuses to reveal who have been his “confederates in
this” (4.4.173). Even the most excruciating torture cannot force him to open his mouth. In a
scene to which we will return at greater length, “he bites out his tongue” (4.4.187.SD), a gesture
corporeally acknowledging this pledge.
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Whether or not his self-harming action seeks to protect Bel-Imperia from any potential
infamy of personal revenge, the tongue-biting seems to be associated with her in some way. 39 As
the Q7 picture draws focus to Bel-Imperia’s mouth, the tongue is the symbol of the actor’s
speech, which eventually escapes the playwright’s control. Hieronimo is bitterly aware that BelImperia is the actor who rebels against the author. In the sections that follow, I suggest that
biting out the tongue shows Hieronimo responding to the significance of the star-actress’
improvisation. The elite woman playing the female lead has outdone “the author’s credit / To
look that all things may go well” (4.3.3-4). In response, the male author who has been inscribing
his authorial power “hath bitten forth his tongue” (4.4.189). Hieronimo’s loss of the tongue
becomes an action that bemoans his lack of control over the actor who refuses to speak his
scripted lines.
To ground my reading of Bel-Imperia’s actorly power in the period’s understanding of
ventriloquism, I look to the metaphor of puppetry as a model for the relationship between
playwright and actor. I first examine how the period’s authors relied on the idea that actors are
the mouths of playwrights. Representations of actors as passive evoked puppet theater by
presenting actors as hollow vessels ventriloquized by authors. Early moderns frequently likened
actors to puppets in their shared characteristic to parrot what the superior puts into their mouths.
Just as puppets are made to move and speak by their puppet master, playwrights are the
controlling force behind players. Featuring a puppet show of Hero and Leander in London’s
busy marketplace, Ben Jonson’s Bartholomew Fair (1614) highlights the showman’s power to
make his puppets speak, self-consciously suggesting a link between puppets and actors, between
the puppeteer and the playwright.

S. F. Johnson, for example, ascribes the reason of Hieronimo’s tongue-biting to an oath he made to Bel-Imperia.
He could not break his word and reveal her specific role in the murderous performance. See 33-4.
39
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Although differing in genre and written almost three decades after Kyd’s play, Jonson’s
city comedy demonstrates the usefulness of puppet theater as a gateway for exploring the
problem of the actor’s autonomy. Drawing on Jonson’s depiction of puppets, I explore how the
popular tradition underpins the theatrical interactions between the playwright and his supposed
vessel, the actor in The Spanish Tragedy. Kyd’s allusions to puppetry elements are implicit and
indirect. But recognizing the broader puppetry frame shows Kyd exploring acting not only as
passive repetition, but also as active intervention. Focusing on Bel-Imperia’s glamorous, and
violently murderous, performance, the play offers a reflection on the potential limits and powers
of playing. Ultimately, Bel-Imperia is a puppet who rebels against her puppet master, whereas
Hieronimo is a puppeteer who despairs of his lost power when he realizes his lack of control
over his puppet. The inversion of power relations between them redefines the authority of
ventriloquism in the play, and in the puppet theater more broadly.

THE MOUTH AS A MODEL FOR ACTING
Playwrights frequently turned to the images of the actor’s mouth or tongue when
reflecting on the theatrical relation between playwright and actor, perhaps informed by a
Protestant focus on the divine authority of written words and uneasiness with the tongue’s
orality.40 Sometimes the tongue belongs to both parties of the show business. John Greene indicts
plays and players in his anonymously printed 1615 tract. Among the many problems the theater
brings to the English commonwealth, he cites its slandering of great men. “The licentious liberty
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See Harris, especially 128-9. The writing serves as a disciplinary tool, with which early moderns attributed
“divinely sanctioned authority” in the interest of controlling “the dangerous orality of tongues” (128). The double
bind of the written and the spoken identifies writing with divinity, truth, and authority, while it figures the tongue as
a symbol of falseness, duplicity, and demonic powers.
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of poets’ and players’ tongues” create dangerous speeches. 41 The image of the tongue is used to
represent dramatic speeches, regardless of which theatrical professional scripts or utters them.
William Prynne’s similar indictment on theatergoers describes his complaint as produced by his
“tongue or pen”: “. . .or whether I should lift up my voice like a trumpet and cry against them, to
my power? If I should bend my tongue or pen against them (as I have done against some other
sinful and unchristian vanities). . .”42 The tongue may suggest his giving of direct oration, while
the pen may represent his publishing a treatise. The tongue, like the pen, metonymically refers to
the writer’s professional responsibility.
In other instances, the tongue is especially a hallmark of the player’s speaking. In the
same page of his tract cited above, Greene goes on to distinguish the two in a short while. He
asserts that law magistrates and learned judges, instead of corrupt dramatists and players, have
the right to deal with peoples’ lives. “For first it [a documentary based on actual events] shows
the licentiousness of poets’ pens, and players’ tongues in nipping at men both good and bad, and
that such faults as are reprehended on the stage were better to be taxed by the censor.”43
Breaking from the earlier attempt to associate both the tongue and the pen with the author’s
trade, Greene now distinguishes the two, describing pens as belonging to poets and tongues as
belonging to players. He also specifically puts the blame on actors for the production and
circulation of seditious speeches. In the epilogue to Dekker’s Satiromastix or The Untrussing of
the Humorous Poet (1601), an actor similarly distinguishes the actor’s responsibility from that of
the author in using the word “mouth” as a verb to describe what the actor is made to do by the

I. G. [John Greene], A Refutation of the Apology for Actors 59, taken from Tanya Pollard’s Shakespeare’s
Theater: A Sourcebook 266.
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William Prynne, Histriomastix: The Player’s Scourge (1633), cited from Tanya Pollard’s Shakespeare’s Theater:
A Sourcebook 284.
43
Ibid.
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playwright. This actor asks for the elite audience’s pardon, identifying the source of his
potentially offensive speech as the writing of the author, who is featured in the play as Horace:
“that Hereticall / Libertine Horace, taught me so to mouth it” (4.1.131-32; italics added).44 The
actor, he insists, is the passive mouth who can only repeat the poet’s words and thus gets away
with his speaking of rude words.
Yet contemporary playwrights are also anxious about the possibility of the actor’s mouth
speaking freely. In a letter about a recent performance of his c.1607 double play The Conspiracy
and Tragedy of Charles, Duke of Byron, George Chapman self-defensively discusses how far to
control the actor’s mouth. He penned the letter from prison, pleading to the Master of the Revels
that he should take no blame for the actors speaking the un-licensed lines. Chapman argues: “I
have not deserv’d what I suffer, yf the two or three lynes you crost were spoken,” for “I see not
myne owne Plaies; Nor carrie the Actors Tongues in my Mouthe.”45 Chapman insists that not
only did he never oversee a production of his play, but especially that it was “the Actors
Tongues” that spoke some lines “in its precensored form” (Stern, Documents 233) that the
Master of Revels originally disapproved. He is not a stage performer, so his mouth does not have
the tongue that utters the lines in the playhouse: he can take responsibility only for what he
writes, not for what the actors speak. The author’s mouth and the actors’ tongues, then, act
separately in playmaking: the text scripted is not the same with the text performed. Chapman
seems to believe that the actors’ tongues do not fit into the same theatrical frame as the
demonstrably textual mouth of the playwright.
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Qtd. in Johnson 77. See also Dekker for the source.
Italics added. Qtd. in Tiffany Stern, Documents of Performance in Early Modern England 233. Stern cites
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Interestingly, the actor’s tongue repeatedly turns up in connection with the puppet show.
In his Groatsworth of Witte (1592), Robert Greene grimly warns: “Base minded men all three of
you, if by my miserie you be not warnd: for vnto none of you (like mee) sought those burres to
cleaue: those Puppets (I meane) that spake from our mouths, those Anticks garnisht in our
colours” (45). Greene then goes on to famously rail at “an upstart crow” (45), which we
understand as mockingly referring to the actor-turned-playwright Shakespeare. Employing the
metaphor of puppet, Greene seems to highlight that actors are not self-reliant. He also hints at the
power relations between actors and authors. Just as puppets need someone more powerful than
them in order to be made to move and talk, actors not only borrow words from others’ mouths
but also lack resources for originality. While authors strive for composition, actors, Greene
suggests, treacherously thrive on these words, “garnisht in our colours.” Actors who
automatically repeat words derived from playwrights’ mouths hold less significance than authors
in the making of play. Like Chapman’s complaint about “the Actors Tongues,” then, Greene’s
reference to puppets offers a metaphor for the actor’s automatic delivery of the text.
In Virtue’s Commonwealth (1603), Henry Crosse launches a similar attack on playgoing
by making a reference to the puppet and its instrumentality. For the purpose of serving the
commonwealth’s benefits, he insists, “filthy plays” as well as “all love-books, sonnets, and vile
pamphlets” must be taken down and thrown off. He goes on to give counsel to contemporary
playwrights:
To conclude, it were further to be wished that those admired wits of this age, tragedians
and comedians, that garnish theaters with their inventions, would spend their wits in more
profitable studies, and leave off to maintain those antics and puppets that speak out of
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their mouths: for it is pity such noble gifts should be so basely employed as to prostitute
their ingenious labors to enrich such buckram gentlemen. 46
For Crosse, as for other anti-theatrical writers, “tragedians and comedians” must not waste their
valuable talents and knowledge crafting a play. If they abandoned playwriting, “antics and
puppets” would not be able to speak vulgar words invented by these authors. Like Greene,
Crosse compares actors to “antics and puppets,” underscoring their loss of agency in speaking on
the stage. Actors are no more than vehicles that “speak out of” playwrights’ “mouths.”
Ben Jonson’s Bartholomew Fair is one of the few Tudor and Stuart plays that feature a
puppet show. Lantern Leatherhead, the play’s fairground puppet artist, stages a mock-tragicomic
puppet version of the well-known Greek epyllion Hero and Leander, presenting a compelling
model for the puppet’s association with the stage actor. Before the show begins, Leatherhead
introduces his glove puppets to Cokes and Littlewit, calling these immobile objects “small
players” (5.3.63). Cokes wonders about the propriety of these diminutively sized artificial
players. “These be players minors, indeed. Do you call these players?” (3.5.64). But Leatherhead
assures him: “They are actors, sir, and as good as any, none dispraised, for dumb shows; indeed,
I am the mouth of ’em all!” (5.3.65-6). For Leatherhead, acting does not belong exclusively to
human actors. Like living actors, his non-living wooden objects can trade lines on the stage, and
he specifically rests their acting on his ability to control them. Animated by the puppeteer to
move and talk, the puppets can perfectly perform as “sentient beings” (Caton 66) in the show,
despite their small sizes.
The point is further taken by Cokes, who then cites two of the most celebrated actors of
the period, Richard Burbage of the King’s Men and Nathan Field of Lady Elizabeth’s Men:

Emphases added. Henry Crosse, Virtue’s Commonwealth Q3v. Cited from Pollard’s Shakespeare’s Theater: A
Sourcebook 195.
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“Which is your Burbage now? … Your Field?” (5.3.70-71; 73). These historical details are
important: both frequently acted in Jonson’s plays, and it is likely that they came to perform
side-by-side as the two male leads for The Alchemist after Field joined the King’s Men in 1616.
Both Burbage and Field were known for acting and popularity with women as well, and their
names self-consciously evoke the power and appeal of the celebrity actors, to which Jonson
would have been unable to turn a blind eye.47 Leatherhead goes on to pursue this chain of
identification to the character Leander, suggesting a link between the actors’ popularity with
female audiences and the dramatic hero’s appeal to women: “This is he that acts young Leander,
sir. He is extremely beloved of the womankind, they do so affect his action, the green gamesters
that come here” (5.3.75-77).
Leatherhead humanizes the wooden object by using pronouns such as “he” and “his.”
Interestingly, the male pronouns directly contrast the puppet Dionysius’ claim that puppets do
not have sex. While performing the puppet show of Hero and Leander, the puppet Dionysius
confronts the Puritan hothead Zeal-of-the-Land Busy who criticizes transvestite theater. Busy
rants against players, calling them “an abomination, for the male among you putteth on the
apparel of the female, and the female of the male” (5.5.84-6). The puppet Dionysius refutes this
claim based on the puppets’ particular status. Not only is Busy’s argument “old” and “stale,”
“but it will not hold against the puppets, for we [the puppets] have neither male nor female
among us” (5.5.88-89). And then the stage direction tells us that “The puppet takes up his
garment” (5.5.91 SD). In this “plain demonstration” (5.5.93-94), both stage audiences and the
spectators gathering in the play’s fairground clearly see that underneath the costume the puppets
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lack sex organs. This striking moment meditates on the idea of puppets as being sexless; without
the visual signs of gender, puppets cannot represent gender on the stage. 48
Nevertheless, Leatherhead, the puppet master, seems to present his puppets as male, and
especially amplifies the association between the puppet players and the actors, although we do
not know for sure which of the Burbage-puppet and the Field-puppet he is referring to. Once the
puppeteer throws voices into puppets, they become no longer dumb, and these inhuman figures
become another Burbage or Field, “the best actor” (5.3.73) whose “mouth” is the showman
Leatherhead. Nora Johnson has observed that this comparison mainly caricatures “the potentially
humiliated actor” (62), rendering the famous actor to the mere puppet. Yet Johnson does not
attend to the ways that the identification can invoke ventriloquism’s strange ability to transform
inhuman objects to human forms. While “Jonson triumphs at Field’s expense” (Johnson 62), the
real actors are reduced to objects. In turn, the “small players” become articulate figures as a
result of the showman’s ventriloquy, veering between petty performing objects that “lie in
baskets” (5.3.62) and stage actors that are “as good as any.”
These little actors’ translation between the animate and the inanimate is of particular
interest to Cokes. “Well, they are a civil company,” he explains,
“I like ’em for that. They offer not to fleer, nor jeer, nor break jests, as the great players
do. And then there goes not so much charge to the feasting of ’em, or making ’em drunk,
as to the other, by reason of their littleness. Do they use to play perfect? Are they never
flustered?” (5.3.81-85)
Just as Greene compares passive actors to puppets, here Cokes’ cataloguing of the puppet
player’s valuable capacities culminates with the recognition of their speech delivered verbatim,
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Robert Darcy has observed that this scene more broadly illuminates the instability of gender in the theater. See
“Puppets, Sexlessness, and the Dumbfounding of Male Epistemology in Jonson's Bartholomew Fair.”
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suggesting the dominant force of the ventriloquist behind (or above) them. The small puppet
players are error-free (“perfect”): they never get their lines wrong, with their speech always
faithful and correct to the words they are required to cite. When Leatherhead echoes this praise
for his actors, he more explicitly turns to the showman’s ventriloquizing effects. “No, sir, I thank
my industry and policy; they are as well-governed a company, though I say it” (5.3.86-87). The
acting of puppets indeed results from the master’s “industry and policy,” while the small glove
players are defined through their malleability. The master of puppets is not only a presenter and
manager of the show but also, as he describes, “the mouth of ’em all.” In a parodic move,
Leatherhead shows the actor both figuratively and literally appearing as a puppet, subordinated
to channeling theatrical speech from the playwright’s mouth, or, as other authors alternatively
described, to the playwright’s pen, which scripts “a master theatrical text” (Shershow 209).49
Nathan Field, the then leading actor for the Lady Elizabeth’s Men, acted in the first
performance of Bartholomew Fair. Critics typically assume that Field, who was twenty-seven in
1614, played either Cokes or Littlewit. His appearance makes the identification of the wooden
objects with the celebrity actors all the more telling. Just as wooden puppets in Leatherhead’s
puppet show are “small players” practically indistinct from these actors of the period, Jonson
might be presenting in this moment Burbage, and, especially Field, as puppets who only speak
from the playwright’s mouth.50 The puppet show in Bartholomew Fair offers an implicit
interrogation of the concept of acting wishfully imagined by the playwright, who replaces acting

Scott Cutler Shershow observes that Ben Jonson capitalizes on the puppet metaphor’s representation of his
singular authorial mastery. According to Shershow, Jonson frequently describes the puppet as a metaphor for his
privileged authorly power that controls the play and his players from a distance, an idea based on a theological
model of theatrical authorship. See “‘The Mouth of ’hem All’: Ben Jonson, Authorship, and the Performing Object.”
My study of the puppet theater and its representation of authorship is indebted to Shershow’s reading, although I do
not share his conclusion on the playwright’s absolute control over writing and staging.
50
On the account of Field’s complex relationship with Jonson and Field’s development of authorship as an authorplayer (Field himself wrote plays for performance, mainly borrowing writings from other playwrights), see Nora
Johnson, especially 54-83.
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as agential performance with acting as passive repetition. But, as the later sections of this chapter
make it clear, actors would bring their purposeful agency again into focus, the possibility which
authors, including Jonson, might have been aware and wary of.

NEGOTIATING THE ACTOR’S PART
Jonson inherited metatheatrical elements from Kyd.51 We cannot say the reverse is true
for Kyd: a literary precursor, he was not inspired by Jonson’s association of the puppet with the
actor. Yet Jonson’s play shows that the puppet’s identification with the actor crucially shaped the
puppet’s attraction for playwrights exploring the problem of the actor’s agency. I suggest that
Kyd’s play might be similarly informed by a metatheatrical paradigm of puppet theater and the
period’s fascination with the analogy of the puppet-actor speaking from the mouth of the
puppeteer-playwright. In a play preoccupied by reflections on the author’s place in playmaking,
Kyd’s Hieronimo self-consciously queries, “For what’s a play without a woman in it?” (4.1.94).
Bel-Imperia, the most accomplished player of Hieronimo’s tragedy, is expected like the puppet
to repeat and mimic Hieronimo’s words. Yet Bel-Imperia’s unscripted grand finale both reflects
and revises the relationship between actors and playwrights explored through the showman’s
ventriloquizing of his puppet.
In this sense, the puppet show in Jonson’s Bartholomew Fair might suggest his implicit
response to the potential threat that he finds in Bel-Imperia’s overpowered acting. Jonson’s
relationship with The Spanish Tragedy stretched to many decades and covered the realms of
writing and playing both. It is a critical commonplace to attribute the authorship of the 1601 and

As Tanya Pollard has observed, some of Bartholomew Fair’s stage props are direct borrowings from The Spanish
Tragedy, including the black box presumably containing a letter and the handkerchief representing women’s bodies.
See Pollard, “Parodying Shakespeare’s Euripides in Bartholmew Fair” in Greek Tragic Women.
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1602 additions printed in Q4, including the painter’s scene, to Jonson.52 Thomas Dekker’s
Satiromastix, moreover, suggests that Jonson even played in the role of Hieronimo in 1597.
Horace, the figure thinly veiled as Jonson in this satirical play, is described as “a poor
journeyman Player” (4.1.128), an inferior, less stable sort of itinerant actor who roams the
country “by a play-wagon, in the high way” (1.4.131). On the road with an acting troupe, Horace
or Jonson “took’st mad Jeronimoes part, to get the service among the Mimickes” (1.4.131-32).53
Jonson’s fascination with Kyd’s tragedy both from the perspective of a playwright and that of a
less successful actor might have fueled his self-conscious yearning for authorial power. Hating
the idea that players, like Bel-Imperia, could bring disorder to his author-centered theater, the
dramatic trope of puppets—“the Mimickes”—repeating the words the master dictates for them
might have resonated with his authorly vision.
Critics have nuanced our understanding of The Spanish Tragedy’s thematic backdrops by
exploring its absorption of a host of literary traditions, ranging from classical tragedy to
contemporary European performance. Kyd inherited revenge tragedy’s generic features from
Seneca, and, as such, Hieronimo even directly quotes Seneca’s plays in his famous “Vindicta
mihi” speech (3.13.1-44).54 Although more diffusely, the play also borrows from tragedy’s Greek
roots, and is especially inspired by the affective powers of tragic women such as Proserpine and

This speculation is based on Philip Henslowe’s Diary, which records two payments given to Jonson for his “new
adicyons for Jeronymo” (Calvo and Tronch 320). For a debate on the dating and authorship of The Spanish
Tragedy’s anonymous additions, see the Arden edition’s Appendix 1, 319-28.
53
Calvo and Tronch 61. I follow their modernization of the lines. See also Johnson 77. Interestingly, if a mention of
Hieronimo’s part shows Jonson almost obsessively fixing on Kyd’s tragedy, “the Mimickes” conjures the actor’s
passive repetition of the playwright’s words that Jonson also associates with puppet theater in Bartholomew Fair.
54
Studies on Kyd’s Senecan and other classical debts are vast and old. For the most compendious research, see Eric
Dodson-Robinson, “Failures of Language in Thomas Kyd’s The Spanish Tragedy and Their Relation to Senecan
Revenge Drama,” Scott McMillin, “The Book of Seneca in The Spanish Tragedy,” and Eugene D. Hill, “Senecan
and Vergilian Perspectives in The Spanish Tragedy.” Jonathan Bate also ascribes the play’s uses of returning ghost
and choric figures to the Senecan tradition.
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Clytemnestra.55 Medieval mystery plays form another foundation for the play’s Catholic-related
motifs such as Horatio’s hanging and Isabella’s maternal grieving. 56 Recent scholarship newly
attends to the trans-European influence, most notably Kyd’s modelling of Bel-Imperia on
powerful Italian divas (inamorata).57
At first glance, adding the puppet show to an array of literary traditions which Kyd
borrowed and echoed might seem far-fetched. Yet the period’s references to the puppet show and
puppets demonstrate its currency as a model for acting, and despite some allusions to puppets
being figurative, the metaphoric uses also highlight the actor’s passivity. A famous reference to
puppets appears in the play’s direct descendent, Hamlet. The prince muses with Ophelia while
watching the inset play The Mousetrap: “I could interpret between you and your love if I could
see the puppets dallying” (3.2.239-40). As observed in the introduction, Hamlet’s imagined role
as an interpret at the puppet show signals that for him, as for the authors explored in this chapter,

Tanya Pollard attributes tragedy’s moving power to the female Greek icons such as Proserpine, Iphigenia,
Hecuba, and Polyxena. Bel-Imperia especially channels her authority for revenge from Proserpine. Possibly a
superior figure to Revenge, Proserpine orchestrates and commands the whole play’s tragic trajectory. As Hieronimo
identifies his grief with Bel-Imperia’s, the Greek woman’s power transfers to Hieronimo, “implicitly picking up the
mantle of female tragic authority” (95). See Pollard, “Imitating the Queen of Troy.” Kristine Steenberg similarly
suggests Kyd’s debts to Greek tragic women’s contagious passions. Women’s tragic fury and private revenge
damages the nation-state’s political stability, and the Inns of Court traditionally condemned female passion,
privileging instead masculine legal authorities. But Kyd depicts Hieronimo as a male revenger who models his
desire for revenge on women, especially Clytemnestra. A reigning classical female tragic icon, Clytemnestra’s
passion is carried over to Hieronimo through his reading of Seneca’s plays. See Steenberg, “Gendering revenge in
The Spanish Tragedy.”
56
Katherine Goodland identifies mystery plays’ representation of maternal loss as a model for The Spanish
Tragedy’s mourners. Lamenting Horatio’s death, Isabella, Bel-Imperia, and Hieronimo echo the grieving mothers
such as the slaughtered innocent’s mothers and the Virgin Mary in the Corpus Christi plays. See Goodland, “Female
Mourning, Revenge and Hieronimo’s Doomsday Play.” Andrew Sofer traces the blood-soaked handkerchief to
medieval relics in liturgical drama and the vernacular Corpus Christi cycles. In an intimate association with the
blood-stained cloth covering Christ’s body, the handkerchief functions as a theatrical object that brings the ‘ghost’
memories to Post-Reformation audiences, who were forced to break with these religious traditions. See Sofer,
“Absorbing Interests.”
57
See Pamela Allen Brown, “Anatomy of an Actress: Bel-imperia as Tragic Diva.” Brown argues that
internationally acclaimed virtuoso divas in mix-gendered Italian playing companies influenced the male-run English
theater’s representation of female tragic figures. The Spanish Tragedy was as a first commercial adult play featuring
an inamorata-type female character, Bel-Imperia. In the play, Kyd makes “direct allusions to the foreign troupes and
their new female stars” (55). Brown expands her reading of Bel-Imperia’s association with Italian divas in her recent
book, The Diva’s Gift to the Shakespearean Stage: Agency, Theatricality, and the Innamorata. She discusses BelImperia in chapter 3, “Dying to Act: Bel-Imperia to Juliet.”
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puppets appear as lacking agency; they need a translator because their ventriloquized shrill
voices were sometimes hard to catch. Moreover, as Kenneth Gross has noted, Shakespeare’s
“figurative puppet shows” (184) in plays like A Midsummer Night’s Dream and Antony and
Cleopatra—when Hermia is called “puppet” (3.2.288; 289) by Helena, and Cleopatra’s fear of
Iras being staged by “an Egyptian puppet” (5.2.208)—reflect on the idea that “all actors were
inevitably puppets” (177). The recurring images of puppets in early modern drama and other
writings suggest that Kyd might have similarly employed puppet theater as a trope for his
depiction of playmaking. Finding a parallel of the relationship between author and actor in
puppet shows could have allowed Kyd to see himself as a figure with the power to control
playacting.
As noted, Kyd’s allusions to the puppet theater are implicit, unlike Shakespeare’s. The
word “puppet” does not appear in The Spanish Tragedy, although another term for a puppet
show, “motion,” is mentioned by Balthazar (“Or any suchlike pleasing motion” (4.1.65)). There
are other details, though, that indicate the indirect shadows of puppetry. In selecting materials for
their performance repertoire, the puppet show drew heavily not only on English folk tales and
chivalric romances, but also on biblical episodes (Barasch 159). The latter especially became a
mainstay for puppet entertainment, because Catholic-themed performance was banned from the
commercial stage plays in post-Reformation England. Puppet entertainment was apparently
different from playhouse entertainment, so the showmen continued to perform religious subjects
such as “the birth of Christ” and King Herod’s massacre of children in marketplaces and street
corners.58 Puppets’ representation of episodes from New and Old Testaments increasingly
attracted more audiences in and around the seventeenth century. Written perhaps in around 1587
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The Diary of Thomas Crosfield, 1626-1654 catalogues some shows the author attended during his visits to Oxford,
and these appear in the list. See Butterworth 134.
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after the Reformation, The Spanish Tragedy’s theological elements, including Horatio’s tortured
death that resembles Christ’s, might show its implicit debts to puppet shows, along with the more
explicit engagement with mystery cycles.
If Horatio’s death suggests a topical link, Revenge and Hieronimo’s roles in orchestrating
the play reinforce the play’s structural association with puppet entertainments. Revenge sets
Kyd’s play in motion by establishing an opening frame with the Ghost of Andrea. Prompted by
Proserpine, a reigning female figure in the Underworld, Revenge leads the Ghost “through the
gates of horn” (1.1.82), and announces the framed tragedy’s crucial unfolding. As Revenge
himself describes, they will “serve for chorus in this tragedy” (1.1.91), sitting in the upper acting
area of the theater, the gallery. 59 Their frequent providing of comments at the end of each act
marks this choric role, a stage function that culminates with Revenge’s interpretation of the
second pantomime’s meanings.
Hieronimo similarly embraces a choric position, most notably commenting on the
allegoric dumb show in 1.4. Dieter Mehl has discussed the implication of the choric Hieronimo
and Revenge’s likeness to the pantomime’s interpreter. But their job as a commentator and
presenter of the show also evokes the interpreter’s role in puppet entertainments. Standing in
front of the erected stage, an interpreter “helps explain the puppets’ actions and speeches to the
audience” (Gross 177). A puppeteer can hold two roles at once, ventriloquizing his puppets while
also translating their speeches to audiences (of course, those speeches are products of his
ventriloquy). If Hamlet is an interpreter of the imagined puppet show, Hieronimo is similarly
depicted as the interpreter of the dumb show, suggesting a possibility for being a puppet master,

On the staging choice of Andrea and Revenge’s position in the Elizabethan theater, see Kohler. Critics have
suggested that these presenter figures would stay on the platform for much of the play before descending into the
hell through the trapdoor. Kohler places them “in the gallery, above and behind the platform” (29).
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too. Recalling metatheatrical associations directly with the dumb show, and, implicitly with the
puppet theater, both Revenge and Hieronimo mediate, or translate, between the realm of the
audience and that of the show they are watching.
In addition to this mediating role, Revenge and Hieronimo are primarily authors.60 As
discussed, Hieronimo is intimately associated with books and works as a playwright. Critics and
editors have typically identified Revenge as another playwright who designs and controls the
tragic actions from the outside frame. He even outstrips Hieronimo’s authority with his divinelike “infernal powers” (3.15.36). In staging the eerie dumb show featuring Hymen’s quenching
of “nuptial torches” (3.15.29) by blood, Revenge foreshadows Bel-Imperia’s killing of Balthazar,
which Revenge describes as “subject to destiny” (3.15.27). Barry B. Adams has observed that
Revenge here identifies his powers as “destiny,” seizing on the Renaissance idea of a poet’s
godlike status and privileged control over the literary work, thereby pursuing a chain of
identification leading from Revenge to Kyd himself. If, as Adams contends, Revenge, and, by
extension, Kyd, exert control over their actors including even Bel-Imperia, their ability to
mobilize and design dramatic actions proves the most commanding authority: a prerogative
Hieronimo unable to procure. The inadequacy accordingly makes him unable to foresee BelImperia’s suicide on stage.
These moments signal the play’s underlying associations with puppet theater. Whether or
not Revenge possesses far-reaching powers than Hieronimo, I suggest that both might well have
been likened to puppet artists. Like the motion man who controls his glove or string puppets
above the booth, Revenge seems to orchestrate the tragedy while reigning in the gallery above
the stage floor, and Hieronimo similarly prompts his stage audience to “behold Hieronimo, /

Hieronimo’s authorly identity is widely established in the play’s scholarship. For informed surveys on this topic,
see, among many others, Cutts, Piesse, and Kline.
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Author and actor in this tragedy” (4.4.145-6). Hieronimo’s taking of both roles, author and actor,
apparently refers to his impersonation of the murderer in Suleiman and Perseda, but it might
more broadly suggest the puppet artist’s second role as the voices of his artificial players (first
role is his mechanical controlling as the show’s presenter). Because the artist animates his
puppets, he is essentially the singular actor of all the puppets he controls and gives voices to. As
Butterworth observes, the puppet master’s operation and ventriloquy are “the unspoken
understanding concerning the nature of pretence” (126). The spectators are aware of the
puppeteer mobilizing the puppets’ actions and speeches, and this knowledge enables the
successful illusion of the talking puppet, not just for them, but rather for the man who is creating
the theatrical pretense.
As a version of puppet artist, then, Hieronimo animates his human actors. Admittedly, he
is a courtier and the Knight Marshall at the Spanish court, so his theatrical manipulation seems
less commanding than the puppet master. The overt class difference between himself and royalty
forces him to use diplomatic language, and he requests, rather than commands, the princely
characters “to grace me with your acting it” (4.1.80). Despite Hieronimo’s lower social rank of
the servant, it is Lorenzo and Balthazar who are genuinely subject to Hieronimo’s special right as
an author. The two villains function in his tragedy as instruments through which Hieronimo
achieves the full effects of theatrical violence and confusion: they repeat the words authored for
them by Hieronimo, who has already fully produced their parts in the “unknown languages”
(4.1.165) of Italian and Latin, respectively. Just as Leatherhead’s claim, “I am the mouth of ’em
all” (3.5.66), epitomizes the ventriloquial manipulation of his “small players” (5.3.63),
Hieronimo provides each of Lorenzo, Balthazar, and Bel-Imperia with the figurative mouth. For
Hieronimo, a playwright is more or less equivalent to a ventriloquist in the puppet show: both
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living actors and inanimate players are vehicles for the presiding authorial artist. In Kyd’s play,
the possible parallel serves to underscore the powers of the poet’s mouth and his production of
theatrical voices for his actors all.
But in Hieronimo’s case, the puppet Bel-Imperia strikes back. The subversion ironically
grows out from the theatrical “suspension of disbelief” in the puppet’s verbal ability. No matter
how they are inanimate artificial objects, audiences still see them as actors who speak
autonomously within the dramatic setting. Again, in Bartholomew Fair, Cokes, eager to see
puppet Leander coming on stage more frequently, exclaims to Leatherhead: “I pray thee speak to
him on’t; tell him I would have him tarry in my sight more” (5.4.155-6). In imagining the puppet
as listening to Leatherhead’s request, Cokes’ reaction suggests the accepted illusion of the
puppet’s self-agency as independent of the puppet master’s manipulation. The puppet artist
shows the same attitude. Leatherhead calls upon one of his small actors to defend the benefits of
the theater against the antitheatrical fanatic Busy. “Faith, sir, I am not well studied in these
controversies between the hypocrites and us. But here’s one of my motion, Puppet Dionysius,
shall undertake him, and I’ll venture the cause on’t” (5.5.29-31). As Elizabeth E. Caton has
observed, Leatherhead’s delegating his puppet to lecture on the theater reverses the typical
theatrical transaction between the actor and his puppet. By using the master’s mouth as a vehicle
for his speech, the puppet Dionysius is matching or even replacing the motion man’s mouth,
“registering a truth about the performer’s power that belies the fantasy of control” (Johnson 77).
This inverted verbal control turns the puppet from a passive instrument mimicking the artist’s
words into a more active actor demonstrating theatrical agency. Admittedly, such inversion is a
result of the playwright’s broader dramatic structure, but the puppet’s brief overtaking of the
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showman’s mouth becomes a lightning rod for theatrical reflections on the subversively active
role of the puppet-actor.61
The showmen, moreover, emphasize their mutual relationships with the puppets. In his
anthropological study on professional ventriloquists, Charles B. Davis suggests the interrelated
theatrical relationship that binds the living showman to his non-living puppet. A convincing
performance of ventriloquism is dependent on the showman’s embrace of the communal or
collaborative relationship between himself and the dummy, rather than on the binary hierarchy
that supposes the ventriloquist’s exceptionalism. In performance, they exist and operate side-byside. Not only is the dummy indispensable for the ventriloquist’s exercise of power, but
audiences are of two minds about the puppet’s ontological status: while they acknowledge that
the puppeteer is the source of the puppet’s voice, they also find that the puppet speaks as an
individual actor on the stage, as when Cokes asks Leatherhead to pass his word to the puppet
Dionysius. As the ventriloquist trades lines with his dummy, spectators accept plural voices, and
the ventriloquist himself also considers his puppet an acting partner, rather than a vessel taken
over by the master’s ventriloquism. Some stage ventriloquists are even alert to those startling
moments when their puppets seem to exert control over them. The wooden figures uncannily
possess their autonomy, displaying “the trace of intention, a movement or voice that they
themselves [the ventriloquists] never have predicted” (Gross 189, n.5).
Bel-Imperia’s shocking violence, then, marks an inherent instability in the playwright’s
ventriloquial control over the puppet-actor. Breaking from Hieronimo’s revision to spare her life,
her unscripted decision to take her own life evades, rather than misses, the author’s cue. As
feminist readings of the play have shown, Bel-Imperia’s chiding words have the power to inspire

Shershow argues that the puppet Dionysius’s improvisation is an illusion created and authorized not only by his
puppet master, but by Jonson, the author of the playtext more broadly (211).
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Hieronimo’s revenge upon Horatio, and he goes on to channel the tragic women’s mobilizing
affective powers by modeling his revenge on maternal mourning and virginal sacrifice. 62 If BelImperia exerts affectively catalyzing forces on Hieronimo, her final twist illustrates the ways that
her action shapes the construction of the play, as she departs from being the simple deliverer of
Hieronimo’s words. Hieronimo would try to affirm his “author’s credit,” but rather than showing
fidelity to her role as the actor merely channeling Hieronimo’s voice, Bel-Imperia reclaims his
scene of murder and injects her individual pathos into her role of Perseda.
Playing an “an Italian dame” (4.1.108), Bel-Imperia speaks in “courtly French” (4.1.170),
recalling, as Brown suggests, the Italian divas who deftly switched between multiple dialects and
languages (60).63 But her ending is triumphantly tragic instead of courtly. She even outshines the
playwright in her tragic suicide: just as tragedy conventionally ends with the protagonist’s
grandiose death that incites pleasurable terror in audiences, her shocking but glamourous demise
evokes Dido for the Ghost of Andrea. In the epilogue summing up an earlier performance, the
Ghost poignantly comments on Bel-Imperia’s self-murder: “My Bel-Imperia fallen as Dido fell”
(4.5.10). Dido’s suicide upon a funeral pyre was famously recounted in Virgil’s Aeneid, and she
was one of the period’s most recognizable classical icons of tragic women. The line, moreover,
might evoke the contemporaneous allusion. Christopher Marlowe’s first play, Dido Queen of
Carthage, was premiered in the mid-1580s by the Children of the Chapel. While critics usually
date The Spanish Tragedy’s first performance also to the mid-1580s, it is likely that Marlowe’s
play came well ahead of Kyd’s. If Kyd himself saw Dido or at least read the play, he might have

On women’s impact on the male protagonist in The Spanish Tragedy, see Pollard, Goodland, Rutter, and
Steenbergh. See also footnotes 55, 56, and 57 of this chapter.
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A few modern productions performed Soliman and Perseda in “sundry languages”, with each of the four
characters speaking in one foreign tongue of French, Italian, Greek, and Latin. Exploring Michael Bogdanov’s 1982
revival of the play at the National Theater, Tony Howard describes that Bel-Imperia’s fluent speech in French turned
her into a passionate, “a Racinian tirade” (181). See especially 181-82.
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been thinking of the Chapel’s talented boy actor playing the magnetic queen when he wrote this
line associating Bel-Imperia with Dido.64
Whether or not this was the case, Bel-Imperia, who has “fallen as Dido fell,” conjures
everything that sovereign authors feel troubled with. Privileging text over playing as the origins
of theater-making, they seek to block the player’s power. By identifying Bel-Imperia with the
literary prototype of the tragic regal woman, the Ghost’s allusion stresses Bel-Imperia’s sharing
of voice with Dido. Her unlicensed improvisation both shows a debt to the literary predecessor
and prefigures a host of passionate women who would follow her lead on London’s commercial
stages, such as Ophelia and the Duchess of Malfi. Bel-Imperia, in this light, is at once speaking
as an individual and as a group of tragic women. 65 As a result, her playing inspires fear and
excitement in theater and onstage audiences alike, including the choric figure who finds this as
part of “spectacles to please [his] soul” (4.5.12). Through an action that Hieronimo bitterly
describes as “miss[ing] her part” (4.4.139), Kyd turns Bel-Imperia from a receptive puppet of
Hieronimo’s blood-seeking spectacle into a glamorous, and violently murderous, actor. She
throws off the showman’s intervention and becomes the possessor of the actor’s tongue.
Bel-Imperia’s interception of voice starts even before Hieronimo’s murderous staging of
a tragedy. She recedes from the stage after Lorenzo and Balthazar’s murder of Horatio at 2.4.
When she comes back at the opening of 3.9, she says that she has been “sequestered from the
court” (3.9.2) by her brother. On a narrative level, her imprisonment explains her absence from
the main action of the play. But she has not entirely disappeared from the stage. Although the

On Dido and boy actors, see Brown’s “Dido, Boy Diva of Carthage” and Jackson I. Cope’s “Marlowe’s Dido and
Titillating Children.”
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group” (2). See 1-3.
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audience loses sight of Bel-Imperia’s vivid presence, the ever-resourceful Bel-Imperia makes her
voice heard in a letter she drops to Hieronimo in 3.2. By so doing, she continues to move and
animate both the theater crowd and Hieronimo.
Hieronimo’s encounter with Bel-Imperia’s blood-written letter follows directly on his
meditation on revenge. Hieronimo makes a desperate plea to the supernatural forces to aid his
search for his son’s unidentified murderers: “Eyes, life, world, heavens, hell, night and day, /
See, search, show, send some man, some means that may –” (3.2.22-3). Halting in mid-sentence,
Hieronimo rushes to pick up a letter falling from above and acknowledges a kind of supernatural
intervention by calling it “this unexpected miracle” (3.2.32). To his immense surprise, he finds
out that the letter confides in the true nature of his son’s death, fulfilling his solicitation.
For want of ink receive this bloody writ.
Me hath my hapless brother hid from thee.
Revenge thyself on Balthazar and him [Lorenzo],
For these were they that murdered thy son.
Hieronimo, revenge Horatio’s death,
And better fare than Bel-Imperia doth. (3.2.26-31)
The letter draws its recipient’s attention to seeking revenge by explicitly identifying the names of
culprits, and renders such evocation all the more incendiary when the writer goes on to accuse
herself of being unable to bring justice to the murderers. It also provides a verbal spectacle of
vengeance, with the red ink/blood adding shock, grief, and horror on one hand and visualizing
the transgressive body of the dangerously powerful woman on the other. 66
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Bianca F.C. Calabresi examines how red ink stands for blood, and, in some cases, how red ink/blood in printed
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Dekker’s The Whore of Babylon is an attempt to make legible the antagonistic woman’s sexual licentiousness and
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But the question of who reads the epistle is equally important as how it is written and
what it contains. The speech prefix and the stage direction of Q1 (1592) together indicate that
Bel-Imperia herself reads the letter on the gallery of the theater’s tiring-house: “BEL-IMPERIA
[reciting from above or within].” Q4, published in 1602 with additions, removes both, suggesting
a possible change in stage economy in keeping with the period’s more typical practice. In this
revised scheme, the recipient, rather than the sender, of the letter reads the letter aloud.67 Printing
is rarely within the author’s control, so it’s hard to discern exactly whose choice this was. 68
Whether the choice was Kyd’s or others, the decision to have Bel-Imperia read out her letter
“from above or within” suggests that the heroine is allowed for a particular space for verbal
articulation. More specifically, Bel-Imperia is physically barred from entering the space of
vengeance extensively marked by Hieronimo’s masculine passion and her brother’s
Machiavellian plot. She is unable to speak in a public space, as she is privately imprisoned in her
house. Yet the stage effect of having her on the gallery reading the letter elucidates that she is
still speaking. Just as the speech scroll in the woodcut captures the pictorial image of her live
speech, the letter, another written document, becomes an important prop, demonstrating the
potent effect of Bel-Imperia’s voice.
The location of her speaking similarly suggests her usurpation of the showman. Michael
Hattaway links Bel-Imperia’s appearance on the balcony with revenge’s nature. Because she
shares the acting area with, but is “in a different ‘room’ from,” the supernatural Revenge and

moral degeneracy. Like the healthful bloodletting for humoral balance, the title page seeks to eliminate the infected
woman through the figurative bleeding.
67
As Shortslef has asserted, the earlier plan for having Bel-Imperia read out the letter recalls a voice-over, and few
other Elizabethan productions show evidence of reading a prop-letter in this experimental manner (477-78).
68
There’s another letter delivered to Hieronimo. Pedringano passes his letter to the protagonist, but perhaps because
his hanging precedes the delivery, Hieronimo does not read the message aloud. The stage direction of Q1 may
deliberately distinguish the action of reading Bel-Imperia’s letter from that of presenting but not reading
Pedringano’s.
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Ghost, “Kyd economically makes us aware that the impulse to revenge is human and not
supernatural” (Hattaway 123). Bel-Imperia’s influence, however, has a special implication
beyond the result of moving revenge from the realm of demigods towards that of human. As
observed, the placement of Revenge in the upper acting area is an analogue for his possession of
authority, recalling the similar position taken up by the puppet artist who administers the play’s
actions. I suggest, then, that the dramaturgical preference for having Bel-Imperia placed in the
balcony with which Revenge is primarily associated might anticipate her later performance that
reacts against the writer’s powers.
When she returns to the stage in 3.9, she once again occupies the stage balcony
functioning as a window. From there she throws invigorated verbal darts against the male
characters below, including Hieronimo for his negligence towards revenge and Lorenzo for his
cruelty against Horatio and herself. Just as her positioning in the feminized space of a window
undermines the masculinized theatrical space of revenge and tragedy, at the play’s closing she
figuratively rises to the upper level where both Revenge and Hieronimo sit as ventriloquizing
playwrights.69 In terms of both narrative and stage economy, Bel-Imperia usurps the playwright’s
supervision and control, and, as such, not only transforms deadly violence into self-sacrificing
tragedy, but also overturns the existing theatrical relation that Hieronimo has created in pursuit
of his authorship.

Brown, “Anatomy of an Actress” 57. Her reading is rooted in what Jane Tylus has described as “the woman at the
window.” Renaissance humanist comedy positions women typically in indoor spaces, while major actions occur on
the street. Excluded from public space, women nevertheless appear at windows and exert some control over “the
theatrical space below their windows” (57).
69
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FOR WHAT’S AN AUTHOR WITHOUT THE TONGUE IN HIM?
Read in this way, the puppet show and its ventriloquist together offer a close analogue to
the play’s representation of Hieronimo’s tongue-biting, which I earlier contrasted with BelImperia’s improvisation. It is to this topic that I will now in closing return. Recently, Alanna
Skuse has described Hieronimo’s self-injury as responding to the classical tradition of tonguebiters, who show their stoic integrity against tyrants. For Hieronimo, the action of biting out his
tongue becomes a violent but crucial vehicle for his political self-fashioning and heroic
resistance to the Spanish monarch. Or, the tongue-biting is rooted in the misogynist discourse of
the tongue that considered the body part “a feminizing weakness” (Flaherty par. 8). Accordingly,
Hieronimo deflates his anxiety about the effeminizing speech organ by removing it himself. Yet
readings of The Spanish Tragedy have long identified the tongueless Hieronimo with the
impotence of language, or, more broadly, the collapse of meaning altogether. 70 In the context of
the play’s broader interest in language, the revenger’s mouth without the speech organ echoes
the moments in which language turns ineffective, as when Hieronimo tears up a legal petition.71
David Cutts more explicitly links the tongue-cutting with writing’s precedence over speech.
Even if the author figure loses an access to verbal language, writing survives, because he can still
write on paper while mute. This tongue-cutting moment, Cutts observes, belies a broader fear of
the playwrights, “that the publication of their texts would usurp the original purpose of the play
itself” (156).

Alexandra S. Ferretti explores language’s alienation from action in The Spanish Tragedy, drawing on speech acts
theory. Carla Mazzio sees the tongue-cutting reflecting the period’s anxieties about the mother tongue displaced by
an influx of foreign, unfamiliar languages. See “Staging the Vernacular: Language and Nation in Thomas Kyd’s The
Spanish Tragedy.”
71
See Kline and Sacks.
70
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As the principal organ for vocal speech, the tongue reflects the play’s concerns with the
role of verbal and written language in the theater. Returning to the earlier discussion of the
actor’s tongue, I propose that recognizing the early modern metaphor of the mouth illuminates
additional meanings that Hieronimo’s tongue-cutting associates with the image of ventriloquism:
his attention to exerting control over the players, the nature of theatrical speech, and his
compromised authority in contrast to the actors’ purposeful agency. Having watched Bel-Imperia
unexpectedly “missing her part,” Hieronimo might come to recognize that he is incapable of
crediting theatrical words and actions solely to himself, and that he does not possess the actor’s
power thereof. Like Chapman describing his inability to control performers, Hieronimo does not
“carry the actor’s tongue in his mouth.” His dumbness directly following on tongue-biting also
disturbingly equates him with the puppet, a theatrical figure with which he has implicitly
associated his living performers, including Bel-Imperia.
The duke of Castile still believes that “yet can he [Hieronimo] write” (4.4.191), and
Hieronimo subsequently “makes signs for a knife to mend his pen” (4.4.194.SD). That the
tongueless Hieronimo now turns to the writer’s tool for his articulation evokes what Jonathan Gil
Harris has described as the period’s “fascination with the tongueless language” (126).
“Tongueless authority” (Harris 126) confers the sacred powers of the written on the Christian
providence, replacing the base physicality of the tongue. As Harris has observed, because the
tongue is associated with the dangerous and unbridled speech of women such as witches and
shrews, it was the most treacherous body part; as such, writing, not contingent on the tongue for
its communication, seems a more legitimate and authoritative form. Reflecting the period’s
interest in this “tongueless authority,” literary figures whose tongues have been plucked out,
including Lavinia in Shakespeare’s Titus Andronicus, succeed in turning their corrupt orality into
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the miracle of written language. Just as Lavinia discloses her perpetrators by writing their names
on the soil with a stick in her mouth, the information produced by tongueless victims acquire its
credit not despite, but because of their loss of the tongues.72
For Hieronimo, though, there’s no miracle arising from his writing. The penknife he asks
to fetch becomes a lethal weapon to kill himself and the duke. 73 No divine authority intervenes to
miraculously produce words from his mouth when he is without the ‘dangerous’ organ for
speech. Instead of the author’s writing, we have Bel-Imperia possessing the actor’s tongue.
When her improvisation transforms her into a recklessly violent but audaciously victorious actor,
Hieronimo ironically moves from an articulate playwright to a tongueless figure. His final
dumbness explicitly draws the audience’s attention to his ultimately unrealizable takeover of the
theater. Some might title the playwright himself, Thomas Kyd, the ultimate puppeteer, whose
mouth every single character, ranging from Bel-Imperia to even the play’s supernatural presence
Revenge, speaks from. Although Bel-Imperia triumphantly casts herself as an improviser and
strips away the authorial intervention and/or control over her acting, it is Kyd’s writing which
her “layers of improvisational performance finally are subsumed within” (Shershow 209). We
could safely say that all fictional characters, practically speaking, are under the influence of the
author’s words and are ventriloquized by his mouth.
But the actor’s pressure still gets in the way of the author’s exclusionary wielding of his
power. As noted, Italian women players such as divas are prototypes of dramatic women like
Bel-Imperia, with their stellar performances becoming likely origins of her tragic power. Not
only do forms of certain playacting define the ways playwrights produce their characters, but
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See Harris 125-26.
Bate argues that the act of transforming the writer’s tools for art—penknife and the tongue—into the revenger’s
tools for destruction shows the performance of revenge focusing more heavily on the realm of life than art. This
nature of life puts a mirror up to “the inadequacy of law” (278) and official justice.
73
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Kyd’s deployment of the play-within-the-play hints at his potential awareness of theatrical
possibilities (and perils thereof) that intra-theater collaboration could open up. Hieronimo’s court
performance of Suleiman and Perseda resonates with the dynamics of playacting which we
associate with the early modern ‘real-world’ ideas about dramaturgy. As observed early in the
chapter, the characters of The Spanish Tragedy are given and pass around the many forms of
theatrical texts, including parts and argument. The play’s self-conscious depiction of playtexts
circulating between the author, the performers, and the audience allows for a meta-theatrical
observation about the theater’s intrinsic collaboration between playmakers, including author,
actor, copier, and audience. A chain of authoring and playmaking leading from Hieronimo’s
abstracts to Bel-Imperia’s impromptu suicide would similarly alert us to flexibilities and
fluidities that collaborators in theater-making—playwrights, actors, playgoers, bookbuyers,
booksellers who insert woodcut illustrations, and even prompters who produce parts—are
enmeshed in, a web of theatrical collaboration from which Kyd himself was inseparable no
matter how he and other dramatists wanted to preserve their exceptional authorial powers. By
juxtaposing the actor’s tongue of Bel-Imperia and Hieronimo’s tongue-biting, the play attends
particularly to the actor’s part in the network of collaboration and replaces the author’s
exceptionalism with an alternative way of conceiving dramatic authorship.
As Nora Johnson observes in her book-length study of author-actors, “the perspective of
performers” (9) plays a crucial role in rethinking the notion of dramatic authorship. The early
modern theater is especially a place marked by intra-company collaborators and their
contribution to theatrical production. The stage tends to establish a mode of authorship which is
defined mainly through “a relational form, a contest, a negotiation” (Johnson 4), unlike print
authorship preoccupied by reflections on the author’s power as “subject, sovereign, and owner”
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(5). According to this performance-centered notion of authorship, players all become like authors
when they enact dramatic characters. In repeating the playwright’s words, improvising the
actions, reconstructing the play for publication from their memorizing of lines, and/or crafting
plays themselves, actors, both individually and collectively, shape the construction of plays and
move authorship from the realm of printing to that of playacting, for better and for worse. 74
As Hieronimo’s cutting of the tongue makes it clear, his development of the idea of
authorship is deeply linked to Bel-Imperia’s playing. Hieronimo and Bel-Imperia cooperate,
contest, and negotiate throughout, and, although the ending teems with shocking violence, within
this symbiotic relation Bel-Imperia emerges as an actor who join forces with the author in terms
of both revenge-taking and theater-making. Hieronimo’s star player in court theater and partner
in revenge, she develops collaborative theatrical voices in mouthing his words and improvising
her action associated with Dido’s tradition. The Spanish Tragedy suggests that there is more than
one figure shaping the authority of theater.
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On actors’ role in producing printed playbooks, see Johnson 7-8.
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Chapter 3. Hearing Echo’s Voice in Twelfth Night: Kinship and Collaboration

As we have seen, tragic women such as Bel-Imperia in English revenge tragedies offered
some new possibilities for agency through ventriloquism. Challenging the usual fixations of male
tragic heroes on authorial control, The Spanish Tragedy presents Bel-Imperia’s verbal
performance as undermining Hieronimo’s writing. She, moreover, bases her performance on
Dido’s tradition, mingling her theatrical voice with that of the tragic regal woman. Twelfth Night
(c.1600-1) offers a new comic model for women’s reproduction of plural voices. In this play, the
cross-dressed female protagonist especially inhabits another person’s voice with comic
outcomes: unlike her tragic predecessors, Viola performs ventriloquism to win a man whom she
passionately loves, rather than to triumph in her tragic death.
Shakespeare had already registered the comic possibility of cross-dressed heroines who
serve as her beloved’s lady-winning messengers early in his writing career. The theme of crossdressed page boy features in The Two Gentlemen of Verona (c.1589-93), one of his earliest
comedies, and a variation of intermediary courtship occurs in As You Like It (c.1599), in which
Rosalind’s “Ganymede” supposedly helps Orlando woo Rosalind. This chapter suggests that
Shakespeare went on to explore the comic possibilities of these cross-dressed female servant
figures in Twelfth Night.
In this chapter, I begin with discussing the service of Julia’s “Sebastian” in The Two
Gentlemen of Verona. Transvestite comic heroines feign what they are. Bound to mediate their
lover/master’s courtship for another woman, their pretended page-boy identities are crucial
narrative means underpinning comedy’s self-conscious depiction of erotic infatuation. Both of
Julia’s “Sebastian” and Viola’s “Cesario” carry out complex duties; they not only cross-dress,
but also work against their own will to be their masters’ second voices. At the same time,
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Julia/Sebastian and Viola/Cesario manage to exploit acting in order to add their own voices to
the speeches they have been asked to ventriloquize. As inventive actors, they alter and revise the
original words of the masters from whom they cite, becoming a collaborator with their beloved
male masters. Moreover, both in The Two Gentlemen and in Twelfth Night more extensively,
Shakespeare looks to the female protagonist’s impersonation of multiple voices also for the
source of same-sex female bond.
To examine Viola’s theatrically centered service, this chapter first traces her indirect but
significant reference to Echo, rooted especially in a mythic story from Ovid’s Metamorphoses.
Early in the play, Viola imagines a lover in solitary retirement: this lover, who reflects both the
passions of Orsino and Viola, builds a cabin and sings about Olivia, whose name is resounded by
the hills and “the babbling gossip of the air” (1.5.227). Closely alluding to Golding’s 1567
translation of Ovid’s Echo and Narcissus, this phrase highlights Shakespeare’s depiction of Viola
as a female imitator who echoes and alters Orsino’s words. I suggest that the play’s evocation of
Echo suggests Viola’s implicit identification with the nymph, highlighting their shared grief over
the unachievable and unspeakable yearning: Echo for Narcissus, Viola for Orsino. Yet the
allusion also shows Echo’s citing of fragments of Narcissus’ speech establishing a crucial model
for Viola’s transformative repetition. Just as Echo recycles Narcissus’ speech to convey her own
desire and complicates his idea of authorship, Viola translates Orsino’s words to articulate what
she yearns for, merging his voice with her own. Continuing the previous chapter’s concern with
intra-company collaboration, I explore how Viola’s ventriloquism mediates the different voices
of her own and her master, emphasizing the merging of their authorship so that the playwright
and the actor can productively cross or muddy their boundaries.
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The second half of the chapter turns to the intimacy between women, underpinned by the
idea of ventriloquism. As mentioned in the introduction, Echo was the period’s reigning icon
representing women’s speech. Taking up what feminist readings have suggested about Echo’s
role and meanings in early modern literature, I argue that the play’s allusion to Echo invokes a
female community of woe. As a symbol of lament and repetition, Echo frequently appears in
female complaint as a sympathetic companion to the female speaker. Viola’s song of the cabinbuilding lover seems to implicitly join this poetic mode. Interviewing Olivia, Viola develops her
own close relationship with the countess, a bond that rests on their resemblance and sympathies.
In a series of recoveries and weddings, the female kinship between Olivia and Viola emerges
most prominently, as when Olivia passionately calls Viola “sister” (5.1.305). Like Echo and the
female narrator, Viola and Olivia feel that they are two of a kind. Twinned by resemblance, the
two young woman seek a similar version of themselves and reinforce the emotional connection
through kin relations.
This chapter ends with exploring Olivia’s relationship with another servant figure in the
play, Maria. Maria dupes Malvolio by forging a letter that imitates her mistress’ handwriting,
showing her secretarial service building the close bond between two women across the social
ranks. I argue that in Twelfth Night not only speech but also writing turns out to be a medium that
cites and echoes each other, reminding the workings of ventriloquism we see as occurring
between the person who gives a voice and the person who channels it. All in all, by tracing
Echo’s role in shaping female companionship through voice-sharing, I suggest that Viola and
Olivia, Olivia and Maria not only construct an affectively poignant female community, but also
navigate the idea of collaborative authorship. By reading Echo as the pivot of women’s
engagement with agency, authority, and kinship, the chapter argues that Shakespeare evokes the
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figure of Echo to signal a deeper underlying template for collaborative voicing and female
community.

THE TWO GENTLEWOMEN OF VERONA
Like other audacious and adventurous female protagonists in Shakespeare’s plays, Julia
in The Two Gentlemen of Verona ventures out alone searching for her beloved Proteus, who has
left for Milan. Rather than sit back and wait for her beloved to return home, she decides to
“undertake / A journey to [her] loving Proteus” (2.7.6-7). By travelling to seek her lover out, she
wants to confirm their enduring love, recalling Leander’s story which has been evoked at the
play’s beginning (1.1.21-26). She sets the road from Verona by herself just to see her Proteus,
much like Leander who swims across the Hellespont to see his Hero. Unlike Leander, however,
she must take on male guise to escape from any potential dangers that might happen to a
noblewoman travelling unescorted. She later confesses to Proteus that her cross-dressing was an
evil necessity, in calling her male clothing “an immodest raiment” (5.4.105).
Yet it is her taking on male guise that enables her to become Proteus’ boy servant after
she finally finds out his betrayal. Shortly after watching Proteus unfruitfully court Silvia, his
bosom friend Valentine’s fiancé, Julia appears as Sebastian onstage. The name itself suggests a
connection to the later comedy Twelfth Night, in which Shakespeare reuses the name for Viola’s
shipwreck-separated twin brother. The play’s connection to Twelfth Night becomes clearer in
Proteus’ commission for his new page boy, aimed at improving his chance in love. “I have need
of such a youth,” he tells Julia, “[t]hat can with some discretion do my business” (4.4.62-3).75
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William C. Carroll, the editor of the Arden edition of The Two Gentlemen, also points out this similarity with
Twelfth Night. See his notes for 4.4.61-71.
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Just as Orsino asks Viola/Cesario to be his messenger for Olivia, he makes Julia/Sebastian
deliver the ring to Silvia and receive her portrait in return.
For the female protagonist, acting as a servant for the man she loves requires presenting
her double-status to simultaneously prove loyal to her master and persist in her own desires. As
an “unhappy messenger” (4.4.97), Julia is sent from her lover to convey the ring that she gave
him as a token of their love. Moreover, she must “plead for that which [she] would not obtain”
(4.4.98), that is, her rival’s portrait. Because she is her master’s servant, she is not in the position
to refuse these responsibilities, but completing them perfectly would be self-destructive. Julia
directly reflects on this contrast: “I am my master’s true confirmed love, / But cannot be true
servant to my master / Unless I prove false traitor to myself” (4.4.101-3). For better or worse,
becoming sincere to her own passion suggests unfaithful service to her master, and becoming
true to her master’s intention suggests an undesirable damage to her love.
Julia, however, does not need to worry. Silvia turns out to be immensely obdurate: she
tears Proteus’ letter, rejects the ring, and is more worried about “his Julia,” swearing that “Mine
shall not do his Julia so much wrong” (4.4.135). Her sympathetic claim drives Julia/Sebastian to
share the concern. In her reply, Julia self-consciously talks about her grief: “Poor gentlewoman,
my master wrongs her much” (4.4.139). Julia/Sebastian goes on to depict the neglected mistress
who has wasted away her beauty and health because of Proteus’ infidelity. Her self-conscious
description of the lovelorn Julia spoken from Sebastian’s identity culminates in the story of the
Pentecost celebration. As Silvia asks about Julia’s height, Julia/Sebastian reports:
About my stature; for at Pentecost,
When all our pageants of delight were played,
Our youth got me to play the woman’s part,
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And I was trimmed in Madam Julia’s gown,
Which served me as fit, by all men’s judgments,
As if the garment had been made for me;
Therefore I know she is about my height. (4.4.156-64).
The male-run theater business’ tradition of boy actors playing female roles looms behind this
passage. A boy actor playing Julia who pretends to be Proteus’ page boy tells the experience of
acting “the woman’s part” in a local festival. Sebastian knows how tall Julia is because he has
worn her gown, echoing and intensifying not only Julia’s wearing a boy’s clothes but also the
boy actor’s donning women’s costume. The passage’s focus on the layers of staged identities
dramatizes Julia’s double status as Julia and Sebastian in the moment, each bound to a different
task.
The story of the Pentecost cross-dressing is immediately followed by the hypothetical
account of Julia’s reaction (although Silvia believes that the Pentecost performance genuinely
happened). The focus now moves from Sebastian’s familiarity with Julia to Julia’s emotional
status.
And at that time I made her weep a-good,
For I did play a lamentable part.
Madam, ’twas Ariadne, passioning
For Theseus’ perjury and unjust flight,
Which I so lively acted with my tears
That my poor mistress, moved therewithal,
Wept bitterly; and would I might be dead
If I in thought felt not her very sorrow.
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At one level, Julia/Sebastian’s description of “a lamentable part” emphasizes the theatrical effect
to prompt passions in the audience. Julia wept over Ariadne’s fictional grief, which was “so
lively acted.” More strikingly, though, it highlights a chain of identifications that leads to Julia’s
grief. If the performer, Sebastian, vigorously imitated Ariadne’s sorrow, the passage describes
the grieving Julia as identifying with the distressed Ariadne: both Julia and Ariadne bewail their
lovers’ betrayal. In this imagined story of the sympathetic responses to dramatic representation,
Ariadne, a Greek icon for a deserted woman, is a mythic heroine to whom Julia links herself,
while Theseus, an architype of betraying male lover, is associated with Proteus.
At this passage’s end, the emotional response comes from the audience, too. Silvia
empathetically expresses her sorrow: “Alas, poor lady, desolate and left! / I weep myself to think
upon thy words” (4.4.172-3). Silvia is perfectly aware that Ariadne’s grief reflects Julia’s, and
shares the agony by shedding tears together. Just as Sebastian/Julia imagines the staged
Ariadne’s passion running over into Julia, Silvia insists that Julia’s sorrow inspires similar
reaction in herself. Julia, in turn, is thankful for her kindness, and announces Silvia as “[a]
virtuous gentlewoman, mild and beautiful” (4.4.178). Despite being a rival, she comes to think
well of Silvia, whose virtue leads her to “use kindly” the portrait “for thy mistress’ sake”
(4.4.200). “Or else,” she insists, “by Jove I vow, / I should have scratched your [the portrait’s]
unseeing eyes / To make my master [Proteus] out of love with thee” (4.4.201-2). Although she
started the interview begrudgingly, she will not harm Silvia’s painting out of both respect and
gratitude.
Julia’s self-conscious description of the Pentecost performance presents her as an actor
herself, who not only moves and animates the audience’s feelings by telling an imagined story,
but especially transforms the situation to her own advantage. Indeed, Julia goes to the conference
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with no intention of persuading Silvia to return Proteus’ affection. The conflicting circumstances
surrounding the role of the surrogate suitor forbids Julia from speaking freely for her own
affection. Yet her theatrical resources including donning a disguise, making up a lie, and acting
the role have some power to inspire sympathetic responses. In her story, Julia depicts herself as a
woman intensely identifying with the dramatic character of Ariadne, and Julia/Sebastian’s
description shows the layers of theatrical identity through which the audience indirectly yet
intimately encounters Julia’s sorrow. Although the bonds of service ask her to ventriloquize the
master’s voice, she is still capable of showing her passionate lament and pursuing her desire.
Moreover, she develops a bond with the woman whom she was unlikely to believe could be her
ally. Although they have never met each other before, Julia and Silvia create space for an
affective union, sharing loss and offering consolation.
Shakespeare goes on to explore the motif of acting more fully in Twelfth Night. As we
have seen, the two plays have some important themes in common: a heroine turning into a page
boy to serve her love-object, the name of Sebastian, and a male character’s commission for doing
an intermediary courtship. These similarities suggest that Shakespeare revisited one of his
earliest comedies later in his career to experiment with the comic heroine’s service work and
acting talent that capitalizes on ventriloquism’s absorption and replacement of the master’s
speech. While Viola’s actorly role rewards her with a heterosexual marriage, just as Julia’s does,
the earlier comedy also scaffolded Shakespeare’s later and fuller attempt at exploring the
affective bond and collective voices between women. Developing the alliance between Julia and
Silvia into the more forceful image of imitation and kinship, Twelfth Night creates a community
in which Olivia is not a rival but a parallel of Viola, and the female servant imitates and
befriends the noblewoman.
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READING AND ACTING ORSINO’S BOOK
While Julia becomes a servant for Proteus towards the play’s end, Viola takes the role of
a page boy at the very outset. In fact, the central couple’s intimacy begins with service. Having
survived the shipwreck, Viola cautiously dresses herself up as a page boy to find her way to live
in the unfamiliar country of Illyria. Briefly considering working for Olivia, she decides to serve
the duke Orsino, and quickly earns his affection after “but three days” (1.4.2-3). Her rapid rise in
the duke’s favor is unprecedented, as Valentine, a senior household servant, tells with a hint of
jealousy: “If the duke continue these favours towards you, Cesario, you are like to be much
advanced; he hath known you but three days, and already you are no stranger” (1.4.1-3). Now
called Cesario, the cross-dressed heroine’s remarkable climbing of the social scale does not
reflect the reality of domestic workers in the period’s great noble households. 76 The play’s
romantically idealized depiction of Viola’s labor suggests an erotic attraction to come,
emphasizing a comic trajectory towards Viola/Cesario’s mysterious appeal for the duke.
If service is a fantasy geared towards romantic outcomes in Shakespearean comedy,
Orsino’s desire for Olivia is heavily marked by self-indulgent Petrarchanism. Self-consciously
lamenting “that surfeiting” (1.1.2) stirred by his fancy’s too quick shapeshifting, Orsino befits
the Petrarchan depiction of a male lover. He describes himself using the Ovid-influenced
Petrarchan language: “[A] hart” (1.1.21) beset by his own passion “like fell and cruel hounds”
(1.2.22). As Orsino unhealthily indulges in his melancholic passion, he also highlights his link
with Actaeon, who Ovid depicts as turning into a hart, pursued by hounds.77 The Petrarchan

Michelle M. Dowd has noted “the excessive idealism” of Viola/Cesario’s service work, as the period’s wagebased servants typically took around 7 to 10 years to earn promotions, and there were extremely small chances for
them rising in social station (26).
77
The episode appears in Book III of Metamorphoses.
76
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conceits also render him a poet, whose unachievable desire typically inspires poetic creation. 78
When the play begins, Olivia does not allow anyone to see her until she completes the sevenyear mourning of her dead brother. Orsino cannot meet the real Olivia, so he proves fittingly akin
to the model of lover-poet in Petrarchan poetics. Just as male poets objectify and silence an
absent, unspeaking female beloved, Olivia’s refusal to see him intensifies his poetical
imagination, and Orsino has been sending his ambassadors to “[s]urprise her with discourse of
[his] dear heart” (1.4.24).
We have seen in the previous chapter that Hieronimo links seeking revenge with staging
a play, and The Spanish Tragedy’s depiction of a variety of books establishes his identity as an
author. Orsino similarly builds his identity both as a lover and an author, because worshipping a
woman typically inspires literary production for Petrarchan lovers.79 He even compares his fastgrowing intimacy with Viola/Cesario to opening and showing a book. “I have unclasped / To
thee,” Orsino tells Viola/Cesario, “the book even of my secret soul” (1.4.12-13). This book
figuratively harbors all the secrets of Orsino’s mind, and the new page boy knows full well the
duke’s deeper thoughts, because he (Viola/Cesario) saw the book. The reference primarily
highlights Orsino’s self-indulgence in love, but it may also link him more firmly to a figure of
author in the play. If the book he describes takes crucial inspirations from love, showing it to
Viola/Cesario is a clear sign of the duke’s “favors towards” (1.4.2) her/him. As a result,
Viola/Cesario is allowed to share the master’s innermost passion, and will be the most alluring
messenger fit for “unfold[ing] the passion of his[my] love” (1.4.23) to Olivia.
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As many critics have shown, in the Petrarchan convention a desiring male-poet objectifies and silences a beloved
woman in order to advertise the resource of poetic creation inspired by desires. Feminist scholars such as Nancy J.
Vickers have argued that the tradition dismisses female desire and voice.
79
See J. Vickers.
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The book analogy leads Viola to play the master’s prosthetic hand, evoking the language
of servitude associated with the broader proliferation of servant figures in the period’s
commercial plays.80 Subordinated to work directly for the masters’ desires and concerns, these
dramatic servants and stewards are described as figures whose selfhood and agency come second
to those who they serve. Viola’s service for Orsino similarly resonates with “the ambassadorial
role of serving as his master’s voice” (Hainsworth 3).81 Although the play’s idealized depiction
of Viola/Cesario’s domestic work would rarely align her with typical servant figures in wealthy
households, she shares the prosthetic function of servitude with more wage-based servants like
Bosola in The Duchess of Malfi and De Flores in The Changeling. Viola’s voluntary service
which finds its roots in her love for Orsino sharply contrasts with these mercenary servants in
tragedy. But she similarly serves as Orsino’s substitute voice in the play and carries out the
master’s will.82
Orsino’s use of the book-reading trope shows this master-servant relation seeping into the
relationship between the author (Orsino) and his reader (Viola). As the analogy of book-writing
echoes and intensifies Viola’s subordinate status, she enters a power relation between an author
writing his book and a reader obediently deciphering and sympathizing with it. As Douglas
Bruster has shown, Shakespeare repeatedly depicts his male characters, major and minor alike, as
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On recent studies on dramatic representations of servant figures in Elizabethan and Jacobean drama, especially
Shakespeare’s, see David Schalkwyk, Shakespeare, Love and Service, and Judith Weil, Service and Dependency in
Shakespeare’s Plays.
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Barbara Correll’s “Malvolio at Malfi” usefully explores the servant or the steward’s prosthetic function for his
master. See especially 74-76 for the steward’s intermediary service in large households. Also, see 67 for servitude
and its limited kind of agency for a servant figure working as his superior’s voice. Correll also introduces Katherine
Rowe’s idea about the servant’s role of “the prosthetic hand.” See Rowe, Dead Hands: Fictions of Agency.
82
The coexistence of two different types of servant figures in the period’s drama might show that while the social
and economic system shifted to the cash-based hiring of labor, the older notion of service persisted well into the
seventeenth century. In the feudal bonds of service, the servant was mandated to offer honorable and willing service;
the master returned his protection and hospitality as a reward. For the period’s conflict between the traditional form
of service and “more modern, market sense” (Schalkwyk 10) of service, see Schalkwyk 18-33 and Dowd 1-19,
among many others.
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authors, or at least, as figures intimately associated with books.83 Some of them, like Prospero in
The Tempest have close relationships with actor figures, Ariel and Caliban, possibly mirroring
the actual playwright-actor relations in which Shakespeare worked. But Bruster only allows
Viola/Cesario a limited level of agency when he examines the servant’s power in Shakespearean
comedy. Compared to a more active, author-like figure Portia in The Merchant of Venice, Viola
does not “[take] an extremely active—even dominant—role in determining the outcome of the
comedy” (Bruster 112).84
Perhaps Viola is less capable than Portia because she is not a figure of author. But her
agency may come from her role to transmit Orsino’s book, and, more crucially, to enact the
book’s contents. Orsino requests her/him to “act [his] woes” (1.4.25), evoking that some early
modern authors considered the actor’s role ministerial. As we have seen in the previous chapter,
authors saw actors as having less control over speeches on the stage, employing them as their
mouths to cite the texts. Viola similarly plays an instrumental role to cite and enact his master’s
Petrarchan book for the targeted auditor, Olivia. And Viola seems to be a good actor, in terms of
Hamlet’s famous definition. If, as Hamlet proposes, a clown should “speak no more than is set
down for them” (3.2.40), Viola hits the mark, as when she makes every effort to “speak no more
than” what Orsino has set down for her. Explaining to Olivia the purpose of her visit, Viola
explicitly draws attention to the fact that Orsino is the author of her speeches: they are
“excellently well penned,” and Viola has “taken great pains to con it” (1.5.142-4). She is no
more than an actor who memorizes and delivers them accurately. Orsino’s seemingly canonical
authorship keeps Viola’s speech within the limits of his text. “But this is from my commission,”
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See Bruster, Quoting Shakespeare: Form and Culture in Early Modern Drama.
To describe characters who carry out authorly functions, Bruster uses the term poeta figure, drawing from the
classical tradition, especially the Roman New Comedy. See 88-116.
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she subsequently insists, “I will on with my speech in your praise, and then show you the heart of
my message” (1.5.156-57). Viola also cannot answer Olivia’s query of “Whence came you,”
because she “can say little more than [she has] studied, and the question is out of [her] part”
(1.5.147-9).
The theatrical dimensions that the word “part” invokes are important, partly because it
replays Orsino’s earlier use of the same word describing Cesario/Viola’s feminine features. “And
all is semblative to a woman’s part” (1.4.33), Orsino announces, itemizing Cesario/Viola’s
womanly lips and shrill voice. As several editors of Twelfth Night have glossed, “a woman’s
part” suggests female nature (Donno) and appearance (Elam), as well as female dramatic role
(Donno and Elam). Casey Charles also reminds us of the Elizabethan pun on “part” connotating
the sexual organ, and suggests the play’s self-conscious link between the sexualized overtone of
“part” and the cross-gendered “part” of a boy actor playing the boy heroine (130).85
But the word “part” also reminds the audience that Viola takes the role of actor in the
moment. Like the “part” we have seen in Kyd’s revenge tragedy, here “parts” or “part-texts”
similarly evoke fragments of playscript distributed to each member of the cast. Containing only
the individual character’s speech lines and a couple of cue words that precede them, parts were
performance documents for actors, and each of them used his own distinctive edition of a
playtext. Parts were distinct from the version the author wrote, as lines and speeches were
removed and added during rehearsals. They also differed from printed playbooks. While early
modern authors typically did not have great control over the publishing process, minor additions,
alterations, emendations, and corrections came into the scripts for actors, distinguishing these

Michael Shapiro has coined the term “boy heroines” in relation to their disguise as “female pages” on the
Shakespearean stages. He highlights the audience reception of female heroine crossdressing, arguing for the theater
crowd’s mindful consciousness about the triad interplay between a boy actor, his female character, and her male
disguise. See Gender in Play on the Shakespearean Stage: Boy Heroines and Female Pages.
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scripts further from published copies. Despite their fragmentary condition, then, parts took
precedence over the ‘full’ text of the playwright because they were the texts performed and
because they emphasized “the centrality of individual actors, owning the parts they played”
(Palfrey and Stern 4).86
At first Viola’s claim that “the question is out of my part” seems to depict her acting as
regulated by Orsino’s book. She is concerned only about the delivery of the text, and she is not
entitled to be actively involved in the text’s meaning-making. Viola, however, outperforms her
part. After Maria and other servants leave, Olivia, expanding on Orsino’s trope of book-writing,
straightforwardly asks Viola/Cesario: “Now, sir, what is your text?” (1.5.180) Viola seems to
repeat her attribution to Orsino’s writing, but Olivia moves quicker, cutting in Viola’s line by
asking once again, “Where lies your text?” (1.5.182-3) Despite Viola’s continuing effort to
ground her speech “in Orsino’s bosom” (1.5.184), Olivia catches that the speech does not really
match the script believed authored by Orsino. “In his bosom?,” she retorts, “In what chapter of
his bosom?” (1.5.185). In her next reply, Olivia sharply averts Viola’s insistence that the text is
“in the first of his heart” (1.5.186), and even reduces Orsino’s Petrarchan script to “heresy”
which she has already “read” (1.5.186). 87 With her rejoinder, Olivia parodies the book analogy
that Orsino started the play with. She stirs Viola not only to admit that she is “more than a
substitution of him” (Ake 380), but also to break from the reference to Orsino’s book. In the rest

For an excellent discussion of parts in Shakespeare’s theater, see Stern’s “The approved ‘book’ and actors’ parts,”
along with her monograph on the same topic, Shakespeare in Parts, co-written by Simon Palfrey.
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Departing from the reading of Twelfth Night in relation to the Petrarchan terms, Christine Varnado sees Orsino’s
desire, although shaped by the Petrarchan language, does not display the tradition’s inherent perversity such as
“masochistic” attitude towards the beloved object. Instead, Varnado claims that the play’s transaction of desire is
more rooted in the artificiality of language. In her view, language’s shaping effect molds desire or fancy as
something infinitely insatiable and unattainable. Her reading highlights the underpinning queerness of desire in the
Petrarchan fiction, as fancy’s excess contributes to unsettling the heterosexual project of reproduction. See Varnado,
especially 101-15.
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of the interview with Olivia, Viola/Cesario never mentions again her master’s authorship or the
text that lies in his heart for her attentive learning.
Olivia, confident in her observation about Viola/Cesario’s departure from the text, goes
on to announce that “You are now out of your text” (1.5.190). Olivia has long acquainted with
Orsino’s Petrarchan verse-making which Viola’s less capable predecessors have delivered, so
she might readily recognize Viola’s fresh additions and alterations. Olivia’s focus on
Viola/Cesario’s performance also highlights the hybridity of authorship. Orsino’s text would
become punctuated with words creatively conjured by Viola; these newly added words are
indistinguishable from their origins. Jefferey Masten has described the fusion of male writers’
voices in collaborated dramatic works as “a collaborative perspective,” which “insistently
figured writing as mutual imitation, collaboration, and homoerotic exchange” (Masten 9).
Producing co-written plays, male writers blended their authorly identities with others, generating
a “creative fusion” (Masten 4) instead of the independently singular presence of the author.
Viola’s acting that alters and improves Orsino’s text similarly invokes this collaborative practice.
The text she delivers is no longer solely attributable to Orsino, and the mingling of Orsino’s
writing and Viola’s intermediary acting highlights his lack of exclusive authority over his words,
regardless of his intention.
At the same time, her cross-dressed condition alters the male-oriented regime of
authorship that Masten has identified with collaborative dramatic writing. Because she figures as
a page boy, she apparently continues to construct male intimacy and its textual co-creation. Yet,
as Valerie Traub has observed, Viola’s disguise does not seek to overturn her heterosexually
defined attraction to Orsino, so their textual relationship appears as a cross-sex rather than a
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same-sex exchange.88 In a highly theatrical setting, the words on Orsino’s text crucially merge
with Viola’s speech to enact them, offering an altered version of what he initially wrote in “the
chapter of his bosom.” The notion that Viola/Cesario’s improvisation alters Orsino’s text
redefines the authorial singularity of Orsino, moving beyond his self-indulgent Petrarchan
fiction, reaching towards the possibilities for mutuality.
If Viola uses her own “part” instead of Orsino’s full book for her ad-libbing
performances, she may be likened to actors in the Renaissance theater companies, who informed
and/or shaped dramatic characters. A playwright writing for a specific theater company (for
example, Shakespeare working on a new play for The King’s Men) had to consider each actor’s
distinct skill and identifiable trait when creating dramatic characters. As Palfrey and Stern have
pointed out, there was a “powerful personal association between actor and part” (48). Not only
different abilities for stage acting, but physical features like tallness or personal temperance all
offered the playwright the points of reference to developing characters. Moreover, actors did not
simply memorize and passively absorb the playwright’s script. They interfered with the choice of
words, showed concerns to the playwright, suggested new ideas for their parts, altering them not
only for the performance they were currently staging but also for future productions (Palfrey and
Stern 6). Celebrity actors like Richard Burbage even altered his speeches to make them fit better
his acting style.89 The most exemplary of this type of actor was a stage clown. As stage wits,
jokes, jigs, and banters with audiences were distinctively extempore, the playbook never
prescribed or structured clown speech and ad libbing, especially the fool’s audience-directed
jokes and banter that came at the end of the day’s performance. But non-clown roles sometimes
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See Traub, Desire and Anxiety: Circulations of Sexuality in Shakespearean Drama, especially 117-144. Although
my reading centers on the cross-sex bond in this section, I briefly discuss the queer possibilities of the collaborative
voicing between Orsino and Viola/Cesario at the end of this chapter.
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See Tiffany Stern, “Rehearsal in Shakespeare’s Theater,” especially 99-100.
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allowed for minor improvisations and additions on the actors’ end, and the playwright marked a
need for such theatrical intervention by adding “&c.” to his manuscript. 90 Part-scripting, then,
offered actors a space for active interplay with the playwright’s script, emerging as a crucial
vehicle for constructing the player’s “intense collaboration” (6) with the playwright.
Highlighting Viola’s ability to personate and “embody a character fiction” (271), Mary Jo
Kietzman has observed that Viola is a skilled actor who can make her audience, including
Orsino, inspired by her storytelling and acting.91 Kietzman mainly discusses Viola’s making up
the story about the sister whose unrequited love led to her death, but I argue that Viola’s
ventriloquizing of Orsino’s text similarly shows her acting being the grounds for collaboration.
Just as Viola involves Orsino “in the cocreation of a character” (Kietzman 270) when she moves
him to an action by presenting the convincing story of her sister, Viola’s acting based on the
“part” that alters, removes, and adds materials from its source—Orsino’s book—shows that
winning over Olivia’s heart is not so much an author-based project as an actor-centered
performance. In this way, Orsino and his instrument, Viola/Cesario, are co-writing this text about
Orsino’s desire that can be successful and convincing enough to fascinate Olivia, although the
result does not favor him as Olivia falls in love with Viola/Cesario. By associating Viola with
her part—the role, the cross-dressing, and the part-text—Shakespeare represents Viola as
actively engaging with the script, rather than presents Orsino as wielding single authorial
prerogative over his vehicle. As the notion of singular authorship gives way to mutual

See Stern, “The approved ‘book’ and actors’ parts,” especially 245-51.
If actors, as Thomas Heywood argues in his Apology for Actors, should be praised for their ability to personate a
character and move audiences to noble actions, Viola is a powerful actor; her acting creates a convincing fiction and
“moves the audience to an equivalent imaginative act” (Kietzman 271). See Heywood, especially B3v-B4r. For the
shift in acting’s primary meaning from oration to personation, see Andrew Gurr, The Shakespearean Stage 1574–
1642, especially 113-23.
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collaboration, the servant-actor’s ventriloquizing service brings about increased agency for
Viola.92
But having greater agency also means involving in more complex situation for Viola.
Departing from her initial hostility to Orsino’s heretical (1.5.186) Petrarchan script, Olivia
employs the language of Petrarchan poetics to express her newly fueled desire for Viola/Cesario.
Olivia catalogues which of Viola’s components have captivated her: “Thy tongue, thy face, thy
limbs, action, and spirit, / Do give me thee five-fold blazon” (1.5.247-48). In her remaking of
blazon, putting herself in the position of the pursuing lover, Olivia prioritizes the tongue over
other appealing physical properties such as noble appearance and gestures. This particular
preference highlights Viola’s verbal talents, crucial to making Orsino’s words compelling to
Olivia. Jami Ake has explored the appeal of Viola’s theatrical actions and speeches over
Orsino’s words, suggesting “Olivia falls in love with Viola’s theater” (385). In a similar light, I
suggest that Olivia’s interweaving the tongue with her erotic interest shows Viola’s service of
ventriloquzing Orsino’s text powerfully capturing her attraction, outdoing other messengers
Orsino has employed, and even himself. The focus now has entirely shifted from his written text
to Viola’s verbal performance.
Yet Olivia invokes the tongue conceit not simply to represent the ventriloquizing page’s
witty eloquence. It also recalls the playtext’s reliance on the actor’s tongue more broadly. As we
have seen in Chapter 2, Kyd and his contemporaries turned to the mouth/tongue conceit for a
model of the actor’s trade. Modern thinkers similarly present the mouth or the tongue as an

Viola’s mingling of her role as an actor and a servant recalls the fact that actors in playing companies always
technically have the status of servants to their patrons. For instance, the playing company that performed Twelfth
Night in 1601 were servants of Lord Chamberlain, which, as widely known, later on became servants of the King
James I. Lucy Munro discusses the implications of actors as servants in her book, Shakespeare in the Theatre: The
King's Men. Kietzman similarly observes that Viola/Cesario’s relationship with Orsino might allude to the bond
between a master actor and his boy apprentice (264).
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analogue for the actor’s live speech. As Jean-Luc Nancy observes, if the playtext is identical to,
or, at least entirely dependent on theatrical speech acts, the identification necessitates the actor’s
mouth, or tongue, in order to realize its meanings on the stage. He argues that it is the actor
through which audiences are allowed to forge a meaningful relationship with what is written in
the text: only through the actor’s mediating role of speaking for the text can audiences get closer
to its meanings, to be touched by it (287). In Nancy’s view, the actor’s mobilizing power to
move audiences through speaking renders the mouth fundamental to theatrical representation,
making the mouth even a synonym with the text. 93
Similarly, the use of plague language in the rest of Olivia’s speech suggestively describes
the contagious force of Viola’s speech:
How now?
Even so quickly may one catch the plague?
Methinks I feel this youth’s perfections
With an invisible and subtle stealth
To creep in at mine eyes. (1.5.249-53)
Viola invades Olivia’s senses like “the plague,” especially her sight. 94 When they meet again,
Olivia even likens Viola’s penetration of her senses to “enchantment” (3.1.97). I suggest that the
messenger boy’s animating power associated with both the spread of epidemic diseases and

Interestingly, his use of the French word “toucher” to describe the text’s tactile encounter with audiences presents
twofold meanings: the literal sense of tactile touch and the implication of emotionally moving an auditor. The
double meanings enable us to recognize the actor’s inherent capacity for affecting, captivating, and moving the
audience through his tongue. “Also, one cannot dispense with the mouth which speaks – for it is already speaking
the very words of the text . . . Or: that which, in a text, can touch, is necessarily the mouth which speaks it, through
which it is spoken. But one must even say, perhaps: the mouth which is the text” (emphases are added, LacoueLabarthe and Nancy 287).
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On theatrical contagion especially mediated by ocular infection, see Darryl Chalk’s “Theater as Secret Contagion
in Twelfth Night.” According to Chalk, the plague that periodically invaded the city of London as well as
commercial theaters offered useful language to the antitheatrical camp. Just as gazes have possibilities for infecting
the onlookers, the cross-dressing boy actors’ visual spectacles might affect the senses and minds of audiences.
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magic recalls the actor’s particular capacity for affecting the audience through his verbal
performances. The actor’s mouth is thus integral to constituting the speech’s spectacle that
moves the theater crowd to actions and/or emotions, and Viola’s “subtle stealth” through speech
that creeps into Olivia’s eyes fulfills a similar role. It is thereby fitting that Olivia’s reference
aligns the tongue with Viola’s chief skill in ventriloquizing the script. This association implicitly
signals that Viola’s potent impact as an actor is rooted in her ability to speak and alter the text
written by another. The opening scenes of Twelfth Night present the erotic attraction between the
master and the page boy as a way of exploring the relationship between the playwright who
scripts the text and the actor whose skill enacts and enlivens the words.

BECOMING ECHO
Although Olivia describes Viola’s verbal talent as a catalyst to the newly emerging
affection, it is never easy for Viola to speak about her own emotions. Her mediated voice as
Orsino’s messenger, that is, strictly blocks her from confessing her own love for him. Without
any direct means to show her hapless desire, she seizes on her conversation with Olivia as a
double-purposed confession. Where Viola insists that “such love / Could be but recompensed”
(1.5.207-8), it means more her wish for Orsino loving back herself than the likelihood of Olivia
returning the duke’s affection. Similarly, in her response to Olivia’s question of “How does he
[Orsino] love me?,” Viola points not just to Orsino’s unrequited desire but more crucially to her
own unquenchable passion. “With adorations,” she fiercely declares her emotional possibilities,
“fertile tears, / With groans that thunder love, with sighs of fire” (1.5.209-11). In dual layers of
contexts, Viola provocatively echoes Orsino’s presumed words, so that she can implicitly show
her emotions which otherwise cannot be public. The doubly layered speeches allow the female
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protagonist to continue playing her adopted male role in acting as a secondary voice to her
master.
Placed in this complicated situation, Viola imagines a neglected lover, suggesting a link
between this figure and herself. Shortly before confessing her newly aroused love, Olivia asks
Viola what she would do if she as Cesario loved her “in [her] master’s flame” (1.5.219). In
response, Viola depicts a conventional figure of a lover in the pastoral landscape.
Make me a willow cabin at your gate,
And call upon my soul within my house;
Write loyal cantons of contenmèd love,
And sing them loud even in the dead of night;
Hallow your name to the reverberate hills,
And make the babbling gossip of the air
Cry out ‘Olivia!’ O you should not rest
Between the elements of air and earth
But you should pity me! (1.5.223-231)
Tanya Pollard has observed that this passage’s emphasis on musical language such as “loyal
cantons” hints at Viola’s talent for singing, which initially made her decide to play a eunuch at
Orsino’s court (152). If Viola is demonstrating her aural appeal in this passage, the metaphoric
details and development of language might lie especially in the period’s widespread tradition of
complaint poetry. The mode typically features a forsaken lover, who sings about his frustration
and loss in a natural setting. Another figure frequently overhears the narrator telling the
sorrowful account, or a retired love-sick singer’s woe is heard and sympathized by natural
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objects, like caves and streams.95 Viola’s account of the cabin-building lover echoes this
contemporary literary tradition. Like complaint, a dejected lover is at the heart of her story and
this lover’s passionate and woeful song resounds in the hills and the air. Viola is employing the
hypothetical first-person pronouns to portray this character, who could easily reflect her master’s
passion, but in fact the descriptions intrinsically demonstrate Viola’s own experience of hapless
desire.
If the imagined song is more about Viola’s feelings than Orsino’s, the passage cited
above would remind audiences of a female lover’s grievance widely sung in the period’s femalevoiced complaint, which Shakespeare also took a keen interest in his A Lover's Complaint
(c.1591). As a literary mode that highlights women’s suffering, loss, and grief, female-voiced
complaint was heavily informed by Ovid’s depiction of forsaken women in his Heroides. It
frequently presents female voice as powerless, perhaps reflecting male writers’ focus on the
vulnerable passivity of women. 96 Yet as recent scholarship has shown, these female speakers are
also capable of arousing substantial compassion and sympathy in the audience, with important
consequences for female subjectivity. As some critics have observed, female complaint
especially provided an alternative model for the male-centered Petrarchan sonnet, bringing the

For comprehensive research on the mode of complaint, see John Kerrigan’s introduction to Motives of Woe:
Shakespeare and ‘Female complaint’: A Critical Anthology. For more recent scholarship on female complaint, see
Danielle Clarke, “‘Formd into words by your divided lips’: Women, Rhetoric, and the Ovidian tradition,” Rosalind
Smith, “‘Woman-like complaints’: lost love in the first part of The Countess of Montgomery’s Urania,” Rosalind
Smith, Michelle O’Callaghan, and Sarah C. E. Ross, “Complaint,” and Ross, “Complaint’s Echoes.” Ross and
Smith’s introduction to their recent co-edited volume, Early Modern Women’s Complaint: Gender, Form, and
Politics, offers an especially rich outline of the mode’s literary values and cultural backgrounds, with an important
focus on the problem of female agency as a speaking/spoken voice.
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because a male poet mediates her speech. This depiction makes the Ovidian tradition serve for a “masculine self”
(62), while women are no more than “a trope . . . a linguistic trick” (77).
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stories of women’s desires into center stage. 97 The conspicuous dominance of female woe in
complaint poetry, in contrast to the Petrarchan tradition’s voiceless women, suggests that desires
of women captured the audience’s attention, although male writers framed and ‘ventriloquized’
these female experiences. 98
In the passage cited above, the echo—“the babbling gossip of the air”—appears not only
as natural event but as mythic personification more crucially.99 In the context of the femalevoiced complaint, Echo as a mythic figure plays a crucial role in highlighting passionate
emotions characteristically outpoured by women. 100 A reigning image of complaint poetry, the
personified mythic figure with her disembodied voice is central to amplifying the mode’s
preoccupation with female lament. 101 The female speaker’s woe tends to be uncommunicable to
the male auditor; she sits alone in the landscape, sings about her grief, and Echo appears as the
sole listener who returns the speaker’s woeful speech without being seen. This exchange, as
Sarah C. E. Ross has observed, can be unproductive; Echo’s repetition does not offer solutions
for the emotional turmoil, only leading to redouble and deepen the speaker’s bereavement. Echo
highlights “the speaker’s articulation of abandonment, and creat[es] an affective tenor of
disempowerment and despair” (Ross, “Echoes” 184). Like Viola’s hopeless love, and like the
builder’s unachievable yearning in the story, the passion these women are depicted to deal with

Smith, “Woman-Like Complaints” 1343-4. Laurel Fulkerson similarly highlights the autonomous powers of
Ovid’s heroines, whose forceful voices separate them off from their male writer. See The Ovidian Heroine as Author
Reading, Writing, and Community in the Heroides.
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Feminist Theory and English Renaissance Text.
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seems unsolvable. Echo is the poetic figure who connects these emotion, emphasizing the
disappointment that amplifies through repetition and imitation.
The figure of Echo whom Shakespeare alludes to is specifically Ovidian. He is hardly
alone in conjuring Ovid’s Echo, as the Roman poet’s version was the source-story “that defines
most Renaissance uses of the trope” (Ross “Complaint’s Echoes” 185), outweighing the Homeric
counterpart.102 As widely known to the period’s classically trained audiences, Ovid depicts the
nymph named Echo as repeating back fragments of speech spoken by her love-object, Narcissus.
She is eventually reduced to a purely sonic sound, heartbroken by his cold rejection. Shakespeare
here does not mention Echo specifically by her name, or much less the Ovidian myth of Echo
and Narcissus. Yet as A. B. Taylor has suggested, the phrase of “babbling gossip of the air”
directly recalls a line from Arthur Golding’s 1567 English edition of Metamorphoses, “a
babbling nymph that Echo hight” (3.443). 103 Moreover, Ovid was familiar from any basic
grammar schooling. As Shakespeare absorbed the Roman author’s prevailing literary legacy, the
word “babbling” implicitly evokes the Ovidian Echo’s backstory of love, rejection, and
disembodiment.104
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The Echo myth also features in The Homeric Hymn to Pan (c.6 BC), which is generally considered the first
appearance of Echo in ancient Greek poetry (Germany 187). In this version, Echo, a musically talented nymph
serving the Muses, flees from Pan’s pursuit. Her rejection enrages him, who then instigates local shepherds to tear
up her body. Yet the nymph’s voice and musical ability continues to resound the musical notes sounded by gods,
men, and wild animals. Although both the Ovidian and Homeric stories end with Echo reduced to a bodiless state,
they vary in their themes and emphases. Most conspicuously, the Homeric episode closes when Echo loses both her
voice and body after dismemberment. In the Ovid’s tale, Echo begins her pursuit of Narcissus after losing her voice.
This difference means that the Homeric Echo never uses her voice to allure her love-object. We could say that the
Ovidian Echo concerns more with the nymph’s desire, while the Greek figure is more linked to nature’s musical
elements. For a survey of the early modern responses to the Homeric and Ovidian Echoes, see Lewis, “‘(From the
Dutchesse Grave)’: Echoic Liminalities in The Duchess of Malfi.”
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See Taylor, “Shakespeare and Golding” 104.
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On Ovid’s influence on Shakespeare, see Bate, Shakespeare and Ovid. See also Shakespeare's Ovid: The
Metamorphoses in the Plays and Poems, edited by Taylor. Shakespeare and the Classics, edited by Charles
Martindale and Taylor, has a section on Ovid’s intertextual contact with Shakespeare’s plays.
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Other moments that come later in Twelfth Night confirm the passage’s allusion to Echo.
In the introduction to the Cambridge edition of the play, Elizabeth Story Donno observes the
development of the Echo imagery (22). The figure of Echo first summoned in the passage I cited
is revisited in Viola’s description of the tune that Orsino ordered to play: “It gives a very echo to
the seat / Where love is throned” (2.4.19-29). Technically the metaphor describes the music’s
reflection of her lovesickness, but Donno suggests that “echo” links the mythic nymph’s
desperation with that of the play’s heroine. Hearing the word “echo,” audiences with Ovidian
knowledges would associate Viola’s concealed love with Echo’s unspeakable desires for
Narcissus, while considering Orsino taking the mantle of Narcissus. Jonathan Bate similarly
discusses Viola’s implicit comparison with Echo in her “Patience” speech (149). Like this
fictional sister whose unrealizable passion makes her shrink and disappear, Viola might turn into
a bodiless voice—the image of Echo in Book 3 of Metamorphoses. These readings build a bridge
between the play’s more direct allusions to the Ovidian myth of Echo and the less explicit
evocation in Viola’s “babbling gossip of the air.”105
Viola conjures Echo in the model of Ovid’s tale, but perhaps only in order to emphasize
her different attitude towards love. As Donno has observed, Viola seems to be resourceful in
contrast to Echo’s hapless dependence on others’ speech. Viola acts more urgently on her desire,
while “Echo was never so proactive as this cabin-builder, writer, persistent singer” (Donno 22).
The active/passive pattern presents Viola as a similar but superior version of Echo; unlike the
vocally disabled nymph who passively pursues the love-object, Viola seeks alternative means to
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Heather James also explorers a larger thematic link with Ovid in Twelfth Night, following many other critics. She
suggests that Viola enters the realm of Ovid’s Metamorphoses through her experience of shape-shifting and a
bizarre love triangle, both of which intimately linked with Ovidian tales of desire. See James, “Shakespeare’s
learned heroines in Ovid’s schoolroom.” Because I am more interested in Echo’s role in Viola’s rhetorical strategies,
discussing the Ovid-influenced changes of identities in Shakespeare’s comedy goes beyond of this chapter’s focus.
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articulate her female passion and interiority. Yet I suggest that Viola does not just focus on Echo
to simply contrast her resources as “cabin-builder, writer, persistent singer” with Echo’s apparent
powerlessness. Nor is Echo in Ovid’s story completely passive and impotent. As we will see,
Ovid’s Echo offers a particular kind of rhetorical agency in her imitation of Narcissus’ speeches.
Recognizing Twelfth Night’s indirect debts to Ovid’s Echo allows us to explore the ways in
which repetition and imitation establish a foreign but forceful kind of collaboration.
Critics of Twelfth Night have traced Echo’s link to Viola with the motifs of doubling and
‘perfect’ imitation. Following D. J. Palmer’s description of Viola as taking the role of Echo,
critics have nuanced our understanding of the play’s allusion to Echo by exploring the main
characters’ identification with either Echo or Narcissus. Heather James compares Viola/Cesario
to Narcissus in their shared androgynous qualities attracting both sexes (74). But Orsino, Olivia,
and Antonio are more commonly likened to Narcissus, as their self-engrossed erotic fixations
evoke Ovid’s depiction of the youth’s self-absorption and pride. Some have suggested more
flexible models. A. B. Taylor focuses his attention on Olivia and Viola’s rewriting of the Ovidian
text, followed by Nancy Lindheim’s similar observation on Olivia and Viola’s remaking of
Narcissus’ tale and exchanging of “acoustic images of each other” (682). Charlotte Coffin shows
the play’s three lovers flexibly swapping the roles of Echo and Narcissus among them.
In these models, Viola has been routinely twinned with the figure of Echo in negative
terms. Paul Dean argues that Viola’s association with Echo explains her loss of individuality
resulting from the cross-dressing. According to Dean, Echo is the figure who mirrors and reflects
others, so is Viola. Disguising as a page boy, she pretends to be a copy of her brother Sebastian
and loses autonomy. Moreover, she is forced to reflect and mirror Orsino’s desire, being his
messenger. As Echo represents a loop of persistent repetition and meaningless mirroring,
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imitation essentially entails the loss of originality, and Viola is unable to achieve the full sense of
being an individual who is original and independent until the reunion with Sebastian “restore[s]
to her rightful name and the freedom to be herself” (Dean 513).
Yet Echo never simply re-voices the speech in Ovid’s mythical story. Book 3 of
Metamorphoses depicts Echo losing her vocal speech as a result of Juno’s punishment. Echo
detains Juno by pressing the goddess to have a lengthy conversation, so that Jupiter can dally
with one of her fellow nymphs in secret. To punish the garrulous nymph’s intervention in
catching her husband’s adultery, Juno makes her unable to speak by herself. The nymph now
only parrots the last several words of sentences spoken by others. Not being able to talk at length
or start a conversation, she comes to be infatuated with Narcissus, who famously never loves
anyone else than himself and suffers to death precisely because of his self-obsession.
Although the episode ends with Narcissus’ body turning into a flower, the tale’s
foregrounding of Echo’s pain—her loss of voice and frustrated love for Narcissus—equally, if
not more intensely, sparks sympathetic responses. Her distress lies primarily in her powerless
passivity. The narrator begins by highlighting Echo’s passive state of “repeating the last words
said” (3.393).106 As “resounding Echo” (3.390) is not permitted to announce her feelings for the
beautiful youth, her dependence on him for “only the briefest use of speech” (3.399) leads
readers to see her as secondary to Narcissus. Despite her burning desire, the love-struck Echo
cannot initiate any conversation with her love-object. “To wait for words she might return as her
own” (3.413) is her sole opportunity for communication.
Yet although the phrase of “as her own” might indicate Echo’s self-negating passivity,
the conversation between Narcissus and Echo comes to explicitly reveal her passionate desire.
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All English citations from Metamorphoses are from the Hackett edition, translated by Stanley Lombardo.
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Finally catching the suitable words that she can return, Echo repeats the last words of Narcissus’
question, “Anyone here?” By repeating “anyone here,” she is saying that she is “here.” The
inquiry into one’s whereabout loses its semantic purpose and changes to support the repeating
voice’s effort to confirm her existence. Confused with an unidentifiable voice that imitates his
speech, Narcissus demands Echo to “come,” which she repeats back by shifting the tone of his
command into her request for Narcissus himself to “come” towards her. Echo’s sexual frustration
ironically culminates in Narcissus’ hostility to physical contact. He exclaims, “I’ll die before I let
you have me,” and Echo cites off his last two words, “have me!” (3.427-28). His sharp refusal
transforms into her thrilled invitation for sexual embrace.
In these instances, Echo’s repetition never exactly duplicates the meanings and intention
of the original speaker. Echo’s access to language is extremely limited, but she can recycle the
language of Narcissus, manipulating the purpose, tone, and reference of the originating speech,
and move his words towards her own rhetorical context. As Laurel Fulkerson and Tim Stover
rightly observe, the resulting “symbiotic” (11) speech between Echo and Narcissus is subtly
distinct from the one that Narcissus has solely produced. Gina Bloom has similarly argued that
Echo’s bodiless yet resourceful voice reworks Narcissus’ speech: “Echo’s words are not mere
reflections of Narcissus’s speech, but are copies that alter the stability of the ‘original’ they
supposedly mimic” (164). Challenging the narrator’s belief in her passive nature of “resounding
voice” that must “wait for words,” Echo’s repetitive but creative speech redefines the privilege
of being an original. As Susan L. Anderson has argued, “speaking first does not confer control
over the meaning of the words uttered” (13). Although her repetition is contingent on the
Narcissus’ speech (she is still unable to initiate the talk), he is equally prone to the imitative
production of Echo and cannot exert complete control over his own meanings. Decentering the
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original-copy relation, then, the Ovidian Echo demonstrates an unfamiliar kind of agency as an
imitator.107
Shakespeare subtly registers Echo’s dramatic possibilities in Twelfth Night. Rather than
focusing on Viola’s mirroring of someone else, I suggest that the alignment of Viola with the
“babbling gossip of the air” more crucially evokes the Ovidian Echo’s potential for creating
decentralized speech. By asserting Echo’s association with Viola, I am not suggesting that
Orsino is unable to identify and trace her voice that imitates his. Unlike Narcissus, who at first
does not discern the source of Echo, the duke fully knows from the beginning that Viola/Cesario
is delivering his scripted speech. Nor is Viola literally reduced to a state of bodiless voice.
Instead, I suggest that Shakespeare associates the Ovidian Echo with Viola in order to use the
allusion as a way to reflect on the original-copy relation, recalling a similar relationship between
the one who throws the voice and the other who is ventriloquized. Like Echo, Viola
compromises Orsino’s authority as an original writer by modifying his text, and, like Narcissus,
Orsino loses control over his speech while Viola/Cesario performs repetition and imitation of his
(imagined) text. As Orsino’s servant, actor, Echo, and ventriloquist, Viola reproduces Orsino’s
speeches with important consequences for the actor’s mutual authorship with the author.
A more balanced and collaborative relation between author and actor in turn anticipates
the play’s depiction of erotic service. Shakespeare never strictly distinguishes in the play the
service relationship from romantic attraction. Olivia’s attraction to the messenger boy’s lower
social station, and Viola’s desire for the socially superior Orsino are developed through the close
This view alters John Kerrigan’s reservations on Echo’s deceptive quality. He sees Echo’s speech plucking the
original words out of the context. The imitation of Echo comes to distort the stable meaning, deceiving listeners
(44). See also Ross, “Complaint’s Echoes,” 184-5. Danielle Clarke also offsets Echo’s generation of meanings
against “a fear of pointless repetition” (“Speaking Women” 73). According to Clarke, Echo’s voice divorced from
her body might show that she will be unable to autonomously articulate her desire, that she is derivative of the male
speaker Narcissus.
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connection between the upper-class male servant and his master. Similarly, Antonio explicitly
describes his affection for Sebastian, Viola’s lost twin brother, in the term of service. Proposing
that they become fellow travelers and companions, Antonio staunchly demands: “If you will not
murder me for my love, let me be your servant” (2.1.25). David Schalkwyk has commented that
the early modern representations of servant figures accommodate multiple forms of meanings
and relations. Service could mean “a retainer or servant; a close male companionship; an
intimate, heterosexual partnership” (55). Antonio’s request that Sebastian consider him as his
servant, if not his partner, represents the mingling of these different forms of relations. Being a
servant, on Antonio’s end, is not much different from being a companion to his male friend. The
bond of service would bind him and Sebastian, reflecting the same-sex intimacy constructed by
voluntary and passionate subordination.
Viola’s affection for Orsino culminates in an anticipation of their marriage, and this
prospect grows out from their servant-master relationship. After Cesario is unveiled as Viola,
Orsino announces that she will be his mistress, his wife-to-be:
Your master quits you; and for your service done him,
so much against the mettle of your sex,
So far beneath your soft and tender breeding,
And since you called me master for so long,
Here is my hand; you shall from this time be
Your master’s mistress. (5.1.300-05)
Mario DiGangi observes that Orsino’s offer of marriage is described in “the contractual terms of
service between master and page.” 108 Viola’s status as a servant is intimately combined with her

DiGangi, The Homoerotics of Early Modern Drama 41. Orsino’s language of service in the moment shows his
anxiety about desiring Viola, reflecting the play’s depiction of male-female heterosexual as the least natural version
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erotic devotion as his future wife, and more strikingly, aristocratic marriage becomes a reward
for her dedicated personal labor for Orsino. Recognizing Viola’s unfitting condition to be a
gentleman servant—her gender and her social rank both—Orsino nonetheless stresses her
dedication. Viola earns social mobility through marriage, as her self-willed and dedicated service
to Orsino reflects the well-known medieval tenet of service, not the newer cash-based model.109
The allusion to Echo complicates the play’s interweaving of service with erotic
possibilities. In contrast to her seemingly full dedication to Orsino’s erotic and social powers,
Viola emerges as a servant who resists through ventriloquy. Evoking Echo as a model for her
creative imitation allows Viola to explore new possibilities for the mutual dependence between
master and servant. Viola’s ventriloquism, in which she cites and alters Orsino’s words, just as
Echo repeats and modifies Narcissus’ speeches, is geared towards serving her master-lover
Orsino, but at the same time it subtly offers performative collaboration. Seizing on this rhetorical
strategy, Viola, like the servants who “might learn to obey in resourceful, independent ways”
(Weil 9), professes herself as Orsino’s collaborator who obeys and dissents. Viola’s challenge to
the master and author in comedy, then, differs from Bel-Imperia’s outright rejection of the
playwright’s power at the tragic end. Not entirely subverting Orsino, Viola is a reciter of the
master’s voice, but she nevertheless finds a way to articulate her own desire. As a result, she
disrupts the universal control of male authorship. Identified with Echo’s resourceful and

of erotic attraction. In his unwillingness to love a powerful noblewoman like Olivia, Orsino’s passion for a
subservient, beautifully effeminate male youth lingers on. A similar preference to a socially inferior pretty boy
appears in Olivia’s attraction to Cesario and Sebastian; she refuses to “marry above her degree, neither in estate,
years, not wit” (1.3.89-90).
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Critical attention to the servant-master relationships in Twelfth Night emphasizes that Viola’s prospect of
marriage is inseparable from her service relation. Schalkwyk has suggested “[i]t is impossible to account for the
quality of Viola’s feelings for her master by dividing them among “real” sexual desire, friendship, and the devotion
of a servant” (135). Mary Ellen Lamb echoes this argument, highlighting the association between “Viola’s selfless
devotion as Orsino’s servant” and “selfless service as Orsino’s wife” (20). Dowd similarly suggests that Viola’s
dutiful service fittingly makes her marry up, as the bonds of service share the idealized value of fidelity with the
bonds of marriage.
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transgressive imitation, the mixed-gender collaboration in Shakespeare’s comedy gestures
towards a more flexible and reciprocal relationship between Orsino and Viola than what the
bonds of service dictate.

WRITING TO IMITATE AND THE FEMALE KINSHIP NETWORK
As we have seen, the play’s indirect allusion to the Ovidian Echo combines with Viola’s
improvisational craft as an actor. Depicting a lover singing alone in the landscape, Viola has
evoked the Ovidian Echo as a model for her relationship with Orsino. Yet tracing the Ovidian
Echo’s early modern legacy also specifically evokes the play’s interest in female kinship
community. In this section, I argue that Shakespeare subtly modifies the well-trodden Ovidian
account of a heterosexual relationship between male voice and female sound, so as to develop his
emphasis on female kinship.
I have noted that the phrase “the babbling gossip of the air” closely repeats Golding’s
translation of Ovid. The term “gossip” in this line is equally telling. In Shakespeare’s time, the
word frequently meant an echo, perhaps signaling the female talk’s characteristic
garrulousness.110 “Gossip,” however, also conjured in the period the female same-sex intimacy,
produced especially between female relatives in a domestic sphere. Today’s audiences mainly
understand the word “gossip” as trifling rumor, and the sense was also available for early
moderns. Paulina, for example, replies to Leontes: “No noise, my lord, but needful conference /
About some gossips for your Highness” (WT 2.3.47-8). But the term more commonly meant in
the period a female relative or friend. In one of his comic dialogues with the audience in The
Two Gentlemen, Lance claims that he, like his master Proteus, is in love with a woman. “Yet ’tis

See Bloom, 172-3 for the personification of gossips and rumors. She writes, “the association of echoes with
errant gossip was long-standing” (173).
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not a maid,” he argues, “for she hath had gossips” (3.1.265-6). The lewd joke comes from his
reference to “gossips,” whose presence suggests that this woman is not a virgin since she has
already given birth. These “gossips” aided her during childbirth. Specifically, “gossips” were a
child’s godparents, but the word was more widely associated with all kinswomen who attended
and cared pregnancy-related events such as childbearing and christening.111 The close relations
shaped by caregiving among women, especially when the pregnant woman was lying in, created
an extensively femininized space. 112 In that network, female members and friends across the
families were capable of articulating their intimate feelings for one another, and gossips
increasingly acquired a broader meaning of the intimately shared talk between kinswomen.
In referring to “gossip,” Viola hints at a similar female bonding to come. Many critics
have pointed out Olivia’s embrace of Viola as her new sister-in-law at the play’s end. Following
Orsino’s confirmation of marrying the page-boy-turned-Viola, Olivia joyfully announces,
turning to Viola whom she has so far known as Cesario: “Ah, sister, you are she!” (5.1.305).
Olivia also proposes to Orsino he consider her as his dear sister: “My lord, so please you, these
things further thought on, / To think me as well a sister as a wife” (5.1.295-6). Yet as she
describes Viola as becoming a sister to her, audiences are left with an impression that Olivia
favors her new sisterly bond over the relation with her long-time suitor Orsino. She similarly
pays less attention to her newly wedded husband and Viola’s twin brother, Sebastian. As Denise
A. Walen has noted, “Olivia’s outburst . . . confirms her emotional investment in Viola rather
than Sebastian” (60). Viola’s reference to “gossip,” then, might anticipate this newly developing

Jankowski, especially 326-27. ‘Gossip’ at first referred to both sexes as godparents, but the word came to almost
exclusively engage with female family members and friends, who shaped a kind of support networks for a
childbearing mother. OED, ‘gossip’ 2.a. and 2.b. both explain that the word primarily applied to women friends or
acquaintances, who are invited to attend a birth. See also Capp 49-52.
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See Linda A. Pollack’s “Childbearing and Female Bonding in Early Modern England.”
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form of female kinship, just as gossips were able to create intimate friendship with their female
relatives.
Olivia’s welcoming of Viola into a kind of extended family evokes their another
emotional parallel. “O that I might serve that lady” (1.2.41), Viola eagerly comments early on in
the play, after hearing from the captain that Olivia has lost her father and brother both. Perhaps
reflecting on her own fresh grief over her sea-separated brother, as well as the older loss of her
dead father, Viola sympathetically turns to the unfamiliar lady. Shortly after this scene, the
linking of Viola and Olivia reoccurs through the different but equally important likeness of their
unachievable yearning. When she discovers that Olivia has fallen for her cross-dressed alter ego
Cesario, Viola quickly remarks on their shared longing for the beloved who does not return their
love.113 “Poor lady,” Viola pitifully notes, “she [Olivia] were better with a dream” (2.2.23). As
Viola’s reflection develops into the emotional susceptibility of women in general, she harps on
“our frailty” (2.2.28), highlighting her explicitly gendered resemblance with Olivia.
Both are not only self-dependent women without male family members to rely on, but
also arduous and yet vulnerable female lovers, whose susceptible “waxen hearts” (2.2.27) are
pressed with unrequited desires. As Laurie Shannon suggests, the like seeks her like. Drawing on
their similarities, Viola shows crucial compassion for the lady who could be well her hostile rival
for Orsino’s love.114 As observed in the opening of this chapter, Julia/Sebastian, Viola/Cesario’s

Pollard 152-3. On the specific passage in 2.2, Pollard writes: “Rather than stopping at mockery, Viola’s
reflections on Olivia’s hapless desire extend to empathy and identification.”
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See Shannon, “Nature’s Bias: Renaissance Homonormativity and Elizabethan Comic Likeness.” A number of
scholars have observed and explored the resonances between Olivia and Viola. Notably, Douglas Parker has argued
that they are non-genetic twins in the play, complementing the genetic twins of Viola and Sebastian. Olivia’s
attraction to Viola somehow draws on their structural parallels: “Olivia’s love for Viola emerg[es] because of the
similarities she comes to recognize between them” (30). Laurie Shannon suggests that the principle of likeness
prevails in the play. In Shakespeare’s time, the like sought its like. A match between similar kinds was more
desirable, so it was heterosexual marriage, not same-sexed pairs, which deviated from the natural course. Just as
male friendship was preferable based on this code of likeness, female same-sex bond was favored over the
heterosexual marriage. In Twelfth Night, Shannon observes, both the kinship of the siblings and of the sisters-in-law
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precursor in The Two Gentlemen, makes powerful affective impressions on her rival Silvia.
Affected by Julia’s theatrical representation of her grief over losing Proteus’ love, Silvia
emphatically declares her support. Recalling the same-sex alliance formulated by the emotional
exchanges between women who at first thought each other as their adversaries, in Twelfth Night
Shakespeare more directly demonstrates complex yet crucial sympathies between two women
who are each other’s similar sort.
Although Echo’s appearance in complaint poetry may most immediately evoke women’s
entrapped sorrows and desires, then, it also suggests possibilities for the female-female alliance,
which become more central as Viola emphasizes her likeness to Olivia. Echo does not just
amplify the female narrator’s sorrow; Echo, as Sarah C. E. Ross has shown, offers her consoling
voice more crucially. It is a generic commonplace that the natural world shares the speaker’s
sorrows in complaint. Hills and streams become sympathetic listeners for the speaker who cannot
obtain the affection he or she has coveted. When Echo carries out the similar role in this poetic
setting, she proves to be a more emotionally valuable companion than hills and streams, because
she can talk to the speaker beyond just being a listener.115 By repeating some words uttered by
the female speaker, Echo, even in a restricted form of speech, provides care and shows the muchneeded sympathy. Through Echo’s imitation that constructs the “female community of woeful
friends” (Ross 193), Echo and the speaker turn out to be companions who become increasingly
like to each other, not only in terms of trading similar emotions, but especially in terms of
absorbing each other’s language. When Echo repeats and returns the female speaker’s words,
their speeches get mixed up and indistinguishable, recalling that Narcissus’ speech is reused and

justify the propriety of the mixed unions--between Olivia and Sebastian as well as between Orsino and Viola--within
the extended kin network.
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See Ross and Smith, “Beyond Ovid: Early Modern Women’s Complaint,” especially 11.
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reshaped to accommodate Echo’s intention and loses its privilege as a source. Unlike Narcissus,
though, the female speaker in complaint would not feel bitter about Echo’s reshaping of her
speeches. Rather, their shared emotions, language, and sympathetic identification establish a
version of affective bond emphasizing that becoming akin to each other is more fertile than
having interiority completely closed off from others.
Like Echo, Viola tries to sooth Olivia in her imagined song of the solitary lover. Viola
describes “the babbling gossip of the air” as repeating the lover’s woeful shouting of Olivia’s
name. This line, I suggest, does more than reflecting the unachievable passion of either Orsino or
Viola herself. Echo, Viola tells, would “Cry out ‘Olivia!’,” and the emotionally laden outburst
not only returns the cabin-builder’s desperate calling, but more especially underscores the Violaidentified voice’s sympathetic exclamation. The voice that cries out Olivia’s name becomes that
of Viola, who shares grief, exchanges sympathies, and trades erotic quips—on behalf of
Orsino—with the countess. In so doing, Viola turns the language of both hetero- and homoerotic
desire into the language of future kinship to come: Echo/Viola’s lamenting voice that weeps over
Olivia’s name transforms from a voice that desires Olivia into a voice that consoles both Olivia’s
mourning and her upcoming sexual frustration over Viola’s transvestite identity. Even before the
very end of the play, then, the two women are already deeply associated with each other. While
the play ends with underscoring Viola and Olivia’s recently formed intimacy as sisters, Echo’s
implicit association with Viola in this early stage of the play crucially anticipates their familial
bond. In alluding to Ovid’s Echo, Shakespeare emphasizes that this female same-sex bond stems
from resemblance and sympathy for each other.
As the play progresses in the two noble households, there are two sets of servant figures
in Twelfth Night. At Orsino’s, Viola is the duke’s favorite; she is almost unrivalled. At Olivia’s,
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however, her waiting-woman Maria seems to be in rivalry with the steward Malvolio for the
countess’ affection. In what follows, I suggest that when Maria eventually fares better than
Malvolio and develops a familial connection with Olivia, she similarly capitalizes on the model
of imitation and twinship. Expanding on Viola’s position as a servant, Maria “acts as Olivia’s
proxy,” but with more domestic power to control over house management, “frequently regulating
male discourse in Olivia’s absence” (Tvordi 123). For example, Maria presses Sir Toby into
foregoing his heavy drinking, reminding him that he “must confine [himself] within the modest
limits of order” (1.3.76-7). By connecting the female rule of her mistress and the rest of the
domestic order, Maria represents Olivia’s authority and plays “the ambassadorial role of serving
as [her mistress’] voice” (Hainsworth 3), which I associated with Viola early in the chapter.
Wedded to Sir Toby, moreover, Olivia’s male relative, Maria builds the female-female intimacy
with Olivia, as Viola creates a new familial bond with Olivia through her twin brother’s
marriage.
But unlike Viola, Maria is not involved in acting. As we have seen, acting offers the
heroine a medium to alter Orsino’s text and to exert impact on her listeners, best qualified to woo
Olivia. More specifically, Viola orally delivers the pre-scripted text which she insists she has
memorized, and she embeds within it her imagined complaint featuring a deserted lover. Maria’s
imitation of her mistress, by contrast, leans towards writing. She can copy Olivia’s elegant
handwriting so perfectly that she can forge a letter that people believe written by the mistress. As
the aristocratic style of penmanship wouldn’t be easy to be copied for an untrained hand,
especially for a female servant whose level of education typically was the lowest among the
Renaissance social stations, Maria’s ability to forge the letter suggests two things: her longstanding interaction with Olivia, and her service as a female secretary that would give her
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enough time and opportunity to study and learn the noblewoman’s style of writing. Considering
Maria’s copying of Olivia’s handwriting a written form of ventriloquy, in what follows I argue
that Maria’s imitative writing generates a fusion of two women’s language, which demonstrates
both their likeness to each other, as Viola’s allusion to Echo has shown, and the identification
across social ranks. By briefly pausing to explore Feste’s stage ventriloquism that emphasizes the
oral and improvisational qualities, this section examines how women’s writing dedicated to
imitation and twinship has the shaping importance for the intimacy between the female servant
and the mistress.
In a play preoccupied by twinship, Maria is presented at its outset as nearly
indistinguishable from her mistress. When Viola first encounters two women, she asks, “The
honorable lady of the house, which is she?” “Speak to me,” Olivia replies, insisting that she
“shall answer for her” (1.5.139-40, emphasis added). Rather than making her serving-woman
represent the superior, Olivia curiously calls upon herself to “answer for her,” and the ambiguous
use of the feminine pronoun suggests a possibility that Olivia is pretending to be the female
servant and refers to Maria as the mistress whom she answers for. If Maria and Olivia are
dressed in similar costumes with their faces veiled, and behave in a similar manner in this scene,
their visible likeness would intensify Olivia’s deliberate role inversion. 116 The apparently
superficial detail shows the play’s underlying interest in women’s resemblance and their intimate
relationships growing out from such likeness, even between two women who are differently
ranked according to their relative social stations.

See Lindheim 707-8. Osborne finds another instance of other characters’ confusion between Olivia and Maria in
the play when Malvolio picks up the letter Maria has dropped. “Maria once told me she did affect me,” he reflects,
“and I have herself come this near, that should she fancy, it should be one of my complexion” (2.5.20-3). Osborne
observes that here the third person feminine “she” ambiguously means both Maria and Olivia, making a confusion
of identities. See Osborne, “Letters, Lovers, Lacan” 70-1.
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Looking similar serves as a base for writing similarly. Indignant at Malvolio’s
excessively Puritan regulation of their household entertainment, Maria suggests forging a letter
to ridicule him.
I will drop in his way some obscure epistles of love, wherein by the colour of his beard,
the shape of his leg, the manner of his gait, the expressure of his eye, forehead, and
complexion, he shall find himself most feelingly personated. I can write very like my
lady your niece; on a forgotten matter we can hardly make distinction of our hands.
(2.3.131-6)
Just as Viola is unable to distinguish Olivia from Maria solely based on how they look, no one
will be able to tell Maria’s forged hand apart from Olivia’s ‘real’ hand. When Malvolio picks up
the letter and peruses it two scenes later, he confirms the female servant’s confidence in
accurately copying the mistress’ penmanship. He clearly identifies the handwriting’s detailed
embellishments with Olivia’s creation: “By my life, this is my lady’s hand: these be her very c’s,
her u’s, and her t’s, and thus makes her great P’s. It is, in contempt of question, her hand”
(2.5.72-4). Critics have long discussed the sexualized implications of the falsely recognized
hand, as Sir Andrew’s immediate repetition of “her c’s, her u’s and her t’s” (2.5.75) intensifies
the already explicit reference to female genitalia. Alternatively, some scholars look to Maria’s
copying of the hand especially for the source of class disruption. As Michell M. Dowd has noted,
Maria’s ability to reproduce the noblewoman’s elaborate handwriting “disallows a visual sign of
status difference” (41).
If Maria and Olivia call into question the notion of class privilege through looking alike
and writing similarly, Maria replaces her mistress’ voice with her own. At the play’s close, even
Olivia herself admits that Maria’s hand looks extremely similar to her own: “Alas, Malvolio, this
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is not my writing, / Though I confess much like the character. / But, out of question, ’tis Maria’s
hand” (5.1.324-6). Olivia can correctly identify Maria’s hand that near-perfectly picked up the
visual details of her own style, but her acknowledgement suggests Maria’s unusual craft in
carefully copying Olivia’s aristocratically embellished styles of the characters. Even for a senior
servant woman in a large household, her skill in copying a noblewoman’s handwriting seems to
be special. If Viola echoes and retells the written script, Maria closely duplicates the handwriting
and assumes the voice of Olivia, adopting the cross-class subject position. With an emphasis on
the low-born woman’s challenge to the existing power relations, the play’s depiction of
duplicatable handwriting offers another form of female ventriloquism that complements,
heightens, and supports the cross-dressed boy heroine’s assumption of the master’s voice.
Inhabiting another’s voice fares differently in the play’s more explicit verbal
performance. The success of Feste’s ingenious comic performance partially rests on the
theatrical effects of ventriloquism. The quick-witted comic actor Robert Armin played Feste in
the Lord Chamberlain’s Men’s first staging of Twelfth Night, and Feste is perhaps the play’s
primary character who uses ventriloquism most capably for a vocal manipulation and captures
the full power of its theatrical efficacy. 117 Called upon to cure Malvolio’s demonic possession as
the Catholic exorcist Sir Topas, Feste exclaims to the devil who supposedly took over Malvolio’s
fevered brain: “Out, hyperbolic fiend! How vexest thou this man!” (4.2.21-2). Of course, this
accusation is all part of Maria and Sir Toby’s practical joke on Malvolio, and he repeatedly pleas
to acknowledge his sound mind. But the clown apparently treats Malvolio’s words as spoken by
Satan. Feste goes on to alternate between his own voice and the impersonating voice of Sir

As well known, Armin replaced Will Kempe as the principal clown of the Lord Chamberlain’s Men, following
Kempe’s departure, perhaps as a result of the latter’s feud with the company. For Robert Armin’s known skill of
scripted improvisation and vocal prowess, see Catherine Ann Henze, Robert Armin and Shakespeare’s Performed
Songs. See also Richard Preiss, “Robert Armin Do the Police in Different Voices.”
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Topas, pretending to have a dialogue. As Sir Topas, Feste orders himself to “maintain no words
with him” (4.2.84). Pretending to be surprised, Feste responds in his own voice: “Who, I sir? Not
I, sir. God b’w’you, good Sir Topas” (4.2.85). Sir Topas speaks once again, “Marry, amen,” to
which Feste answers: “I will, sir, I will” (4.2.86). The clown’s jesting performance is a success,
and Malvolio believes that he is talking to the exorcist until the end of the scene.
Feste wears a fake beard and gown to simulate Sir Topas, but, as Maria rightly points out,
he does not need to use them because Malvolio is blindfolded: “Thou [Feste] mightst have done
this without thy beard and gown. He sees thee not” (4.2.51-52). Malvolio is unable to see the
counterfeiting, so Feste’s performance of two voices is enough to stage two identities—one as a
clown, the other as an exorcising priest. Feste’s vocal deception, indebted to Armin’s ability as a
performer, is primarily a rich source of the scene’s comic allure. Audiences are invited to laugh
at Malvolio’s slowness to recognize the fake priest and be amused by the clown’s protean
performance.118 But beyond the comic outcomes demonstrating comedy’s versatile stagecraft,
Feste’s mock exorcism also shows ventriloquism contributing to role-splitting on the stage,
highlighting the theater’s intrinsic association with a similar use of vocal practice to impersonate
a dramatic character. On a broader level, Feste’s ventriloquism showcases the actor’s oral
performance that brings into existence an entirely different figure from oneself by slipping into a
different voice.119
Although Feste offers more theatrically centered ventriloquism, the play also presents a
more nuanced form of personating another’s voice. Textual rather than performative, literate

Some scholars view Feste’s fake exorcism as a satire on the Puritans and their use of theatrical illusion. See
Hamilton, Greenblatt “Shakespeare and the Exorcists,” and Schleiner.
119
Interestingly, not only ventriloquism but also possession is intrinsically linked to the theater. As Stephen
Greenblatt observes in his essay “Shakespeare and the Exorcists,” the ecstatic possession of bacchants in Dionysian
festivals provide a site of origin for the theater, and the period’s popular theater is similarly associated with
possession with the apparent transformation into another’s face, voice, and action (211).
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rather than oral, female rather than male, Maria performs a different type of ventriloquy. Hers
might seem unremarkable to match Feste’s—and the stage clown’s—captivating performance
that swiftly veers between different identities and generates laughter from the onlookers. In her
service for Olivia, Maria translates the enchanting and vibrant theatrical ventriloquism of a male
comic character into the more private realm of the same-sex exchange between the mistress and
her waiting-woman. Although this interaction occurs mostly hidden from the audience’s view,
women’s mirroring of each other through a textual medium allows us to understand the ways in
which ventriloquism has a potential to build their kinship.
Maria’s assumption of the mistress’ written voice has also gendered implications in the
light of her role as a female secretary. Maria controls access to Olivia’s chamber and freely uses
her signet to seal the forged letter, activities that both suggest the female servant’s secretarial
labor for her mistress.120 Critics like Schalkwyk noted that the male-male relationship dominated
the period’s representation of service. Yet Maria is the figure who continues the tradition of
female secretaryship in early modern popular plays. In The Changeling, for example, Alsemero
calls his wife Beatrice-Joanna’s waiting-women “the ladies’ cabinets; / Things of most precious
trust are locked into ’em” (2.2.6-7). James Knowles compares the figure of the male secretary,
whose household labor usually involves handling the master’s most private matters, to “a living
closet of his master’s arcana” (48).121 Evoking a similar vocabulary of privacy, these waitingwomen of Beatrice-Joanna add an explicitly feminized space to the conversations about the early

See Julie Crawford, “Women’s Secretaries.” Crawford examines the prominent role of female secretaryship in
shaping the female same-sex bond not just between bosom friends like Hermia and Helena in Midsummer Night’s
Dream, but also between the serving-woman and her mistress. Keeping secrets and offering counsels are central to
their friendship. See also Elizabeth A. Brown for the political importance of the gentlewomen in the Privy Chamber.
Brown argues that Elizabeth I’s gentlewomen played important parts in providing care, offering entertainment, and
constructing networks for the queen.
121
For the male-male homosocial relationship that circulated mainly through this master-secretary service relation in
a closed domestic landscape, see Alan Stewart’s seminal essay, “The Early Modern Closet Discovered.”
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modern female secretary. Shakespeare similarly echoes elsewhere the female servant’s evocation
of privacy and interiority—again, in The Two Gentlemen of Verona. When Julia entertains the
idea of leaving for Milan, she turns to her waiting-woman Lucetta for her counsel. After
affectionately calling Lucetta “gentle girl” (2.7.1), Julia goes on to describe her female servant as
“the table wherein all my thoughts / Are visibly charactered and engraved” (2.7.3-4). Like
Beatrice-Johanna’s “cabinets,” Lucetta is a private tool (“table”) which preserves the most
private thoughts of her mistress. In these instances, early modern female secretaries are presented
as working as closely with their mistresses as their male counterparts do with their masters.
Recalling these “cabinets” and “table,” Maria intimately shares Olivia’s thoughts. As
observed, Olivia discerns Maria’s hand that closely imitated hers when Malvolio gives the forged
letter, suggesting an intimate bond with her servant woman. Earlier in the play, Maria tells Sir
Toby that she heard “my lady talk of it yesterday and of a foolish knight that you brought in one
night here to be her wooer” (1.2.11-3). Given hints of their bond throughout the play, Maria
seems to have heard the details directly from her mistress rather than eavesdropped. Malvolio, by
contrast, is incapable of having this relationship with his mistress: male rather than female,
reader rather than writer of a fake letter, passive recipient of information than participant.
Maria’s service both as a close companion and principal female servant shifts “the closed, male
world of retainer service” (Schalkwyk 55) to the similarly closed realm of female-female service
relationship.
This intimacy develops into a kin network. Fabian recounts at the play’s close that
Maria’s ingenious practical joke has rewarded her with a marriage to her social better: “Maria
writ / The letter, at Sir Toby’s great importance, / In recompence whereof he hath married her”
(5.1.341-3). For Maria, being a wife to Sir Toby primarily means social climbing. Yet, as Julie
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Crawford has suggested, Maria has also become a close family member to Olivia by marrying
her mistress’ kinsman (“The Place of a Cousin” 102). The play pursues a chain of kinswomen
leading from Viola to Olivia, Olivia to Maria: Olivia continues to have an intimate relationship
with Viola, whom she heartily calls “sister,” while Maria’s marriage vow turns their mistressservant relation into a familial connection. Just as the economically induced aristocratic
marriages forge male homosocial relations through traffic in women’s bodies, Olivia, Maria, and
Viola intimately become “gossips”—kinswomen—to each other through their heterosexual
unions.122
If copying Olivia’s hand enables Maria to engage in the female secret sharing, she also
curiously seems to script Olivia’s speech in the forged letter. When Olivia meets again
Viola/Cesario in the beginning of Act 5, Olivia has already completed a wedding ceremony with
Sebastian, whom she has mistaken for Viola/Cesario. Dreading to give Orsino the wrong
impression, Viola quickly denies that she is a “husband” (5.1.132) to Olivia, but the countess
mistakes Viola’s reaction for an anxiety about marrying up. “Fear not, Cesario,” she pleads to
Viola, “take thy fortunes up; / Be that thou know’st thou art, and then thou art / As great as that
thou fear’st” (5.1.137-9). The urge not to shun the fortune that class fluidity would bring seems
to repeat the lines from Maria’s letter: “In my stars I am above thee, but be not afraid of
greatness . . . Go to, thou art made if thou desir’st to be so” (2.5.119-20, 128). Noting Olivia’s
near echo of Maria, Laurie E. Osborne argues that the striking similarity between two women’s
language shows that the mistress “practically quotes the letter” (“Letters, Lovers, Lacan” 70). It
seems that Maria has curiously anticipated her mistress’ desire for a man stationed lower than

Crawford emphasizes “ritualized kinship” (103) shaped by promises and oaths between female cousins, matching
or even replacing the importance of cross-sex marital bonds in As You Like It. The play places “social primacy of
oath-based intimate relationships between women” (104) alongside with social, economic, and historical
foundations of heterosexual marriage vows. See “The Place of a Cousin.” See also Walen, especially 77.
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herself, broadly scripting Olivia’s speech well in advance. 123 Olivia’s quoting of her servant’s
letter curiously reverses ventriloquism’s inherent association with the existing class distinction,
as when Viola is required to ventriloquize Orsino’s text to woo Olivia. Unlike this case, Olivia
echoes the line scripted by her maidservant, who seems to magically exert rhetorical forces on
her mistress.
Maria’s rhetorical force is special, all the more because it was hard for a female servant
to receive formal education in reading and writing. In Shakespeare’s England, women’s literacy
was considerably lower than that of men. For underprivileged demographic groups, including
day laborers and unmarried maidservants like Maria, the rate of literacy was the lowest. Yet not
all these poorer women and common housewives in early modern household were incapable of
reading and writing. As Jennifer Richards and Alison Thorne argue, the domestic sphere, along
with public open spaces like alehouses and marketplaces, provided women with informal yet
productive platforms for gaining literacy and conducting rhetorical activities. While the official
schooling had Englishmen and boys trained in grammar and rhetoric, women, as Richards and
Thorne have shown, focused more on actual practice than technical development, suggesting a
reconsideration of what constitutes eloquence (11-12).
Early modern household spaces such as the kitchen were particularly important, as they
had informal resources for the practical training in literacy for women. Wendy Wall presents
recipe books as especially crucial sites for women’s encounter with elaborate handwriting. In this
sense, recipe books were textbooks not only for cultivating culinary skills, but also for
developing “a uniform or particular hand” (Wall 136), teaching untrained writing subjects such

Correll also suggests this point, with a different emphasis from my reading: “Olivia also seems uncannily scripted
by Maria’s forgery when she urges Sebastian/Cesario not to “strangle [his] propriety” (5.1.143) . . . Echoes of the
forged letter . . . trouble Olivia’s amorous and material appeal to Sebastian by linking the courtship project to the
trick against Malvolio” (78).
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as housewives how to write. Imitation was a central notion in this unofficial training. In imitating
the multiple hands of other women whose uses left anonymous imprints on the book, these
housewives became amateur scribes and imitators learning and copying refined handwriting.
Catherine Field similarly argues that cookbooks offered a collaborative textual space for early
modern housewives. They demonstrated ownership by writing down their names on the title
page, added newly learned recipes, and noted down on margins the testing results of self-demoed
recipes. Authorship inevitably became “multiple and multiplying” (Field 56) in these textual
forums, as the sources of contributions largely went untraceable in the domestic network of
women. Women at the domestic setting emerged as co-authors who labored together in writing
and editing culinary knowledge, emphasizing “textual co-presence” (H. Smith 52) rather than
single authorial identity.
Within the broader context of early modern women’s literacy education at home, I
suggest that Shakespeare presents Maria’s letter-writing as emphasizing her role as the amateur
scribe in Olivia’s household. Maria’s letter-writing first and foremost indicates her surprising
eloquence, as she is skilled enough to imitate “her [Olivia’s] very phrases” (2.5.77). Malvolio’s
identification of the alphabet’s c, u, t, and P with Olivia’s hand also calls our attention to the
noble-born lady’s characteristic way of writing these letters, such as a flourished crossbar and a
curling stem of “t.” Maria perfectly picks up these ornamental features found in Olivia’s
handwriting, and her full familiarity with her mistress’ aristocratic penmanship, as I have argued,
suggests her potential service as Olivia’s scribe. Relatively unusual for Maria’s status, her
secretarial role demands that she should take some pains to near-perfectly imitate particular
decorative details of the mistress’ hand. If she works as a female secretary, it may be hardly
surprising that two women’s hands look akin to each other, because Maria would have learned to
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bear close resemblance with Olivia’s script. In a reciprocal move, Olivia too recognizes her
servant’s secretarial penmanship, a mutual recognition that represents handwriting as an
intimately collaborative activity between the mistress and her waiting-woman. Dowd has
observed that copying domestic documents is a social weapon for Maria, because the activity at
last enables her to marry up and articular her subversive agency.124 Although social mobility is a
key factor for Maria’s scribal work, Dowd has paid little attention to the collaborative voices
potentially arising from the activity of copying another’s writing. Maria’s possible training as a
female scribe of a large household entails her copying of Olivia’s hand, and, as a result, equips
her with the resourceful ability to duplicate the mistress’ textual voice.
For early moderns, moreover, copying could be an act of being someone else. A copyist’s
work might look less significant; while composing a text is associated with originality, and,
therefore, the author’s power and prestige, copying seems an auxiliary behavior that does not
allow the copyist to speak his/her own voice. Yet Helen Smith argues that imitating another
writing subject’s voice has a special power, beyond words alone, to “allow the writer to inhabit
and incorporate the written word” (23). In what Smith describes as “cross-sex co-composition”
(19), the copyist’s identity intermingles with the author’s: by copying the male author’s writing,
women internalize his voice and let the writer’s voice become hers. Just as an actor speaks a
playwright’s words and embodies a character, the female copyist “channels the words of the
author” (Smith 27) and becomes the one who speaks in the writing which she has reproduced,
whether that speaker is the author himself or an inset narrator. 125 Although Smith mainly
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Dowd argues that Olivia is a kind of copy-text to which Maria is assigned to learn and imitate, copy and emulate.
The period’s rhetorical training asked women to copy representative texts, and this training played a disciplinary
role, instructing modesty and restraint as female virtues. Yet Dowd insists that Maria’s duplication of the copy-text
allows her to have an authorial hand. Instilling immodesty rather than modesty, agency rather than obedience,
writing is both a surviving skill and a way of vindicating her agency. See Dowd, especially 41-46.
125
In religious writings, which Smith mostly focuses on, this narrator can be Jesus or God. Copying the text, then,
becomes an act to bring human closer to the divine. This result aligns with acting’s effects, suggesting again a
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examines religious writings, I suggest that Maria’s imitation of Oliva’s letter both reflects and
revises this mutual labor between the author and the copyist. Like the female scribe, she
similarly inhabits Olivia’s voice by duplicating the mistress’ words. But this co-creation occurs
between women, not only beyond the male homosocial realm of literary collaboration but also
beyond the cross-sex textual relationship.
The hybrid authorship of the writer and the scribe echoes the play’s interest in doubling
more broadly. As readings of Twelfth Night have observed, Viola’s cross-dressing impersonation
draws directly from her lost twin brother. 126 Sebastian describes the sea-separated twin sister as
“beautiful,” noting that “it was said she much resembled [him]” (2.1.18-19). The striking
resemblance between the twins helps Viola more convincingly cross-dress as a page boy, but it is
also at the heart of the play’s comic plotting. The first victim of their likeness is Antonio, who
immediately rushes to Viola/Cesario’s aid on seeing her/him engaging in an unwanted
swordfight with Sir Andrew. The comic error obviously arises from Antonio’s mistaking of
Viola/Cesario for his friend Sebastian, and the comedy soon turns into bitter betrayal on the part
of Antonio. Viola denies the money that he insists she owes and her acquaintance with him,
whom she has never met before.
But his indictment against the unfaithful Sebastian stirs Viola to consider the possibility
that her brother might have survived the sea-storm: “Prove true, imagination, O, prove true, /
That I, dear brother, be now ta’en for you!” (3.4.325-26). Viola goes on to acknowledge that her
disguise into a page boy has created a mirror image of her brother. “He [Antonio] named
Sebastian,” she ponders,

parallel between copying and acting. For acting’s role in getting closer to originals and their powers, see Pollard,
“Acting Like Greeks.”
126
Linda Woodbridge writes, “Cesario is a being made up of both Viola and Sebastian - a hermaphroditic symbol of
wholeness that calls forth love from Olivia and Orsino alike” (141).
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I my brother know
Yet living in my glass; even such and so
In favour was my brother, and he went
Still in this fashion, colour, ornament,
For him I imitate. (3.4.330-4)
Technically, Cesario has become another Sebastian. Several critics have suggested that Viola’s
transvestite identity modelling on her male twin’s “fashion, colour, ornament” performs a
version of mourning. Her doubling figuratively resurrects her lost brother by recreating and
embodying his image.127 In the twins’ recognition scene, the onlookers similarly echo the
language of twinship. Antonio, astonished at the similarity between Sebastian and Viola/Cesario,
queries incredulously: “How have you made division of yourself?” (5.1.20). Highlighting their
likeness, Antonio compares the siblings to “an apple cleft in two” (5.1.207), expanding on
Orsino’s awe-struck description that Sebastian and Viola/Cesario have “One face, one voice, one
habit” (5.1.200).
If the identical twins double each other, share identities, and generate comic effects
through their physical likeness, Olivia and Maria do so through their indistinguishable
handwriting. For the readers of Maria’s forged letter, including Malvolio, Olivia and Maria
become “two persons,” with “One face, one voice, one habit.” Maria’s hand impersonates the
mistress’ written voice, thus demonstrating that even the handwriting is capable of doubling and
ventriloquizing in Twelfth Night. Just as Viola’s ventriloquial practice reconceives the

James W. Stone has observed that Cesario’s performed self restores “the memory of the dead” (30). Similarly,
Suzanne Penuel explores Viola’s mourning of her lost brother and father both through cross-dressing, suggesting
that “Viola’s transvestism replaces the missing men” (79). More recently, Mary Floyd-Wilson states that Viola’s
personating of her brother exerts some therapeutic effects on her, helping her cope with the grief. Viola
“incorporates her brother into herself, thus refusing to acknowledge fully the painful import of her loss” (“As secret
as maidenhead” 86).
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association of Orsino’s authorship with his originality, Maria’s letter-writing unsettles the notion
of stable, original, and individual authorship. Imitating another woman’s penmanship confers
some of ventriloquism’s intrinsic mingling of voices: channeling other literary voices, female
copyists such as Maria produce a “creative fusion” (Masten 4).
Maria, then, is another figure of Echo in the play. As observed earlier, Echo’s voice that
duplicates Narcissus is indistinct from its source: the imitation and twinship that have been
crucially discussed in Maria’s written version of ventriloquism. Yet Olivia varies from both
Narcissus and Orsino in her reciprocal action to copy her copier: she finds herself unwittingly
citing her female servant’s writing, as we have seen in her close echo of Maria’s lecture on
marrying up. This mutual imitation emphasizes that Olivia and Maria exchange direct and
indirect linguistic influences while their intimacy progresses towards a familial bond. First as
Olivia’s favored female secretary and later as her kinswoman, Maria seizes on the ability to copy
and imitate. She joins Viola and Viola’s implicit model, Echo in producing the distinctively
female version of collaboration that emphasizes imitation and twinship over authorial singularity.
The result is the proliferating kinship networks between women at the play’s ending.
Throughout this chapter, I have argued that female-female voice-sharing in Twelfth Night
offers new possibilities for the construction of female kinship, mainly between Viola and Olivia,
between Olivia and Maria. I have also presented Viola’s sharing of speech with Orsino as a
cross-sex collaboration. While some critics, including Jamie Ake and Julie Crawford, to whom
my reading is indebted, have highlighted the potential eroticism in these female bonds, my
emphasis is on their affective intensity, whether erotic, familial, or other. Yet the intimacy that
grows up around voice-sharing could certainly move into queer eroticism. The play’s selfconscious attention to acting evokes the presence of boy actors hovering behind its eloquent
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female servant figures in general, and Viola’s cross-dressed page boy in particular. Queer and
feminist criticism has called our attention to a doublet and breeches with which Viola is still
dressed in at the play’s end. Even after finding out Viola’s transvestite identity, Orsino still calls
her “Cesario,” signaling that Viola’s restoring of her gendered identity depends on her changing
into “maid’s garments” (5.1.271). Orsino’s identification of his bride-to-be in male dress as “a
man” (5.1.379) perhaps codes his infatuation with “Cesario” as explicitly queer. He is attracted
to a young woman demonstrably impersonating a boy, with material markers such as costumes
apparently contrasting with Viola’s femaleness.
By the same token, Olivia’s attraction to Cesario/Viola might be based on the incongruity
between Viola’s feminine qualities and the male role she plays with such skill and affective
powers.128 In the light of the theatrical possibilities for gender fluidity especially coming from
Viola’s cross-dressing (and the boy actor playing the female protagonist underneath), the play’s
interpersonal engagements gesture towards a more fluid and protean gender relations beyond
both “cross-sex” and “same-sex” ones. Shakespeare’s depiction of collaborative voice-sharing
thus offers a potential model for multi-sexually coded erotic networks, and these ties include a
web of intimate kinship centering on the gender-expansive female figures played by boys on the
English stage.

My reading of Viola/Cesario’s queer attraction for both Orsino and Olivia is indebted to Simone Chess’ valuable
discussion on the cross-dresser’s multi-sexual appeal. Chess has observed that the male cross-dresser’s appeal to
women derives from a desire for a man in drag that is both heterosexual and queer at once: the attraction is rooted in
the fact that he is demonstrably a man wearing women’s clothes. See Male-to-Female Crossdressing in Early
Modern English Literature.
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TWINSHIP, COMEDY, AND VENTRILOQUISM
In Twelfth Night, imitating someone results in creating kinship with that person. Viola’s
doubling of Sebastian moves towards the play’s astonishing revelation and fraternal reunion,
while her ventriloquizing of Orsino leads her to the prospect of new marital bond. Maria’s
mimicking of Olivia’s hand culminates with her marriage with Sir Toby, which in turn makes her
Olivia’s kin. I have suggested that Shakespeare’s depiction of these resourceful female servant
figures crucially took cues from his earlier comedy, The Two Gentlemen of Verona. Taking as a
starting point Julia’s service in Proteus’ courtship, Twelfth Night announces its engagement with
service’s theatrical dimensions more self-consciously.
In his later comedy, Shakespeare revises and expands on the motif of the transvestite
page boy’s mediating role, and explores more fully not only his female protagonist’s comic
pleasures of cross-dressing, but her ventriloquizing of the master as well. As her master’s reader,
actor, and ventriloquist, Viola recycles and reinvents his script, with important consequences for
Olivia’s emotions. Recognizing the literary value of Shakespeare’s classical debts, I argue that
Echo, derived especially from Ovid’s version, offers an implicit but crucial model for Viola’s
service. Echo is obliquely invoked in the play, instead of appearing physically onstage, yet the
figure’s characteristic imitation suggests a version of collaborative authorship not attributable to
a single individual speaker or writer.
When Shakespeare reflects on female bonds, which feature briefly in The Two Gentlemen
and more extensively in Twelfth Night, his thoughts again turn to Echo. In the context of femalevoiced complaint, Echo mainly consoles the female speaker, emphasizing her similarities with
the forlorn female lover. In her imagined song about a cabin-building lover, Viola evokes Echo’s
making of female community and represents both her sympathetic response and likeness to
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Olivia, whose position at the play’s end is described more as Viola’s kinswoman than
Sebastian’s wife. Maria’s secretarial work in copying Olivia’s hand similarly leads her not only
to hybrid authorship, but also to kinship with her mistress. Twelfth Night shows the female
servant figures’ investment in imitation establishing new possibilities for authorship, agency, and
female kinship more broadly.
Shakespeare’s later tragicomedy, The Winter’s Tale, a play to which I turn in the next
chapter, offers a portrait of a completely different type of female servant. Paulina is a
noblewoman and serves the queen at the court, acting as a counselor to the king later in the play.
In addition to her higher social rank and more prestigious duties compared to Viola and Maria,
Paulina’s construction of her rhetorical agency comes explicitly from her seemingly supernatural
power to bring back the queen from death. The idea of ventriloquism departs from the comic
possibilities of twinship and moves into the darker realm of witchcraft and necromancy. Still,
women occupy the central place in this realm, and in Shakespeare’s tragicomic redemption the
Greek Pythia haunt the stage even more forcefully.
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Chapter 4. “The stone is mine”: Ventriloquizing a (Dead) Woman in The Winter’s Tale

But of all, the burst
And the ear-deaf’ning voice o’th’oracle,
Kin to Jove’s thunder, so surprised my sense
That I was nothing.
(The Winter’s Tale, 3.1.8-11)
In The Winter’s Tale (1611) the envoys Cleomenes and Dion reminisce about the Delphic
oracle, recalling the temple that surpasses “the common praise” (3.1.3). Dion’s reaction to the
“ceremonious, solemn, and unearthly” (3.1.7) ritual performed there centers on the visual
spectacle, but Cleomenes’ response is primarily about the sound. In emphasizing the oracle’s
voice, he evokes “Jove’s thunder,” which deadens the hearing with its “ear-deaf’ning voice.”
Cleomenes’ hyperbole highlights the oracle’s extraordinary presence, which outdoes the
cognitive ability of the mortal. As he “was nothing” in the face of the oracle’s sonic power, the
oracle’s divine voice exists in the realm of the supernatural in contrast to the secular world.
Although the allusion is to the male god’s magical feature, the presence of women hovers
behind this recollection. Cleomenes never refers to the priestesses serving Apollo, yet his diction
is telling. By centering our attention on the delivered sound itself—“the ear-deaf’ning voice o’th’
oracle”—rather than on the content of Apollo’s message, he allows for a contemplation on the
women who mediate between the god and his audiences. In Delphic practice, the thunderous
voice does not come directly from Apollo himself, but is mediated through his female vessels,
the Pythia, who are inspired to channel the god’s words. As observed in the introduction, this
fascination with the oracle suggests that ventriloquism meant something different in the early
modern period than what it does now. In the period’s literary imagination, ventriloquism was
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about one human channeling a voice that comes from elsewhere, as opposed to a human making
their voice appear to come from an inanimate object or another human.
Although giving and interpreting the oracle frequently drives the plot forward in plays by
Shakespeare and his contemporaries, The Winter’s Tale is unique in its most direct depiction of
Greek women hovering behind the workings of the oracle. The tradition of female ventriloquists
features heavily in this late tragicomedy, instead of being used as a trope and/or an analogue for
acting and service work. The ability to ‘throw’ the voice bestows a dangerous autonomy on the
verbal statement, and ventriloquism involves a disconcerting disjunction between speech and the
speaking subject, foregrounding the bodies of women who deliver the voice rather than the
voice’s origin.
All Shakespeare’s tragicomedies dramatize the apparent deaths and real recoveries of
wives and daughters, and The Winter’s Tale connects this resurrection of the seemingly dead to
the supernatural speech of female ventriloquism. 129 Since the Pythia play only a marginal role in
the reports made by Dion and Cleomenes, however, critics have paid little attention to the play’s
engagement with female ventriloquism. Scholars have identified the ritualistic significance of the
oracle with Apollo’s curative role, and they have noted its parallels with the Eucharist. 130
Feminist critics have proposed an association between the “sealed up” (3.1.19) oracle and
Hermione’s chaste pregnancy. 131 Jill Delsigne notes the oracle’s power to prompt excessive
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His other tragicomedies famously capitalize on necromantic returns, either in the form of the unexpected reunion
with the figures believed dead (Cymbeline and The Tempest) or of the more apparent reanimation of the dead
(Pericles). Although in The Tempest and Pericles male magician figures assist the process of reuniting with or
reanimating women, their magic does not specifically have roots in the Greek tradition, nor do they rely on a female
version of sorcery. See Pollard, Greek Tragic Women on Shakespearean Stages, especially chapter 5 on the
returning women in Shakespearean tragicomedies.
130
See Bergeron and Delsigne.
131
See Gallagher and Pollard, Greek Tragic Women 171-204. As Pollard has observed, the play’s connection to a
pagan model for the virginal and reproductive oracle hints at the overall debt of Shakespeare to Greek tragicomedies
such as Alcestis, which champions the enduring power of marital chastity and rewards it with the return of the dead
wife.
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“sensual experience,” but although she describes the ceremony’s “visual details” (96) she stops
short of focusing on the Pythia.
Yet it is significant that the play markedly attends to the aural impact of the oracle in
Cleomenes’ report. Rather than move the Delphic oracle to the sideline, The Winter’s Tale links
its central theme of reanimating a woman to the period’s varied responses to the Greek Pythia
and their ventriloquism. This chapter will concentrate on the Pythia, in order to illuminate the
relationships between the play’s three deployments of performative representation:
ventriloquism, necromancy, and theatricality. These three all concern Hermione, who returns to
life in three different moments of the play: her ghost-like appearance in Antigonus’ dream,
Leontes and Paulina’s fantasized recollection of the queen, and the final reanimation of the
statue. Each of these moments either directly or obliquely engages with ventriloquism,
highlighting the vocal manipulation’s distinctive origins in the female body, which was
especially susceptible to the spiritual takeover of the voice.
In the first section that follows, I trace the ways in which the Greek ventriloquizing
women’s receptive and generative bodies offer a template for Hermione’s vulnerable belly.
While Hermione’s chaste pregnancy is likened to the Greek priestesses’ virginal reproduction of
voice, her ghost captures and disturbs her male auditor, just as the Pythia achieve powerful
impact on those who listen to their oracle. Like Cleomenes, Antigonus becomes “[a]ffrighted
much” (3.3.36) not only by the ghost’s weeping and hisses, but also by her speeches which could
be products of ventriloquism. I suggest that Shakespeare’s allusion to Greek-rooted
ventriloquism offers a tool for Hermione to challenge the female vessel’s negative meanings. If
Hermione’s apparition veers between the realm of the living and that of the dead, it continues
this non-dualist paradigm by reconceiving the passivity of the receptive vehicle into an indirect
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tool to exercise her vocal power.
In the second and third sections, I observe how Paulina’s two attempts at reviving
Hermione—first by channeling the dead queen’s voice and then by throwing her voice into the
queen’s statue—engages with and expands on the shift in the period’s understanding of
ventriloquism. Early moderns accepted that it was the female bodies that spoke from the mouth
of the male god, as Cleomenes and Dion do in the passage I opened the chapter with. But, at the
same time, more ‘modern’ ideas about ventriloquism, that it is a technical skill carried out by the
stage performer’s movement of his lips and manipulation of the voice, also began to emerge. By
depicting Paulina as a linguistically potent figure whose manipulation of words enables her to
reanimate Hermione, Shakespeare suggests a distinctively female model for the performative
verbal magic of the theater. The Winter’s Tale, I argue, not only holds to the ancient premise that
the Pythia possessed powers to move audiences’ minds, but also seizes on the performative
effects of ventriloquism that through magic and theatre, actors and playwrights alter both minds
and bodies.
Paulina’s association with the Pythia, then, not only shows belly-speech enabling an
escape from the masculinist linguistic system that puts restraint onto woman’s use of
language.132 It also presents Paulina’s power to bring back the dead woman as informed not only
by the period’s conversations about witchcraft but also by the theatrical effects of ventriloquism.
As the play’s prominent witch figure who is a playwright and ventriloquist at the same time,
Paulina challenges and embodies the theater’s galvanizing impact on audiences. In so doing, she
Lynn Enterline examines the male dominance of language in The Winter’s Tale by looking at the literary tradition
of effaced female voice from Ovid to early modern literature. She suggests that Hermione’s silence to her husband at
the end of the play represents a rhetorical move which does “not conform utterly to his [Leontes’] language and
desire” (224). See Enterline, especially 198-226. Though I agree with Hermione’s final success to break loose from
the male manipulation of language, my reading of the play departs from Enterline’s analysis, as I highlight the
female use of ventriloquism instead of Hermione’s last silence. On female silence’s triggering of male anxiety and
fear in the early modern period, see Luckyj, especially 42-77.
132
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comes to negotiate the contested domain of playtext and playacting in the Renaissance
playhouse, just as Viola in Twelfth Night experiments with the power of female speech ascribed
to Echo’s ventriloquism. Like Viola, whose power as a ventriloquist not only enables her to
negotiate the position of the actor/mediator, but also to develop an emotional bond with Olivia,
Paulina takes full advantage of her ventriloquism. Through her triple roles as ventriloquist, actor,
and playwright, Paulina redefines the negative associations of the witch, orchestrates redemption
in the tragicomic ending, and produces the emotion-laden companionship with her queen.

“A VESSEL OF SORROW”
As one of a few early modern plays depicting a pregnant woman’s body onstage, the first
few scenes of The Winter’s Tale teem with corporeal images. The ever-jealous husband Leontes
is preoccupied with Hermione’s “mingling” (1.2.108) of hands with Polixenes, and defines the
fear of cuckoldry especially through the agitating trembling of his heart: “I have tremor cordis on
me” (1.2.109). For him, Hermione’s unchastity similarly consisted of corporeal vocabulary,
drawing on a popular model of the female body as dangerously permeable. The evidence of her
having an illicit affair with his lifelong friend Polixenes is so “inch-thick, knee-deep, o’er head
and ears” that he is “a forked one” with the horn (1.2.184).
As Leontes watches Hermione and Polixenes amiably walking in the garden, his rant on
“Sir Smile” culminates with an explicitly sexualized imagination on the woman’s body.
There have been,
Or I am much deceived, cuckolds ere now;
And many a man there is, even at this present,
Now while I speak this, holds his wife by th’ arm,
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That little thinks she has been sluiced in ’s absence,
And his pond fished by his next neighbor,
by Sir Smile, his neighbor. (1.2.188-94)
Leontes harps on a neighbor’s crossing over the domestic boundaries, whose penetration
suggests not just a mismanagement of household, but wantonness of women as well. When the
unkept gate functions as an analogue for an unfaithful wife’s body, Leontes expands on his
preceding preoccupation with bodily openness. The passive verb “sluiced,” moreover, evokes
bodily outflowings, which is explicitly gendered as female. Like the sluice forced open “to let
out, to cause to flow out” (OED, sluice v., 1.a.) fluids, the female body is vulnerable to physical
takeover, creating a sense of unease to patriarchal supervision.
Shakespeare similarly uses the word “sluice” to associate bodily liquids with overflowing
water elsewhere in his plays. Bolingbroke tells the king in Richard II that Mowbray has plotted
to murder the Duke of Gloucester, and the traitor “sluiced out his [Gloucester’s] innocent soul
through streams of blood” (1.1.106). In The Rape of Lucrece, Lurcrece laments the horrible
nature of the story that her tongue must tell, and wishes that her brimful “eyes, like sluices … /
Shall gush pure streams to purge my impure tale” (lines 1076-8). The narrator of Venus and
Adonis also turns to the word “sluices” to depict Venus’s eyelids, the “flood-gates,” which
initially prevent her tears from flowing down the face but eventually break wide open. “But
through the flood-gates breaks the silver rain, / And with his strong course opens them again”
(lines 959-60). Leontes’ use of the word joins this collection of “sluice” to mean fluids brimming
in the body, suggesting that his wife’s gate to chastity—her genitals—forced open to let in the
neighbor man’s semen.
Shakespeare’s use of “sluice” especially describes women’s intrinsic association with
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bodily fluids, perhaps reflecting the period’s understanding about what Gail Kern Paster has
described as the “liquid expressiveness” (25) of woman’s body. Lactation and menstruation,
specific to the experiences of women’s leaking and porous bodies, meant that women naturally
produce more bodily liquids than men and are thus more garrulous and morally skewed. Women,
in both physiological and moral terms, were extreme and should be brought under discipline and
control. In the passage examined above, although the production of semen is what the male body
can do, Leontes pays deeper attention to women’s act of letting the fluid in, perhaps informed by
this male fascination with women’s leaky bodies. Like the eyes of Lucrece and Venus, the
unkept gate of Hermione’s body brimming with the corrupted liquids demonstrates the female
body’s intrinsic vulnerability to penetration.
The resulting extramarital pregnancy makes Leontes turn his attention to the female
belly, whose round shape conspicuously reminds him of his wife’s sexual transgression. At the
end of the speech, he presents the female belly as exceedingly susceptible, constantly letting in
others unguarded: “be it concluded, / No barricado for a belly. Know’t, / It will let in and out the
enemy / With bag and baggage” (1.2.201-4). Hermione’s belly is “pregnable” in the word’s both
physical and abstract senses used in Shakespeare’s time: she is “with child” and has the
“assailable” body. 133 As David Hillman has observed, her swollen belly signals Leontes’ distress
about the pressing risk of his own interior “being open to another” (161), more broadly
suggesting the almost universal “terror of a joining of corporeal interior and exterior” (164). Yet
Hillman’s reading does not attend to another key aspect of the belly’s susceptibility to the
exterior world. The belly can be a container for vocal takeover as a result of supernatural

As Tanya Pollard has pointed out, “pregnant” was used in and around the seventeenth century to mean both the
physical sense of “with child” and the literary sense of “vulnerable, assailable.” See Pollard, “Conceiving Tragedy”
86.
133
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possession, suggesting that the woman’s belly bears not just a child, but, more disturbingly,
spiritual voices. While Leontes’ anxiety that there is “no barricado for a belly” presents the
broader fear of physical infiltration, it more crucially depicts the maternal belly as hollow vessels
carrying voices that are not theirs.
Leontes’s attack on Hermione’s “sluiced” body in Act 1, then, suggests her link with the
Pythia who appear in Act 3. As noted, critics liken Hermione to the Greek Pythia in their shared
chastity, but the alignment also invokes the female belly’s susceptibility to an external presence.
Just as the Pythia are possessed by the male god’s spirit and their bellies are open to divine
penetration, Hermione is (for Leontes) dangerously indefensible and her belly is susceptible to
physical, and, more significantly for her ghostly return, supernatural takeover. As the shadows of
the Pythia loom behind the appearance of Hermione’s ghost in Antigonus’ dream at the end of
Act 3, I suggest that Shakespeare’s interest in the Greek underpinnings of the oracle offers
catalysts for reconceiving the complex theatrical resonances of Hermione’s ghost.
Falsely accused of adultery, humiliated at the trial, and childless—the young Prince
Mamilius is dead, and the infant daughter is ordered to be abandoned—, Hermione tragically
collapses at the courtroom and apparently never wakes up. Leontes’ initial rejection of the
oracle—“There is no truth at all i’ th’ oracle”—soon turns to a full acceptance after realizing his
son’s irreversible death. Yet his change of mind is too late to recover his wife and son. Paulina
confirms the death of the queen who is taken off from the stage, and Antigonus sails off to
abandon the newborn princess.
It is in Antigonus’ reporting of his haunting dream that we next hear about the dead
queen. Her horrid image as a vengeful ghost confuses him: he cannot grasp the exact nature and
purpose of the appearance. Antigonus reports how Hermione’s ghost tilts her head, gasps, and
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weeps, before finally shrieking and disappearing into the thin air. Antigonus’ response to the
apparition seems torn, first questioning the possibility that “the spirits o’th’ dead / May walk
again” (3.3.15-16), and then believing the presence of her ghost “superstitiously” (3.3.39),
reflecting Protestant skepticism about supernatural phenomena and deceptive illusions. He toys
with the questions—Is the thing that he saw truly the ghost of the dead queen, or just a
hallucinatory appearance through a demon’s terrible operation? Gently talking to the infant,
Antigonus carefully considers the anti-Protestant possibility of the ghost genuinely appearing in
his dream: “if such thing that be, thy mother / Appeared to me last night” (3.3.16-17).
Critics have long debated the implications of Hermione’s ghostly appearance in this
scene, mainly discussing Shakespeare’s plot design and relationship with his sources. The
famous reanimation of Hermione’s statue at the end of the play marks his most striking departure
from one of his sources, Robert Greeen’s Pandosto (1588). In Greene’s prose romance, the
queen dies during the trial and never returns to life. But Shakespeare took a different path and
kept Hermione alive, while inheriting from Greene the king’s tragic suspicion of her adultery
that leads to her official trial. As James Edward Siemon has argued, Hermione’s ghost
maximizes Shakespeare’s plot twist: it can intensify the shock that audiences would feel when
they see the statue reanimated, because Shakespeare features ghosts only for his dead
characters—Hermione is the single exception. Some scholars reduce the disconcerting presence
of the ghost to the projection of Antigonus’ troubled psyche. Rejecting the ghost’s slight role as a
plot device, Justin Kolb proposes that “the vividness of the ghost’s apparition and its orders’
consequences for the rest of the play make it as real and consequential an agent as any other in
the play” (58). The ghost’s narrative agency and colorful description together make the presence
irreducible to the play’s petty byproduct, and the audience’s understanding of the nature and
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characteristics of this “creature” (3.3.18) continues to raise questions. What does this ghost want
specifically? What narrative purposes does this un-Hermione-like ghost serve, when, especially,
as Frances E. Dolan has pointed out, there were so few female ghosts in early modern literary
texts?134
What an audience first discern from the scene is that the ghost looks so different from the
Hermione we have seen so far. The queen showed patient endurance and calm dignity, along
with her artful eloquence. Yet this ghost is full of the terrible power of a bereaved woman. Dolan
has observed that Hermione’s ghost is not really interested in taking revenge upon her husband.
Although her ghostly return might be haunting without being vengeful, she clearly exerts a
potent appeal for her male hearer. The amount of her sorrow surpasses any other living beings,
and Antigonus is simultaneously disturbed by and attracted to an affectively disorienting
mingling of her grief and charm: “I never saw a vessel of like sorrow / So filled and so
becoming” (3.3.20-1). The ghost goes on to grieve for her daughter “forever lost” (3.3.32). The
ghost abruptly bursts into weeping, and the heavy sorrow transforms her eyes into “two spouts”
(3.3.25). In liquifying language, the brimming grief translates into the embodied image of
gushing water from the eyes, conspicuously recalling the unguarded sluices of women so
urgently described in Leontes’ speech.
The ghost also breaks with Hermione’s delicately refined demeanor. The ghost
Hermione’s ferociously uncontained “fury” (3.3.25) seems to prompt her transformation into a
sort of nonhuman creature, evoking what Antigonus has described eight lines earlier as “a

In her essay “Hermione’s Ghost,” Dolan finds the reason for few appearances of female ghosts (or revenants)
from the patriarchal system’s socioeconomic settings. In early modern ghost stories, the undead return to claim the
powers and properties they used to enjoy during their lifetimes. As women are displaced from patrilineal
inheritance, they lack causes for returning as apparitions, contrary to their male counterparts. For the period’s
gendering of ghosts, see especially 221-22.
134
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creature” (3.3.17).135 Molly Hand has noted the word’s association with animality, pointing out
that early moderns referred to animals with terms such as “beast” and “creature” (200) rather
than with “animal,” a new import to the late seventeenth-century English vocabulary. If the
word’s foregrounding of Hermione’s animal-like qualities shows her pregnant body straddling
the realms of the human and that of the animal, I suggest that at the heart of her “creatureliness”
(Hand 200) are the ghost’s physically overwhelming gestures, which stress their sound effects as
opposed to intelligible speech. These embodied actions are overwhelmingly corporeal. They
highlight not only her wretched state as a bereaved mother and humiliated wife, but also the
affective forces of non-linguistic female lament, whose passionate evocation of maternal grief
elicits sympathy in Antigonus. 136
Cleomenes is bewildered by the oracle’s excessive soundscape, so is Antigonus; he
describes the sheer fear and powerlessness that he feels towards the ghost’s prophetic speech. In
reply to the ghost Hermione’s demand to name her daughter Perdita, and terrifying prophecy of
his death, Antigonus announces: “Affrighted much, / I did in time collect myself and thought /
This was so and no slumber” (3.3.36-8). The word “affrighted” implicitly pairs the apparition’s
speech with that of the Pythia, with close verbal echoes of the Pythia’s ability to arouse
embodied passion in the audience. Although they serve different narrative purposes—the Pythia
tells her audience of the pagan god’s divine words, while Hermione’s ghost demonstrates her
grief over the lost child—the shared ability to inspire terror and wonder in audiences forges a
link between the Pythia and Hermione. The allusion to the ghost’s affective consequences,
As Richard Wilson has noted, the hissing of Hermione’s ghost forcefully evokes a “Medusa-like ‘creature’,”
which “recalls that of the ‘fiend’ with ‘two full moons’ for eyes which waves its ‘whelked’ horns ‘like the enraged
sea’ in the vagina dentata Edgar concocts to snare his blind father out of suicide in King Lear (4.6.70)” (205).
136
Gina Bloom observes non-linguistic forms of lamenting as typically femininized rhetorical modes. Unlike the
privileged male uses of speech, these ‘lesser’ forms of speaking such as cursing allow women to present their
emotions with affective intensity specific to their capacity for merging with natural environment. See chapter 3 of
Voice in Motion: Staging Gender, Shaping Sound in Early Modern England.
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combined with the pregnable Hermione’s belly, reinforces Hermione’s crucial alignment with
the Greek priestesses. These women channel the foreign voices, and Antigonus and Cleomenes
are the male hearers inspired by the dubiously produced female speeches.
Hermione’s fertile female body, then, does more than just causing anxiety for Leontes.
As observed, the Pythia evoke pregnancy in their bearing of God’s voice, and Hermione is
defined primarily through her pregnancy and linked to the ancient Greek female figures in her
forceful speeches with affective impacts. Within these parallels, her round belly without the
barricade becomes a nexus of the play’s associations between pregnancy, ventriloquism, and
women’s rhetorical power. In the Introduction, I noted that the pregnant body stands at the center
of early modern ideas about women’s association with openness and susceptibility. 137 The belly
is open to physical infiltration of men, leading to both lawful and unlawful reproduction. It is
equally open to supernatural infiltration of foreign entities, resulting in both divine and demonic
possession that accompanies ventriloquism. For Hermione, her belly similarly carries two
outcomes. Her belly can produce a child, and it can generate a voice as well by being a medium
to have a “creature” inside her belly, reminding early modern audiences of contemporary
witches’ demonic possession.
The word “vessel” strikes audiences as a word to associate Hermione to possession and
ventriloquism. Antigonus has described the ghost as a “vessel” (3.3.20), highlighting the ghost’s
expression of intense sorrow. The ghost is understood as a hollow container, and as it fills with
the liquid of heavy emotion, the ghost ironically gets more “becoming” (3.3.21). These lines
primarily represent female bodies’ leakiness, but the term “vessel” also signals the belly’s
susceptibility, a quality that makes the female body fit for possession. Women are vessels,
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See “Conceiving Tragedy” 88-9.
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receptacles, that external voices inhabit and animate, and Antigonus’ dream meditates on the
possibility that a foreign spirit has entered Hermione’s body, occupied her belly, and used her
belly as a vessel for the supernatural voice. 138 Hermione is depicted as having gory look, open
belly, and shrieking voice, just as the village witch in The Witches of Lancashire is described as
having “ill look” and “hollow voice.” If these aspects mark the old hag’s possession, the ghost’s
similar appearance and voice offer an unrecognized possibility of her possession and
ventriloquized voice as a result.139
Renaissance England’s attention to the belly’s role in cognition or emotion provides
important contexts for representing Hermione’s hollow speech. As Jan Purnis has observed, the
period’s ideas on psychosomatic relations between the belly and the mind highlights the belly’s
centrality in the affective and cognitive faculties. The belly’s strange ability to produce speech
separately from the head, another major body part, underscores the importance. Because the
voice emanating from the belly suggests the presence of someone or something “separate from
the individual who is possessed,” and because the voice is typically identified as evidence of an
entity with soul, the speaking belly suggests “the possibility that the belly has a mind of its own”
(Purnis 240). In The Winter’s Tale, the fact that Hermione’s ghost demonstrates a strikingly
different pattern of speech and action from what we associated with the living Hermione invites

According to Hand, the magic use of the play presents a possibility of Hermione’s spirit animating an animal
familiar in the shape of a bear. The bear that comes onto the stage immediately after Antigonus’ speech infamously
chases him around (“Exit, pursued by a bear”) and ends up devouring him offstage (“… the bear tore out his
shoulder-bone”). Hand’s reading supposes that the bear is a vessel, preternaturally exerting revenge upon
Antigonus’s cruel action of abandoning Hermione’s infant daughter to a foreign land. Yet recognizing Hermione’s
association with the Greek Pythia illuminates the play’s attention to her status as a “vessel.”
139
Some recent stagings of the play would enrich the ventriloquism implication in the ghost scene. As Hermione
actors frequently appear onstage to deliver the lines of the ghost (3.3.26-35), audiences hear from the Hermione
actor herself the speech part embedded in Antigonus’ account of his dream-vision, rather than the Antigonus actor
narrates the speech. The physical appearance and vocal performance of the actor playing Hermione would allow the
audience to reflect more fully on the possible consequences of ventriloquism, a vocal event that centers around the
bodies of belly-speakers such as the Pythia. But discussing the different effects gained from the staging choices of
Renaissance and our modern-day productions would go beyond the scope of this study.
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us to consider the possibility of Hermione’s possession: she is the “vessel,” and there is an entity
with soul speaks within her belly. The unusual reproduction, as Antigonus describes, is both
sorrowful and becoming.
It might be difficult to imagine that a submission to outside power would allow a
speaking subject any kind of agency and individuality. Hermione’s vulnerability to physical and
spiritual takeover seems to turn her eloquently cultivated ability to the passively ventriloquizing
vehicle. Yet rather than necessarily active or passive, her status associated with the vessel
highlights the affectively powerful effects on audiences. As Katherine R. Kellett has noted,
Hermione’s ghost-like return in Antigonus’ dream allows for the occupation of a liminal space
that veers between the realm of the living and the that of the dead. Her ambiguous in-betweenness not only makes her a desirable and yet unattainable object of male poetic aspiration, but also
actively demonstrates her sexual appeal and agency (Kellett). I suggest that her ghost’s
ventriloquial takeover conjures similar effects. Although the receptive state of a hollow vessel
depicts the female belly’s passivity, an access to the powerful speech in the process of
ventriloquism nuances our understanding of women’s rhetorical tradition by privileging
vulnerability over mastery. Just as women in complaint mode plead their grief, pain, and loss by
putting more emphasis on “irresolution, dilation, and vulnerability rather than containment,
control, and mastery” (Smith, O’Callaghan, and Ross 339), Hermione’s ghost potently expresses
her grievance and suffering although her status as a ghost and a vessel places her in the
apparently powerless position.
Unlike Leontes, who prioritizes his control of the language and knowledge system to
perpetuate his false belief in his wife’s unchastity and deny the oracle’s authority, female
ventriloquists such as the Pythia and Hermione are not in the position of controlling and
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mastering their speeches. Rather than occupy the position of manipulator, they surrender to the
external power, suggesting their inherent vulnerability to both physical and spiritual penetration.
Yet ventriloquism gives a surprising role to their susceptible bodies to redefine the negative
senses attributed to passivity. Negating the apparent powerlessness of women being vessels,
Hermione finds a way to exercise her vocal power on the male courtier.
Hermione, despite Leontes’ fear of and attack on her sluiced body, is eventually capable
of gaining rhetorical power: receptive but procreative, passive but effective, mediated but
accessible to revenge. Her ghost, too, has at least the power to uncannily declare that Antigonus
will not see his wife again, and that he is destined to die for the sinful action of abandoning the
newborn baby, Perdita. “For this ungentle business / Put on thee by my lord, thou ne’er shalt see
/ Thy wife Paulina more” (3.3.33-5). If the oracle’s issue has proved her marital chastity, her
own prophetic belly-speech punishes one of the males in the play who have not believed in her
wifely patience and maternal devotion. And when Hermione returns from her death in the play’s
last act and reunites with her lost daughter, the recoveries are orchestrated by another female
ventriloquist figure, Paulina, who is the queen’s waiting-woman and close associate. She,
however, practices a different type of ventriloquism from her mistress. In the rest of the chapter,
I now turn to examine Paulina’s performance that transforms the meanings sometimes negatively
associated with ventriloquism’s passivity.

PAULINA’S NECROMANCY AND VENTRILOQUISM
Confirmed dead by Paulina, Hermione recedes from the stage into the “wide gap” of
time. Yet she never stops influencing either her husband or her servant. The repentant Leontes,
who has “performed / A saint-like sorrow” (5.1.2), and the forceful Paulina, who “hast the
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memory of Hermione” (5.1.50), act in unison for their “recreation” of the dead queen. Rejecting
Dion’s suggestion that he remarry, Leontes agrees with Paulina that “There is none worthy”
(5.1.34). Pledging to cherish his “Queen’s full eyes” and “lips” (5.1.53-54), Leontes describes
his memorialization of his wife as a form of necromancy:
One worse,
And better used, would make her sainted spirit
Again possess her corpse, and on this stage
(Where we offenders now) appear, soul-vexed,
And begin, ‘Why to me’? (5.1.56-60)
This is not the first time Leontes has mentioned reviving his dead wife. Just after Paulina
announces Hermione’s death in 3.2, he vows to “visit / The chapel where they [Hermione and
Mamillius] lie, and tears shed there / Shall be [his] recreation” (3.2.235-37). On one level,
“recreation” denotes “pastime,” but it also means “creating anew,” suggesting Leontes’ spiritual
rebirth as well as the figurative restoration of his dead wife and son.140 Yet the invocation also
includes more dubious implications, as Leontes imagines that the spirit of Hermione might
“possess her corpse.”
Leontes’ fantasy of seeing his wife “on this stage” is subsequently echoed by Paulin, who
offers a hypothetical setting for the queen appearing as a ghost. As Hermione’s spirit appears to
him in possession of a corpse, Leontes accepts that the “soul-vexed” queen has “just cause” to
lament his new marriage and “incense [him] / To murder her [he] married.” Paulina firmly
responds:
I should so.

OED n.1, 3.b, “An activity or pastime which is pursued for the pleasure or interest it provides.”; and OED n.2, 1,
“The action or process of creating again or in a new way; the result of this process, a new creation.”
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Were I the ghost that walked, I’d bid you mark
Her eye and tell me for what dull part in’t
You chose her; then I’d shriek, that even your ears
Should rift to hear me, and the words that followed
Should be ‘Remember mine.’ (5.1.62-67)
In the span of six lines, Paulina uses seven first-person singular pronouns including “I,” “me,”
and “mine.” Yet the ambiguous syntax of this passage does not clearly indicate to whom these
pronouns refer. Leontes and the audience both confuse Paulina with Hermione. Paulina’s use of
the pronoun “I” channels Hermione’s spirit as if she has already come back from the dead. Her
impersonation intensifies when she employs the subjunctive mood in line 63: “Were I the ghost
that walked.” She reminds Leontes of Hermione’s superior qualities as if she were the queen
herself. Leontes’ reaction adds further ambiguity: “Stars, stars, / And all eyes else dead coals!
Fear thou no wife; / I’ll have no wife, Paulina” (5.1.67-9). The semicolon in the Folio text (1623)
seems to separate his first use of “thou” from the following address to Paulina, which suggests
that “thou” designates not Paulina but Hermione. As Lynn Enterline puts it, Paulina’s address to
the queen’s spirit suggests a “movement between address, imitation, and identification” (166).141
Paulina lends her tongue to make the “sainted spirit” speak, effectively conflating her
voice with Hermione’s. Her vocal identification with the queen recalls a specific, albeit unusual
means of reviving the dead. In his in-depth study of ventriloquism’s history, Steven Connor
broadly defines the act of ventriloquism as “speaking with the voice of another, or the voice of
another speaking through oneself” (49). Paulina’s assumption of the queen’s voice could be a

Enterline discusses Lucrece’s imitating Hecuba in The Rape of Lucrece in light of the humanist pedagogy of
‘imitatio.’ The rhetorical training necessitated and even recommended a cross-gender identification with a character
when a (male) student was memorizing and reciting a female character’s speech from literary texts.
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form of ventriloquism, because she invites audiences, including Leontes, to see and react to her
as if she were the very queen who has returned from death: she is “speaking with the voice of”
Hermione. Whereas Leontes’ preceding speech refers to necromancy, Paulina’s more nuanced
version draws together the act of channeling another’s voice and the act of reviving that person.
John Webster’s short writing on the actor’s craft showcases this link. Seeing an actor playing a
character onstage, the audience “of a deep thought might apprehend the ghost of our ancient
heroes walked again, and take him at several times for many of them.”142 Evoking Shakespeare’s
language, Webster in this passage similarly describes the “ancient heroes” as coming back from
death: like Hermione’s ghost, their ghosts “walked again,” and their returns are carried out in the
theater.
In the light of the theater’s necromancy, Paulina’s assumed utterance of the queen,
“Remember mine,” is especially telling. The line echoes Old Hamlet’s ghost urging his
bewildered son: “Adieu, adieu, adieu. Remember me” (1.5.90). By embedding Old Hamlet’s
ghost in Paulina’s invocation that reminds audiences of illicit magic, Shakespeare stresses the
connection between her ventriloquy and the reanimation of Hermione, whose ghost is summoned
to appear “on this stage.” Mindful of this connection, early modern spectators would have been
likely to associate Paulina with the Biblical Witch of Endor, who summoned the voice of the
dead prophet Samuel. As observed in the introduction, the dead prophet Samuel returned in the
form of a voice in the Witch of Endor episode, and such ventriloquized return suggests an
affinity with the ways in which Paulina brings back the dead queen. Once again, Shakespeare
links necromancy with ventriloquism.
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For the quote, see Overbury. Although the piece is said to be written by Thomas Overbury, it was Webster who
had a hand in his friend’s works, including this 1615 character writing I cite.
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Of course, the performance that revives Hermione evokes the Delphic oracle rather than
anti-Christian necromancy. Paulina’s ventriloquy helps reaffirm the queen’s innocence, stressing
Hermione’s virtue and rebuking Leontes’ persecution of her. Their male auditors’ reactions
suggest similar emotional consequences specific to the play’s practices of ventriloquism.
Leontes’ ears “Should rift to hear” the shrieking ghost, recalling the deafness of his emissaries. 143
Just as Cleomenes expresses his inability to comprehend the soundscape of the oracle, Leontes is
alarmed on hearing the spirit’s intense command to “remember me.” His pricked ear closely
echoes Cleomenes’ auditory sense previously stimulated by “the ear-deaf’ning voice
o’th’oracle,” and implicitly pairs the ventriloquized voice of Hermione with the oracular voice of
the Pythia. The play thus links Paulina’s ventriloquism to the Pythia’s, bestowing the Greekrooted oracular authority on Paulina’s words.
Nevertheless, Paulina’s speech is distinguished from the Pythia’s in some crucial
respects. The oracle is never directly presented on stage. Paulina’s imitation of the dead queen,
by contrast, is performed immediately and physically. The Pythia’s oracle mainly highlights the
female bodies susceptible to the forces beyond their control. Yet Paulina turns the focus more to
the controlling power of herself, reflecting the actor’s capabilities. In the context of the actor’s
theatrical power to move and animate spectators, Paulina’s speech is performative. Hearing it,
Leontes is not only inflamed with passion, but more crucially spurred to action—his vow never
to remarry introduces another performative speech-act in response to Paulina’s ventriloquial
performance. As the Latin origin of the word “act”—agere, actus—entails changes in actions and

In the footnote to Shakespeare’s repeated use of “shriek” in this scene, the editors of the Cambridge edition of
The Winter’s Tale discuss Paulina’s potential manipulation of the ghost, aided by her magic. According to Synder
and Curren-Aquino’s interpretation, the apparition which showed up in Antigonus’ dream was an invasion of his
subconscious: Hermione, as a form of ghost, has entered the male mind assisted by her servant’s supernatural power.
They also state that the actors who performed in Michael Kahn’s 2002 production of the play had a similar
approach. See 5.1.65.n.
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emotions that theatrical enactment can influence on the audience, Paulina can be considered an
actor in this scene, provoking Thomas Heywood’s description of acting’s moral benefit, that it
“hath power to new mold the hearts of the spectators and fashion them to the shape of any noble
and notable attempt” (B4r).144 Paulina’s acting, in Heywood’s words, molds the heart of Leontes
and fashions him to the noble action of not remarrying.
Ventriloquism’s connection to acting reflects a change in the public’s understanding of
the practice. Just as the general conception of “magic” shifted towards the technical stagecraft
designed to highlight the magician’s dexterity, so ventriloquism came to suggest the technical
craft of throwing one’s voice.145 Shakespeare’s depiction of Paulina’s ventriloquism prefigures
the epistemological shift, which, as observed in the introduction, thinkers such as Blount and
Hobbes later articulated. Like technicians whom Blount’s Glossographia associates with their
“use and practice” to make their speeches appear to come from their bellies, Paulina links
ventriloquism more with “use and practice” of her voice than the ancient ritual. Departing from
traditional notions of divine or demonic possession, Paulina’s impersonation secularizes
ventriloquism as a thespian stage skill.
The idea of ventriloquism as a craft resonates with the actor’s habitual adoption of
fictional identity. As Andrew Gurr suggests, acting gradually became associated with the “ability
to characterize” (119) at the turn of the seventeenth century. With the OED records the first
appearance of the term “personation” in John Marston’s Antonio and Mellida (c.1599-1600),
Gurr observes that the art of acting gained new significance. It began to be deemed more serious,

For acting’s historical association with different forms of action such as achieving one’s set goals, and its
relationship with other words that refer to theatrical performance in the early modern, see Pollard, “Acting Like
Greeks.”
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For the transition of magic’s meaning, see Hedrick. In Othello the occult invades the tragic events, but the play’s
tragic center more directly derives from the figures’ directing of what the viewers can see, just as the stage magician
at fairs and markets dexterously capture and hold the audience’s attention.
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compared to playing; in need of more diverse technical expertise such as the body’s agility,
compared to oratory. At one level, oratory continued to be an important factor, as when John
Webster argues in “An Excellent Actor” (1615) that a superb professional actor can do an
eloquent oration, captivating the audience: “Whatsoever is commendable to the grave orator is
most exquisitely perfect in him, for by a full and significant action of body he charms our
attention.” But the actor’s ability to speak eloquently came to be the springboard for his more
desirable capacity to personate: the actor, according to Webster, must hone his eloquence, so that
“what we see him personate we think truly done before us.”146 Armed with techniques, actors
become “the very persons whom he acted” (qtd. in Gur 118).147 Paulina’s performance to speak
like Hermione and convincingly inhabit the identity shows that her vocal manipulation rests at
the center of her acting’s credibility. Stepping up to play Hermione, Paulina manages her voice
to create the character however briefly, and audiences, including Leontes, are complicit with the
theatrical illusion.
The magical effect of vocal management in the production of dramatic identity is also
shown in the importance of voice both in ancient Greek and early modern English theaters. C. B.
Davis suggests the ancient Greek theater’s likely use of ventriloquism in order that actors,
wearing masks, could perform multiple roles. Although performers put to use nonverbal
elements such as gestures and gaits to portray that they were speaking in a different character’s
identity, role sharing and role splitting between actors through ventriloquism occurred frequently
in Greek theatre. This staging requirement shows that more than one actor was often demanded
to act together one role (role sharing), or, inversely, only one actor was asked to perform several
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For the quote, see Overbury.
See John Greene, Refutation of the Apology for Actors (1615). Gurr does not specify the author’s name citing the
passage, as the tract was published under the initials I. G. I follow the scholarly convention to attribute this work to
Greene. See Pollard, Shakespeare’s Theater: A Sourcebook 255.
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speaking parts (role splitting). Such situations might have led masked actors to use
ventriloquism, so that they could alter their voices to embody multiple identities. With the
voice’s primary significance in representing an individual entity, speaking with another’s voice
by the “use and practice” of vocal cords in the ancient Greek theater demonstrated that
ventriloquism worked effectively as a theatrical practice. 148
Despite the early modern stage economy’s break from the ancient Greek dramatic
convention of masked actors, commercial theater companies still pursued the importance of
vocal agility in theatrical doubling. Brett Gamboa argues that the King’s Men typically cast nine
to twelve actors to stage “plots that involve 50 or more roles” (70). Actors were required to fill
more than two roles covering multiple qualities and varying appearances, so casting practices
demanded audiences accept that one actor might play a Lord and also the goddess Venus in the
same play.149 Versatility was thus a key consideration in casting. When one actor was able, even
encouraged, to reveal that he was presenting more than one part, there were ways to assist in
simulating multiple roles. Simon Palfrey and Tiffany Stern describe theatrical devices that
helped actors rotate their roles: a change of clothes, fake beards, a system of entering and exiting
the stage, wearing a mask or vizard (50-56). The ability to alter vocal register, like an ancient
Greek actor ventriloquizing behind his mask, would have been a vitally important skill.
The performative power of Paulina’s necromantic and theatrical ventriloquism
demonstrates the close association between acting and sorcery. As Evelyn Tribble has shown,
Renaissance anti-theatricalists were critical of the acting body’s affective power over the

For example, Davis suggests that “ventriloquism would be a possible solution to the famous problem of three
different characters having to play Theseus in Sophocles’ Oedipus at Colonus” (64).
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This casting example has been taken from Thomas Preston’s 1569 play Cambyses. The playtext’s title page
provides a full casting plan. In this scheme, one actor is cast for around five roles, across gender and class of the
parts. See Gamboa 73.
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spectator, which they often compared to the power of a conjurer. Through trained bodily
movements and kinetic intelligence, the actor transfers his emotion to the audience through an
apparently spiritual exchange. As a version of sorcery that bewitches, enthralls, and animates the
senses and spirits, then, acting was understood to bring forth “quasi-magical” (Tribble 24)
effects. Tribble does not mention speech among the actor’s magical powers, yet it is partly
through words that the actor exerts his influence, just as a conjurer transforms objective reality
through spells and charms. Eric Byville defines the transformative power of the tragic witches
such as Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus through the supernatural force of linguistic magic. Drawing
on J. L. Austin’s speech act theory, Byville suggests that the witch’s magical charms have “the
ability to dictate, rather than describe, external reality” (3).150 Andrew Sofer similarly suggests
that in Shakespeare’s time theatrical performativity was likened to a form of magic in words’
ability to alter the audience’s perception of reality. In this occult model, words uttered on the
stage engender physical alterations independently of the speaker, just as magical spells achieve
their effects by the performative power of the incantatory word.
The word’s occult power may suggest a backdrop for Paulina’s intimate association with
the tongue imagery. As we have seen in Chapter 2, the tongue served in Shakespeare’s time as an
analogue for acting. Writers frequently turned to the metaphor of the tongue when describing
how the actor is identified as the passive status: the actor is taught to utter the playwright’s words
verbatim. If the analogy associates the tongue with the actor’s instrumental role, in witchcraft
literature the tongue was the source of the witch’s verbal agency and especially related with the
feminine values. According to the period’s physiological assumptions, the tongue epitomized not
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In their essay on the early modern witch craze and its association with speech act theory, Culpeper and Semino
remind us of the popular belief which contributed to creating spells’ supernatural powers. That is, the witch’s
performative language is not intrinsic to his or her powers, but it derives from “the belief that particular people’s
words have become powerful due to a supernatural alliance” (Culpeper and Semino 107).
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only the word’s power to alter reality, but also women’s proneness to witchcraft acts. As Carla
Mazzio notes, the organ was believed to have an especially important role in effecting material
changes: “the tongue, unlike the ears, hands, and feet, was able to move beyond the immediate
material circumstances, to literally influence lives from a distance” (57, emphasis in the
original). When the tongue constituted a model of autonomously powerful language, it was
women, as opposed to men, who were overwhelmingly associated with this dangerous body part.
As Jonathan Gil Harris has observed, women were more prone to being witches than men by
nature, given that the treacherous and poisonous female tongue represented the feminized “vices
of credulity, curiosity, impressionability, tendency – like Eve – to fall, and implacability” (118).
In his 1616 Treatise of Witchcraft, for example, Alexander Roberts explains that women are
more likely to become witches than men because they possessed “slippery tongue,” which is
“full of words.”151
The play depicts Paulina as closely linked to the image of the unruly female tongue and
verbal excess. A female counselor, Paulina can talk aggressively, and Shakespeare links her
powerful tongue with her ventriloquial performance, departing from the earlier parallel between
Hermione’s belly and the Delphic oracle. Among thirteen uses of the word “tongue,” six are
either spoken by or in reference to Paulina. Leontes calls her “a callat / Of boundless tongue,
who late hath beat her husband / And now baits me!” (2.3.90-92). Paulina’s “boundless tongue”
elucidates her sharp words, and she is well aware of their power. She commands: “Tell her
[Hermione], Emilia, / I’ll use that tongue I have” (2.2.50-51) and threatens to “let my tongue
blister” (2.2.32). The word “boundless” might recall the king’s tirade on Hermione’s
unbarricaded belly a few scenes earlier. Like the female belly, the female tongue disobeys the
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masculine order and lets its boundary broken. Paulina’s tongue is boundless both in the sense
that she chides men excessively and in that her tongue can change the world from a distance.
With a nod to Paulina’s extended roleplaying as a magic user later in the play, Leontes’
description of her tongue as “boundless” illustrates the representational power which women’s
speech could bring about.
Shakespeare, then, presents the play’s two women as closely allied with ventriloquism,
differentiating the focal point and the associated body parts: Hermione with the ancient Greek
tradition and the belly, Paulina with the performative consequences and the tongue. Yet the
occult and the supernatural emerge as highlights in both women’s ventriloquism. While
Paulina’s tongue is a guarantor of her performance as a ventriloquist, her verbal power is quasimagical. Hermione’s resurrection is a double enchantment—a theatrical illusion, but also an
embodied consequence of language’s efficacious force. In The Winter’s Tale, occult
transformations through words are mediated by ventriloquism, which emanates from the depths
of the female body. Hermione’s return in the form of Paulina’s ventriloquism is a kind of
enchantment, not just in the sense of theatrical illusion parallel to magical effects, but also in the
sense of embodied language’s material consequences.

THE PLAYWRIGHT’S VENTRILOQUISM
The play’s venture into necromancy through ventriloquism culminates in Paulina’s
reanimation of the statue in 5.3. This scene teems with allusions to pagan idolatry. The guests
convened in Paulina’s chapel, where she has kept the statue for sixteen years, are so awestruck
by its “dead likeness” (5.3.15) that they admire it as if it moved and spoke. “Performed by the
rare Italian master Giulio Romano,” (5.2.82-3) the statue “coldly stands” (5.3.36), though it also
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seems to rebuke Leontes, to move, to breathe, and to turn its gaze upon the guests. Paulina
eventually declares that she will “make the statue move indeed” (5.3.88), and the scene hints at
disturbing idolatry, the effect of which “would naturally be more intense in the Protestant context
of English drama, where all the fantasies of the ancients might be considered idols, and none
more so than statues that are adored” (Barkan 659).152
Idolatry is bound up with the play’s pervasive necromantic wish. Perdita kneels before
her mother’s statue to “implore her blessing” (5.3.44), despite acknowledging that her behavior
could be seen as “superstitious” (5.3.43). The image of mother-child worship, as Julia Reinhard
Lupton observes, suggests “the pagan background of Marian iconography” (214), and Leontes
expands on his daughter’s attitude when he desires to hear the statue scold him, thus again
reminding the audience of necromantic overtone. If, as some critics suggest, The Winter’s Tale
was staged by the King’s Men both at the Globe and the Blackfriars, a new addition to the
company’s two live-in playhouses, the distinct visual environment of the candlelit indoor theatre
might have affected the ways in which audiences saw and felt the statue scene. 153 The visual
effects produced by candlelight, darkness, and shadow together may have helped audiences
“think anon it [the statue] lives” (5.3.70), giving a magical impression that the cold stone seems
to be moving and breathing indeed. 154

Leonard Barkan links the Ovidian idealization to the Pygmalion myth, contending that the “threatening” idolatry
would be “balanced against the loving faith” (659). The play eventually resolves the disturbance by justifying the
characters’ idolizing of Hermione’s statue. On the play’s iconography and idolatry, see Lupton and O’Connell. For
Post-Reformation England’s revision of lifelike quality found in idols, see Waldron.
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The first recorded performance of The Winter’s Tale took place at the Globe in 1611, a production Simon Forman
attended and wrote about in his diary. Gurr proposes that the play was likely performed both at the Globe and the
Blackfriars, adding a question mark after the indoor playhouse: “Globe / Blackfriars?” in his select list of
Renaissance plays and their playhouses (298). Stern includes The Winter’s Tale in a batch of Shakespeare’s “post1608 ‘Blackfriars’ plays” (“The Second Blackfriars” 103). These are conventionally said to be Henry VIII, The
Tempest, Pericles, The Winter’s Tale, Cymbeline and The Two Noble Kinsmen.
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The desire for and the effect of the moving statue in turn evoke Christ’s power of
ventriloquism. Pagans saw arbitrary natural events as mediating the messages of deity and would
have found the idea of a statue speaking for divinity quite plausible. In an early Anglo-Saxon
hagiographic text, some Jews counted on the presumable occult powers of the talking statue,
praying to and admiring it because they believe that Christ’s voice emanates from it. 155
Christianity attacked the practice as an explicit sign of paganism, and, as such, the text recounts
how Christ himself throws a divine revelation into the pagan effigy and converts the pagans.
Christ not only turns the pagan belief in ventriloquism into a real event, but also effectively
translates the talking idol into the lawful vehicle for his divine speech. 156 Unlike the medieval
Church official’s wholesale rejection of ventriloquism, an older account shows Christ’s “power
to command it [an idol] to walk and talk” (Hayes 67) becoming the origin of the pagan statue’s
speech. Christ, in other words, seizes on idolatry to demonstrate “an unbeatable ventriloquism”
(Hayes 68).
This evocation of reclaiming ventriloquism situates Paulina’s reanimation of the statue in
a context of paganism ruled by Christ’s power. Improving on her project of bringing Hermione’s
ghost onto the stage, she miraculously revivifies the Queen:
’Tis time. Descend. Be stone no more. Approach.
Strike all that look upon with marvel. Come,
I’ll fill your grave up. Stir, nay, come away.
Bequeath to death your numbness, for from him
Dear life redeems you. (5.3.98-102)

Hayes introduces this episode from Boeing’s translation of The Acts of Andrew, 38-9. See Hayes, 53-79,
especially 67.
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Here Paulina builds on the language of necromancy used by Leontes in the preceding scene.
Where he longed for the spirit of his wife to possess the corpse, Paulina literalizes his
necromantic desire: “If you can behold it, / I’ll make the statue move indeed, descend / And take
you by the hand” (5.3.87-89). The spirit of Hermione re-enters her body, and, as Leontes once
has called, her “corpse” becomes a living figure. When Leontes “perceive[s] she stirs” (5.3.102),
he celebrates the transformation, again endorsing the scene’s implicit idolatry: “O, she’s warm! /
If this be magic, let it be an art / Lawful as eating” (5.3.108-110).
Leontes’ endorsement gives legitimacy to what Paulina has identified as “unlawful
business” (5.3.95). Paulina fears the accusation that she is “assisted / By wicked powers”
(5.3.90-91), harking back to the defamation she has suffered at the hands of the male characters,
namely Leontes. Embodying the rhetorical power, midwifery, and emasculation associated with
witchcraft, Paulina has earned the disparaging titles of “mankind witch” (2.3.67), “crone”
(2.3.76) and “hag” (2.3.107). Yet the power of enchantment that promises “more amazement”
(5.3.85) casts Paulina as a more active and authoritative figure than the marginalized old woman
evoked by such terms.157 One might even argue that Paulina’s embrace of the witch’s role
challenges the pejorative associations of magic.158 Just as Christ alters unsettling necromancy
and unorthodox divinity inherent to the pagan mode of ventriloquism, Paulina revises demonic
possession widely associated with witchcraft in the period and conjures ventriloquism’s
theatrical possibilities that Shakespeare also seems to associate with Christ. In carving out a

Paulina’s midwifery role presents her as a witch character (Rosenfield), and her controlling Leontes’ sexual
potency through her prevention of the king’s remarriage can be another sign of her affinity with witches (Sokol).
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For the medieval and early modern periods’ gendering of magical doings that degraded feminine sorts of magic,
see Breuer. See also Purkiss for her exploration of the period’s ideological ideas on a male ruler as a wise magician
and a female witch as a primitive figure.
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powerful yet authoritative witch character who is also the play’s most verbally vigorous woman,
Shakespeare interweaves Paulina’s magical reanimation with Christ’s revision of ventriloquism.
The witch’s ventriloquism was typically understood as a passive submission to the devil’s
power, in keeping with the gendered hierarchy between male sorcerers and female witches. Men
were exclusively granted the ability to command spirits, while female witches were regarded as
submissive supplicants to Satan (Roberts 128-9). Yet Paulina’s resurrection of the statue brings
into question the passivity of the belly-talking witch.159 Although she worries that her action may
be called “unlawful,” her version of ventriloquism is not about receiving a voice or being
manipulated. It is about becoming the one doing the manipulating, in order to make the stone
move and talk. Her words have the capacity to alter objective reality. Paulina transforms the
ventriloquist from a passive vessel of supernatural powers beyond her control, to an active
practitioner of efficacious ventriloquism. Investigating the routine power relations between a
male leading actor and a boy actor apprenticed to him, Lucy Munro suggests that The Winter’s
Tale challenges the “patriarchal structures” of male magic workers and shifts the focus of
magical effects from the leading actor to the boy actor playing Paulina (Shakespeare in the
Theatre 124). As Leontes, an outsized role which would have been played by Burbage, is
manipulated by the magical dealings of the female magic worker, the play’s magical center
comes to be taken by a woman. In a similar vein, Paulina’s reconceived role puts her in a
position less typically female than the traditional witch, strengthening her powers of illusion and
miracle that challenge the hegemony of male magicians.

Although she does not share my focus in Paulina’s use of ventriloquism, Kirilka Stavreva offers a similar
conclusion in her study of witch-speak in Jacobean drama, pointing out that “The Winter’s Tale is unique in
Jacobean drama for its endorsement of women’s ‘potent’ witch-speak as politically revitalizing art” (Words Like
Daggers 118).
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Paulina’s affirmative portrayal of the witch not only enables her to restore voice to the
statue; it also provocatively establishes her as a figure of the playwright. Antitheatrical writers
suggested that theatrical illusions have a dangerously infectious impact on audiences as well as
on actors. Dramatic illusions were as contagious as magical effects. Fear of deceptive spectacles
suggests that the figurative language of drama, like the incantations of ritual magic, is able to
manipulate the senses, prompting the audience to credit cunning illusions.160 In this model of
theatrical fraudulence, the illusion-creating language of the theater identifies playwrights with
witchcraft, depicting magic in early modern drama as “operat[ing] as a metaphor for both the
aspirations and limitations of the poet’s powers” (Roberts 142).161 The chain of equation
identifies the playwright with the witch, and the witch with the ventriloquist, and Shakespeare
presents Paulina as a playwright who creates theatrical illusions through ventriloquism. In
developing ventriloquism as a figure for the performative power of the poet-playwright,
Shakespeare depicts Paulina as a dramatist who deploys ventriloquism as performative language.
The playwright-ventriloquist’s power is endowed with the unidirectional power to throw
voices. Paulina gives the statue, or the boy actor playing Hermione pretending to be the statue,
directions about when to speak and how to move. In contrast, the statue passively accepts such
theatrical cues. Hermione’s dependence on Paulina’s orders represents the playwright’s control
over the actor. The playwright-ventriloquist provides words and designs movements that the
actor is required to faithfully perform on the stage. As we have observed in Chapter 2, puppet
theater offered some playwrights a way to define and defend their prestigious position as the
mouth of the actors. Just as the puppet master give voices to his immobile objects and animate
them, the writer controls what should be spoken by his actors on the stage. Although the actor’s
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voice is not manipulated by remote vocal control as in a puppet show, the playwright nonetheless
ventriloquizes the actor, dictating and regulating what gets spoken. The playwright, in short,
makes the actor talk. 162
The trope of ventriloquism thus reflects early modern dramatists’ efforts to fit stage
acting to their writing. The actor’s “ministerial” (Bruster and Weinmann 7) role was to mediate
the author’s language from page to stage. Richard Flecknoe’s wistful reflection in 1664 on the
“the ideal authors” with “their subservient actors” (qtd. in Stern, Rehearsal 86) idealizes the
preceding era’s hierarchy. 163 Due to the playwright’s greater knowledge of theatrical labor and
literary language, Middleton suggests that actors should “submit always to the writer’s wit” (qtd.
in Stern, Rehearsal 85).164 Bound by the privileged knowledge of the playwright, actors are
denigrated by the authors of Return from Parnassus II as “leaden spouts / That nought down vent
but what they do receive” (4.3.1887-8).165 The image of empty tubes transmitting the sound
evokes the role of passive vessels, while the word “vent” hints at ventriloquism’s Latin root,
venter, meaning the belly. This satiric passage shows that at least some playwrights perceived
actors as purely passive vehicles, and expected them to add “grace to the poet’s labours” rather
than alter them.166 In the epilogue of The Roaring Girl (1611), Moll Cutpurse similarly pleads
pardon for faults committed by “either the writers’ wit / Or negligence of the actors”
(Epilogue.31-32). The accusation against actors is echoed by Ben Jonson in the title page to the
1631 Octavo of The New Inn. Because the play was “most negligently play’d, by some the Kings
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Shershow suggests a theological model of theatrical authorship, arguing that puppet theater provides a useful
metaphor to imagine the author’s privileged authorial mastery. In this model, actors are merely “puppet-like slaves
of a sovereign poet” (192). See also Chapter 2 of this dissertation.
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The original passage appears in Richard Flecknoe’s Love's Kingdom . . . with a short Treatise of the English
Stage (1664), G6b.
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See also Shershow 192.
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Servants,” Jonson claims that “it was never acted.” As Robert Weinmann observes, Jonson’s
rebuke to his actors is a conspicuous example of privileging playwriting over acting. Writers like
Jonson maximized their influence by demanding that actors accurately deliver their words.
Paulina similarly becomes the dominant force behind the statue’s revival, movements,
and speeches. In the broader context of the playtext’s role in asserting the privileged powers of
playwrights, Paulina’s necromancy shows Shakespeare weaving ventriloquist, witch, and
playwright into one female figure. These roles together offer a textual authority that comes to
highlight the priority of playtext over playacting. The creative power of the playwrightventriloquist and his text suggests what Richard Preiss has observed about the early modern
theater’s emerging demand for playbooks that textualize performances. In this text-based
understanding, theatrical representation never exists independently of the text, whose privileged
authority averts any improvisations, additions or alterations, underscoring the ultimately scripted
nature of theatrical performance. 167 I suggest that identifying the ventriloquized vocal relations
between actor and playwright suggests newer possibilities for tracing this visible advance of
playtext in the period.
It is noteworthy that Paulina’s ventriloquism has a different focus from Bel-Imperia’s.
While Kyd’s heroine is a star-actress demonstrating the script’s instability, Paulina claims the
position of the author, revealing the preexistence of a “script”—words that do not directly
emanate from the actor. For Paulina, authorial power is something that she lays claim to, not she
challenges and disrupts, and she brings forth dramatic impact by linking ventriloquism to the
text’s canonical authority. Bel-Imperia, by contrast, not only emphasizes the actor’s ability to
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See Preiss, Clowning and Authorship in Early Modern Theatre. Preiss comments on the particularity of early
modern theater productions: “… the theater’s legibility as pre-produced, as something purely recitative and
rehearsed. Today, we expect performers to mask such ‘scriptedness,’ because we are all too aware of it; Elizabethan
needed it revealed, because to them it was a new idea” (10).
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improvise, but also adds the caveat that ventriloquism does not entirely credit the author’s
control. Depending on which role of actor and playwright these female characters take, their
strategy varies. In The Winer’s Tale, Paulina’s enterprise favors the playwright’s story, because
that fits her purpose to bring back the dead queen and reinstate not only the queen’s chastity, but
her rhetorical efficacy as well. As the theater ultimately requires the playwright’s role to preproduce and insert the words spoken on the stage, the vocal relation between the playwright and
the actor illuminates the ongoing citational process of theatrical speech acts. Rather than a
surrogate performance, a playtext reveals the preexistence of textual designs, and indicates the
power of authorial intent to frame and animate the actor’s performance. Just as a ventriloquist
induces his dummy to speak with his voice, so the playwright puts his words into the mouths of
actors, and Paulina throws her speech into the statue. Her performative verbal signs haunt the
stage through ventriloquism, which is therefore vindicated as “an art / Lawful as eating”
(5.3.110-1).

PAGE TO STAGE, STAGE TO PAGE
As we have seen, Paulina’s performance in The Winter’s Tale shows that theatrical
ventriloquism broadly conceived reflects on how vocal management contributes to personating a
dramatic character. Paulina creates the credible fiction by temporarily playing the queen, and
Leontes’ reaction shows that Paulina is a capable actor: she prompts him to imagine Hermione’s
ghost appearing on the stage and to swear that he will not remarry. Paulina’s project to bring
back the (dead) queen culminates in making the statue/actor “do,” “turn” and “speak.”
I have been tracing in this chapter the decades-long shifts in meanings of ventriloquism
that sometimes explicitly, and, at other times, more obliquely surface in the play. Ventriloquism
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appears in the form of the Pythia’s oracle, whose Greek roots sixteenth-century England
combined with the image of the witch to explain demonic possession. Ventriloquism also
emerges in two different versions of theatrical ventriloquism in the play: on one level, it reflects
the actor’s “use and practice” in performance, and the playwright’s authorial control through
playtext on another. The Winter’s Tale shows how Shakespeare’s depiction of ventriloquism
draws not only from the pagan oracle tradition, but also from the newly emerging ideas on
ventriloquism’s theatrical association. As a female figure enacting vocal takeover, Paulina is
both the actor and the playwright. She presents the actorly performance of ventriloquism to
embody a dramatic character; and she performs the playwright’s version to animate the
actor/statue.
Observing Paulina occupying these two different roles may evoke Shakespeare’s
experience both as an actor and a playwright in the King’s Men.168 Rather than privileging one
type of theatrical ventriloquism over another, Shakespeare seems to suggest creative competition
and/or collaboration for dramatic authority between actor and playwright. As Douglas Bruster
and Robert Weinmann insist, the theater is a reciprocal site for dramatists and actors; playwriting
not only parallels, but also deeply interacts with playacting. 169 Similarly, Paulina illustrates that
the actor’s ventriloquism and the playwright’s ventriloquism can coexist, and that they can be
practiced by a single figure. Paulina’s double roles allow us to figuratively link dramatic writing
with actorly embodiment. The result resembles the animating power of magic.

For Shakespeare’s dual roles of actor and playwright in his playing company, see Munro, Shakespeare in the
Theatre: The King's Men; and Hapgood.
169
See Bruster and Weinmann, Shakespeare and the Power of Performance, especially 15-20.
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Chapter 5. Ventriloquism and the Power of the Vessels in The Witch of Edmonton

As we have seen in the last chapter, when Paulina reclaims the meanings of being a
witch, she does so by ventriloquizing Hermione’s statue. Throwing off dark possibilities that
early moderns associated with “a mankind witch” or “hag,” Paulina divorces herself from the
image of a marginalized old woman, and instead casts herself as an authoritative figure creating
the spectacle of the moving statue. In The Witch of Edmonton (1621), an old, poor, and deformed
woman in a rural community turns to the shady powers of witchcraft in response to town-wide
abuse. If Paulina quips in describing her magic as being “assisted / By wicked powers” (5.3.9091), Mother Sawyer, the witch figure in the play, is literally assisted by an evil force.
Paulina never really depends on the malevolent in order to bring the dead Hermione back:
her reanimation seizes on the power of the theater, and ventriloquism evokes the theater’s ability
to create an illusion and inspire the audience. For Mother Sawyer, by contrast, the devil
intervenes. In Act 2, he appears to Sawyer “in the likeness of a dog” (4.1.240-1), coercing her
into making a pact with himself by “seal[ing] it [the contract] with [her] blood” (2.1.154). In
giving her own body and soul to the devil, Sawyer will be able to employ the devil as an agent to
exert “just revenge against [her] foes” and “any mischief unto man or beast” (2.1.147; 148-9).
Dog ominously threatens to “tear [her] body in a thousand pieces” (2.1.155) if she rejects the
covenant. But assured of Dog carrying out her revenge, Sawyer welcomes the plan and lets the
devil-dog suck her arm, an action that physically binds the two entities despite their difference
not only in gender, but also in species. What the audience sees is a strange yet familiar sight from
the period’s witchcraft accounts: an old woman suckling a male-identified devil in the shape of
an everyday animal.
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The playwrights of The Winter’s Tale and The Witch of Edmonton also varied in their
uses of sources. While Shakespeare turned to Greene’s Pandosto and the ancient world of
tragicomic romance, evoking the Greek Pythia as the iconic ventriloquists, Thomas Dekker, John
Ford, and William Rowley turned to contemporary witchcraft accounts, presenting the witch as a
figure who speaks from the belly. The real Elizabeth Sawyer was sentenced to death for
practicing witchcraft on April 17, 1621. Henry Goodcole interviewed her on April 19 before the
execution, and a week later he published a pamphlet The wonderfull discoverie of Elizabeth
Sawyer, a Witch, on which Dekker, Ford, and Rowley’s play was based. When borrowing
Sawyer’s stories from the source pamphlet, the dramatists of Edmonton seemed mainly
interested in her passionate, yet uncomfortable, bond with the devil in the shape of an ordinary
dog. While the animal familiar may have made an enticing theatrical spectacle, the playwrights
also latched on to the market potential of witchcraft material as a vehicle for the kinds of
questions probed in The Winter’s Tale. For both the witch and Dog, ventriloquized speech raises
unsettling questions about bodies’ susceptibility to affective intimacy, linguistic hybridity, and
supernatural power. Reading the play in the light of this project’s larger concerns with
ventriloquism, this chapter explores its use of voice both to animate material forms onstage, and
to redefine possibilities of female agency.
Dog appears firmly linked to the play’s focus on speech and ventriloquism. The title-page
illustration of the play printed in 1658 emphasizes Dog’s supernatural ability to speak. As we
have seen in Chapter 1, pictures showing famous scenes from a play commonly appeared in titlepages of printed drama, functioning as marketing devices. Like the Q7 woodcut image of The
Spanish Tragedy showing Bel-Imperia’s outcry and Hieronimo’s discovery of his dead son, the
1658 woodcut of Edmonton depicts two events that occur in the span of two acts: Dog appearing
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to Mother Sawyer in 2.1 and Cuddy Banks walking into the water in 3.1. These two episodes, in
other words, seem to have been ‘killer’ moments that caught the attention not only of the
playgoing public but also of potential book-buyers. Dog captures the audience and reader’s
thoughts not only by being the center of supernatural actions portrayed in the woodcut, but also
through his speeches. The speech scroll coming out from Dog’s mouth clearly indicates that this
animal is not an everyday creature. “Ho have I found thee cursing,” he utters, a line taken from
the play (2.1.136). Dog’s strange and eerie ability to talk like a human, moreover, suggests that
in order to fully achieve his supernatural consequences onstage, a human actor gives voice to the
familiar underneath the costume.
The play is unique in its dependence on an actor who personates an animal who in turn
behaves like a human. Animals occasionally featured in early modern plays, including the two
most famous examples from Shakespeare, Crab in The Two Gentlemen of Verona and the
human-devouring bear in The Winter’s Tale. But they come on the stage as live animals. As
Michael Dobson has suggested about Crab (119), these stage animals have no dramatic ‘roles’ to
play, in the sense that they do not have to pretend to be someone or something else than
themselves. Both Crab and the bear have no lines to speak and remain what they are, regardless
of the training they likely received to be shown in the theater. 170 More recently, Todd A. Borlik
has raised a possibility of a human actor in bearskin playing the bear in The Winter’s Tale.171 But
the bear chasing after and devouring Antigonus does not talk, and the human actor never acts the
bear’s human-like traits in a way that the actor playing Dog in Edmonton does. As Dog is
Based on animals’ inability to impersonate, Teresa Grant argues that the presence of live animals highlights that
the theater sometimes fails to achieve its representational power. “[D]ogs cannot help what they are, despite
theater’s transformative power” (117). See Grant, “Entertaining Animals.”
171
Borlik bases his assumption on the entries of the Admiral’s property inventory, which appears in Henslowe’s
Diary. The list includes a “beares skyne” and a “lyone skin” (319). As Borlik has noted, these entries might illustrate
that by the time of the early seventeenth century playing companies opted to make actors don animal skins or furs
rather than depended on live animals. See 191.
170
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characterized by the disorienting mingling of animal and human, the actor’s voice occupies the
central position in animating this unusual animal character with the ability to speak.
Just as Dog has found Sawyer cursing, the audience finds Dog speaking. This chapter
turns to the costumed devil-dog’s speech acts as a gateway to exploring ventriloquism and its
emphasis on the experience of being the susceptible vessel. In the play, Dog demonstrates two
abilities in relation to human speech. On top of his supernatural power to act and speak like a
human, he uncannily invades the witch’s body and voice, scripting Sawyer’s speech. In what
follows, I observe and explore how Sawyer’s susceptibility to Dog’s vocal manipulation
establishes an important network between the supernatural devil, the human witch, and the subhuman familiar. In lines to which we will return at greater length, Sawyer is described as
speaking Latin with an external presence. “Scarce in a clean life, Mother Sawyer,” Cuddy asks;
“But did your goblin and you spout Latin together?” (2.1.273-4) Without the agential power with
which Paulina was notably associated, Sawyer surrenders not only her body but her voice
through ventriloquism. Emerging both as victim and companion to Dog, who brings about both
damnation and heightened affective power, Sawyer epitomizes the belly’s openness that
characterizes witch figures in early modern thought inherited from the ancient Greek world. The
intimate tie between Dog and Sawyer establishes her susceptibility not as an obstacle to her
purposeful agency but as a catalyst to ventriloquism’s affective consequences.
In the second part of the chapter, I turn to the parallel case of the human actor who takes
control of Dog’s voice. A similar version of the external force that makes Mother Sawyer
susceptible to Dog’s possession is found in the relationship between Dog and the actor playing
him. Because Dog is defined primarily through his supernatural capacity for speech, the actor
giving voice to the familiar underneath the costume emerges as crucial to the performance,
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evoking ventriloquism’s newly emerging form as a thespian skill. As the actor throws his voice
to the costume, we also see the animated dog suit in turn exerting some impact on the actor,
shaping the actor’s physical and emotional responses. Recognizing the chain of relationships
leading from the evil spirit to the actor shows that The Witch of Edmonton explores a double
sense of ventriloquism, with an emphasis on the vessel’s susceptibility. In early modern
witchcraft plays, the supernatural and the theatrical versions of ventriloquism become
productively intermingled, offering an alluring – but also disturbing – portrait of the
susceptibility underpinning the interactions between the one doing the manipulating and the one
being manipulated. The play’s self-conscious attention to magic and theater, then, gets reinforced
through ventriloquism and its creation of quasi-magical effects.

DOG’S UNCANNY TAKEOVER OF SAWYER’S VOICE
At the start of 2.1, her urge for revenge pricked by the townspeople’s abuse, Sawyer
famously wonders about the injustice inflicted on the witch figure:
And why on me? Why should the envious world
Throw all their scandalous malice upon me?
’Cause I am poor, deformed, and ignorant,
And like a bow buckled and bent together
By some more strong in mischiefs than myself
Must I for that be made a common sink
For all the filth and rubbish of men’s tongues
To fall and run into? (2.1.1-8)
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As her hunchback physically illustrates both the economic hardship and social oppressions that
torment the “poor, deformed, and ignorant” woman, Sawyer describes her body and mind as
weaker than these forces, underlining her passivity and susceptibility. And while “the filth and
rubbish of men’s tongues” refer to the townspeople’s abusive words, her furious query that must
she be “made a common sink” crucially highlights the passivity of Sawyer’s body. Imagining
herself as a public sewer receiving the town’s refuse pile, she emphasizes how her susceptibility
to being invaded by “men’s tongue” makes her the best candidate for attracting the town’s
dirtiest excrements (“filth”) and dark forces (“rubbish of men’s tongue”). 172 While the foul
matter “in a common sink” primarily refers to moral corruption prevalent in the town, the focus
on Sawyer’s body as a repository for the town’s waste especially points to the susceptibility with
which early moderns associated the female body and mind. If an old woman’s body is
understood to accumulate “filth and rubbish,” her womb, according to early modern medical
thought rooted in the Greek tradition, most fully evokes the source of such harmful and “corrupt
matter” (Floyd-Wilson, “Demonic Contagion” 143). Fittingly, Sawyer’s implicit identification
with her womb echoes in Cuddy Banks repeatedly calling her “mother.” He greets her by saying
“Mother Sawyer, good morrow” (2.1.206), and goes on to alternate between similar terms
including “Gammer Sawyer” (2.1.211), “a motherly woman” (2.1.219), “mother” (2.1.251), and
“Mother Witch” (2.1.257; 263; 273). For an old woman past childbearing, however, the womb
evokes the refuse pile of a community, instead of pregnancy.

Gail Kern Paster observes that Sawyer’s analogy of common sink associates the figure with the most downward
place of the community. The common sink is imagined as a place for social excreta, and “the body of the old woman
is encoded as a site of evacuation” (255). Anthony B. Dawson similarly argues that the passage likens Sawyer to a
common sewer in attracting a social system’s negative elements—dirt, fears, and other sorts of ambiguities—that
need to be purged for a social purpose (81). More recently, Bronwyn Johnstone sees Sawyer’s use of analogy of
“common sink” as bringing her closer to the witch’s corrupting influences. A source of the country town’s foul odor
and infectious air, the witch becomes “the embodiment of the town’s refuse pile, a noxious source of infection
primed to contaminate all with whom she comes into contact” (66).
172
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As observed in the introduction, the womb was the most significant body part associated
with ventriloquism, as the word’s Greek roots suggest. The Latin translation for the Greek word
gaster (the belly), venter refers literally to the belly and suggests how the inner organs of the
abdominal cavity, including the womb, are filled with the spirit possessing the body. In the
Delphic oracle especially, the Pythia produced their oracular speech when their wombs became
conduits for the supernatural fume coming through the crack of the earth. In this model, the
womb illustrates the fecundity and openness that characterize the female body. A woman’s body
was a vessel for both speech and supernatural power. Like the Pythia, who were generally old
virgins no longer capable of having children, Sawyer is unable to bear a child, but unfortunately
capable of attracting the town’s foul matter.
The possible alignment of Sawyer’s body receiving the town’s refuse pile with her belly
filled with the spirit further resonates in her crucial comparison with the “ruined cottage”
(2.1.126). Aspiring to be the owner of familiars like “rats, ferrets, weasels … / That have
appeared and sucked … blood” (2.1.119-20), Sawyer pleads to obtain one. She would
Go out of myself
And give this Fury leave to dwell within
This ruined cottage, ready to fall with age,
And study curses, imprecations,
Blasphemous speeches, oaths, detested oaths,
Or anything that’s ill, so I might work
Revenge upon this miser [Old Banks], this black cur . . . (2.1.124-31)
Although the play’s main sources rely primarily on vernacular accounts of witchcrafts, the
reference to a Fury is telling. It invokes the shadow of Orestes, the period’s reigning male
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avenger possessed by tragic powers widely associated with women. In order to punish Orestes’
unnatural murder of his mother Clytemnestra, the Furies take control of Orestes’ body and mind,
driving him to Bacchic madness. 173 Although Orestes is the object of the Furies’ punishment, he
is also a vessel for the deities’ spiritual takeover. His susceptibility allows him not only to imitate
the Furies’ violent emotion and madness, but also to absorb the female powers and share their
affective forces. As Tanya Pollard proposes, if early moderns favored Orestes as a tragic hero,
his appeal arises from “his ability to recreate the hollow female vessels” (Pollard, “Orestes”
112).174
Unlike Orestes, Sawyer is not defined by a family crisis or hostility to a mother. But she
is indirectly likened to Orestes in her aptness to become an instrument operated upon by greater
forces. Moreover, with her aspiration to vengeance, she is an appropriate figure to summon the
Furies in this moment. Describing her old, weak, and venerable body as a house “ready to fall
with age,” she requests the Fury “to dwell within / This ruined cottage” so that she can be
inspired to wield “curses, imprecations, / Blasphemous speeches . . . detested oaths.” Muriel
Cunin has observed that the fictional Sawyer is outside a household family economy, which was
foundational to the early modern economic production (47).175 She is depicted as not having a
husband and children in the play; nor does she earn her living by making and selling brooms as
the real Sawyer did. Cunin argues that the line allows us to see how Sawyer’s economic

On Orestes’ submission to the violent female power and resulting frenzy, as well as how early moderns
responded to the morally dubious tragic hero’s susceptibility, see Pollard, “Translating and Transgendering Orestes
in Early Modern England.”
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From 1567 to 1613, a total of six plays featuring Orestes as a title character were performed (John Pickering’s
Horestes (c.1567), Euripides’ Orestes (1570s), Orestes’ Furies (1599), Thomas Goffe’s Tragedie of Orestes
(c.1613–18), Pylades and Orestes (c.1600), and Thomas Heywood’s second Part of the Iron Age (c.1613)), and
mentions of him were even more frequent in the period’s drama. In Shakespeare’s time, Orestes was famously and
routinely associated with madness and fury. See Pollard “Translating and Transgendering Orestes,” especially 104-5
for the list of plays about Orestes.
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Helen Vella Bonavita raises a similar point, although she does not look at the passage closely. See “Maids, Wives
and Widows: Multiple Meaning and Marriage in The Witch of Edmonton.”
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helplessness is likened to the house stricken down by poverty; instead of providing a shelter, the
house is imagined as a place for supernatural infiltration. Cunin’s reading is attentive to the
play’s socio-economic underpinnings, but in the context of the passage’s implicit allusion to a
hollow vessel, I suggest that the “ruined cottage” hints at Sawyer’s status as a vessel for
supernatural forces beyond her control. Her pronouncement that she would “go out of [herself]”
also introduces the idea of handing over control of one’s body to another entity. She willingly
becomes a penetrable body, and the ensuing loss of self catalyzes acquiring occult powers rooted
in curses, imprecations, and oaths. Both Orestes, haunted by the Furies, and Sawyer, set to be
haunted by Dog, are similarly affected by passionate possession, as hollow vessels that attract
negative but at the same time forceful emotions.
Sawyer’s openness to powers beyond her control is specifically geared towards the
production of speech. Building on her earlier aspiration to know “What spells, what charms, or
invocations? / May the thing called ‘familiar’ be purchased?” (2.1.37-38), her morally dubious
yet efficacious speeches provoke the devil to make an approach. Perhaps Sawyer’s access to the
supernatural power is more dependent on speech than male magicians such as Dr. Faustus, who,
in Marlowe’s play, seals his alliance with the devil through writing (Byville 17-18). As Dog
makes it clear near the play’s end, one’s “oaths, / Curses and blasphemies pull [the devil] to [the
speaker’s] elbow” (5.1.140-1). Just as supernatural spirits like the Furies dwell in Sawyer’s
penetrable body, the devil invades her through her cursing mouth, instead of through her ability
to write Latinate spells. “Now thou art mine own” (2.1.137-8), Dog declares of his possession.
As we have seen, Dog and Sawyer sign an unholy compact and seal it with Dog sucking her arm.
They create a partnership that is not only underpinned by bodily exchange, but also defined by
two voices increasingly, and, uncannily, indistinguishable and interconnected to each other.
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Sawyer’s announcement that “Then I am thine” (2.1.162) proves as much a bodily connection as
a vocal, gaining a particular resonance from the fact that Dog and Sawyer come to speak as a
pair through ventriloquism.
Scholars attentive to Sawyer’s speech acts commonly associate them with the potential to
challenge social pressures.176 Susan D. Amussen highlights Sawyer’s cursing as the single
available source for her power: “Her only power is that of her tongue” (173). Dawson similarly
suggests “the connections between women’s language and power” (82), although Sawyer’s
transgressive speeches are also catalysts to her own damnation and final death. Nevertheless, in
keeping with Goodcole’s account, the play depicts Sawyer as harnessing her “dramatic as well as
occult power” (Dawson 82) to express what is not regulated by male-centered communal values,
such as explicitly sexual accounts and a critique on the corruption of wealthy elites. As we have
seen in Chapter 4, occult tradition in the period referred to magic spells as being endowed with
the special authority to create and alter reality. According to Helen Vella Bonavita, Sawyer gains
a similar control over language to create dangerous discrepancies between words and reality: she
bends her speech, manipulates meanings, and sows confusion through charms that exploit
equivocation. In these and other readings, her position as a witch in the community offers
Sawyer violent female speeches through which she can both defend her marginalized status and
articulate her own access to supernatural consequences. But critics have paid little attention to
how ventriloquism allows the witch to possess linguistic power, and how Dog’s vocal infiltration
shapes her self-representation. Recognizing the moments in which Dog possesses Sawyer’s voice
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On the powers and limits of early modern women speaking violent and aggressive speeches, including curses and
magic spells of the witch, see Kirilka Stavreva, Words Like Daggers: Violent Female Speech in Early Modern
England. Stavreva’s book explores different types of unruly women, and her discussion on the witch’s speech
patterns (“witch-speak”) appears in Chapters 4 and 5.
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illuminates the susceptibility that crucially enables Sawyer to be possessed by the evil forces
beyond her control.
After demanding Sawyer’s soul and body, Dog immediately asks her to speak a vow of
allegiance. Planning what harm should be exerted on Sawyer’s first enemy, Old Banks, Dog and
Sawyer discuss possible ways of establishing their bond to ensure Dog’s role as an agent in
attacking the neighbor.
DOG

The Witch of Edmonton shall see his [Old Banks’] fall
If she at least put credit in my power
And in mine only, make orisons to me
And none but me.

SAWYER
DOG

Say how, and in what manners?
I’ll tell thee: when thou wishest ill,
Corn, man, or beast would spoil or kill,
Turn thy back against the sun
And mumble this short orison:
‘If thou to death or shame pursue ’em,
Sanctibicentur nomen tumm’. (2.1.185-194)

To swear allegiance to the dog-devil is to speak verbal codes exclusively assigned for him. Like
an incantation, an orison brings about material effects and advertises that the witch has fully
given over her power to the devil to do malicious deeds. This orison is a corrupt Latin line from
the Lord’s Prayer, “Our father, which art in heaven, hallowed be thy name,” demonstrating the
devil’s damnation and dark powers. As Sarah Johnson has observed, the distorted orison by
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giving Sawyer’s words unruly forces caps the pollution that has begun when her blood was
sucked by Dog (74-75).
Immediately, Sawyer goes on to alter the line by replacing a word with another and/or
changing inflections, and the corrupt variations keep appearing throughout the scene:
“Contaminetur nomen tumm” (2.1.199); “Et sanctabectur nomen tumm” (2.1.203); “And
sanctabacetur nomen tuum” (2.1.209); and “Et sanctabicetur nomen tumm” (2.1.271). These
instances suggest that Sawyer, whose soul is now debased, is no longer a Christian and thus
incapable of speaking the prayer correctly. More importantly, they also suggest that Sawyer’s
use of language is dominated by a power beyond her control. A poverty-stricken old woman, she
has been ignorant of Latin or any language other than her mother tongue, but now turns into “an
expert scholar – / Speak Latin or I know not well what language / As well as the best of ’em”
(2.1.199-201).177 Under the sway of the devil, Sawyer’s body serves as a vehicle for what the
devil wants her to speak, proving that controlling speech is central to the intimate, and
uncomfortably damnable, connection between Dog and Sawyer.
If Dog’s spiritual invasion haunts Sawyer’s new knowledge in Latin, Cuddy Banks’
reaction to her false prayer suggests that this control accompanies ventriloquism. In response to
Sawyer’s last attempt to mumble the corrupt prayer, Cuddy asks: “did your goblin and you spout
Latin together?” (2.1.273-4). Cuddy has caught Sawyer speaking Latin fluently (“spout” means
“to speak or talk in (a language) fluently” (OED, v. 4.c.))”, but in a curiously strange tone of
voice. She is heard to “mumble in a scurvy base tone, like a drum that had taken cold in the head

This is based on the source pamphlet’s description. Goodcole documents Sawyer’s account on the corrupt Latin
prayer: “… and he [the devil in the form of a dog] charged me then to pray no more to Jesus Christ, but to him the
Divell, and he the Divell taught me this prayer, Sanctibicetur nomen tuum. Amen” (C4). To Goodcole’s question
whether she has learned Latin before, she answers no: “I was not taught it by any body else, but by the Divell alone;
neither doe I understand the meaning of these words, nor can speake any more Latine words” (C4).
177
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the last muster” (2.1.278-9). For Cuddy, her low and barely audible voice gives the impression
that she and the devil are speaking “together.” It may be that Cuddy simply presents the devil as
the animating force behind Sawyer’s altered orison: the “[l]earned devil” (2.1.282) becomes a
source of her ability to speak in a language typically unthinkable for a woman like Sawyer. The
dog-devil has instilled the unfamiliar knowledge in her mind and body.
Yet the reference to Sawyer’s low-pitched voice more crucially points to belly-speech.
As observed in the introduction, Reginald Scot’s Discoverie of Witchcraft retrieves
ventriloquism’s Greek underpinnings by linking the witch’s speech to the Pythia’s. The witch’s
hollow voice was a marker of the devil’s residing in her belly. Scot specifically describes the
mumbled and low voice of the possessed woman as speaking “hollow,” like “The Pythonists
[who] spake hollowe; as in the bottom of their bellis, whereby they are aptly in Latin called
Ventriloqui” (Scot 120). Later anti-witchcraft treaties and plays were similarly keen on the sound
of the possessed witch’s voice coming from her belly. For the writer of Witchcrafts, strange and
wonderfull (1635), the witches spoke “with hollow voyces,” and the village witches are depicted
as having “an hollow voice” in The Witches of Lancashire. When the speaker was assumed to be
an animal familiar instead of a witch, the same expression was used. James Serpell, for example,
explains how the familiar chooses his own name and conveys this information to its mistress “in
a hollow voice” (158). Sawyer’s “scurvy base tone,” then, might specifically evoke the female
voice that Scot and other contemporaries associated with the belly-speech of both the classical
priestesses and the English witches.
In the light of the belly-speaker’s hollow voice, Cuddy’s use of the word “together”
seems to introduce a more literal sense that an act of ventriloquism mysteriously enables Dog
and Sawyer to speak in unison. Cuddy, the lines suggest, can hear a curiously low and sinister
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voice of the devil overlapping with that of Sawyer. Old Banks similarly refers to Sawyer’s
speech as “this grumbling devil” (4.1.57-8) later in the play. Although “grumbling” primarily
means Sawyer’s bad-tempered whining in this moment, in the period the word “grumble” also
referred to “to utter dull inarticulate sounds” and “to growl faintly” (OED, “grumble” v, 1.a.), so
it is likely that Banks describes Sawyer’s characteristically ventriloquized voice that overdubs
the devil’s voice and produces “a scurvy base tone.” As a product of ventriloquism, this sound
does not distinguish Sawyer’s individual voice from Dog’s. According to the assumptions about
voice inherited from the ancient Greek world, a subject I will return to later on this chapter, to
have a voice was to have a soul. With her voice embedded within the devil’s, Sawyer seems
powerless; her agency is at the risk of being lost, just as her voice, and, by extension, her soul,
could be dissipated, let alone dammed.
Yet rather than necessarily agential or passive, Sawyer’s speech highlights
ventriloquism’s affective consequences, which the play associates with the bond between Sawyer
and her familiar.178 Their relationship is not presented in entirely positive terms: they vie for
control of each other. On top of the struggle for power, Sawyer’s damnation is catalyzed, if not
produced, by her allegiance to the devil-dog, a bond that rests on dedicating her body and
language to this evil presence. Yet that does not mean that Sawyer is incapable of finding
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The animal familiar tradition is unique to the Elizabethan and Jacobean periods and to the English witchcraft
discourse. Although James Serpell does not entirely deny the possibility of continental Europeans believing in the
popular stories about animal familiars, they were rarely seen in other European countries’ official accounts.
According to Ronald Hutton, the phenomenon of animal familiar was a recent import to the Tudor period, with the
first known material dating back to 1510. Any known medieval accounts of witchcraft do not feature familiars
taking animal shapes (Hutton 272). James Sharpe identifies three potential origins for the prevalence of domestic
animal familiars in the England witchcraft discourse: “the English obsession with pets” (272), reflecting Alan
MacFarlane’s suggestion, “a folklorized version of the demons and other denizens of the spiritual world” (272), and
classical accounts of demons entering animals’ bodies. Serpell explains the English proliferation of animal familiars
through more diverse responses to animal-human relationships at this time, observing that the most popular species
of animal spirits were those which frequently interacted with early moderns in the everyday settings. Mice and rats,
for example, were familiar for those in prison or inhabiting in rural village household.
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fondness and pleasure from their interactions. The affectionate responses the audience sees
Sawyer demonstrating towards Dog suggest that despite the inherent violence of blood-sucking,
she indulges in physical and linguistic intimacy with him. When reuniting with Dog in 4.1 after
confronting the townspeople who officially charge her with being a witch, she seeks sympathy
from him. “Comfort me,” she poignantly asks, “thou shalt have the teat anon” (4.1.169-70).
Like a mother undergoing loss of breastmilk (Paster 257), Sawyer admits that her body is
now “dried up” (4.1.171) as a result of recurring blood-sucking, and her drained body might
cause Dog to leave her at the end of the play. 179 But in this emotion-laden scene, calling the
devil-dog by pet names including “My dear Tom-boy” (4.1.167) and “my little pearl” (4.1.180),
Sawyer suggests that they have an even more innocent set of physical contacts:
Stand on thy hind-legs up. Kiss me, my Tommy,
And rub away some wrinkles on my brow
By making my old ribs to shrug for joy
Of thy fine tricks. What hast thou done? Let’s tickle.
[They embrace.]

(4.1.174-177.SD)

When there is no blood left to share, they instead share a tender kiss, embracing. The act of
sucking blood is replaced by Dog’s caressing of Sawyer. Moreover, Dog is standing on his hind
legs in this scene, a posture that would make his size become similar to or bigger than Sawyer.
Because an adult actor would have played Dog while a boy player acted the woman’s part of
Sawyer, their different sizes may have been more visible when Dog stretches his legs and stands
upright than any other scenes in the play in which the two characters appear together. The
posture showing the full size of the actor’s body, then, draws the audience’s attention to the actor
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See Johnstone 67. By giving suck repeatedly to Dog, Sawyer has lost the humoral balance of the body, which
considered crucial in the early modern medical thought.
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beneath the costume, highlighting the species-mixing encounters. Behaving like a human in this
moment, the dog-devil offers Sawyer much-needed pity and comfort, moving the audience to
sympathetic feeling as well. In contrast to the earlier depiction of Sawyer’s inter-species tie as
producing revenge and anger, here her connection with Dog produces warmth and comfort.180
For Cuddy Banks, as for the audience, the Latin orison sounds uncanny and mysterious
not only because it distorts the orthodox language, but also because she speaks the prayers with
the devil’s voice. The devil/Dog’s takeover of Sawyer’s voice has posed a question about the
possibility of her having any kind of agency. But in the instances examined above, the
experience of receiving and giving voices becomes a catalyst for sharing passionate emotions
between Dog and Sawyer. But the play is equally interested in presenting their bond in physical
terms. As we have seen, ventriloquism is primarily about bringing another—imagined or
actual—entity into a body typically gendered female. Responding to a larger fascination with the
female body’s receptive nature as informed by Greek medical thought, early modern
assumptions about ventriloquism suggested a link between pregnancy and ventriloquism.
Whether divine or devilish, the voice speaking through the female belly signals that someone or
something “separate from the individual who is possessed” (Purnis 240) inhabits her body,
evoking pregnancy and its physiological effects.
Although Cuddy Banks also develops a close relationship with Dog, he is shown as
resistant to suckling the animal familiar, in contrast to Sawyer. Cuddy seems to treat Dog more
like a pet, perhaps reflecting a debt to the period’s emerging fascination with pet culture. 181 In his
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Charlotte-Rose Millar highlights the emotional connections between the witch and the demonic agent with some
dark affective consequences. Their strong bond pursues not so much magical powers or material gain as emotional
desires and impulses. The demonic actions of animal familiars allow witches “both to act upon and then explain
their overwhelming emotions” (185).
181
On the early modern passion for the pet-keeping practice, see Boehrer, Animal Characters: Nonhuman Beings in
Early Modern Literature, especially 19-20. See also Boehrer, “Shylock and the Rise of the Household Pet.”
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first encounter with Dog, Cuddy repeatedly calls Dog “ingle” (a close friend, favorite, lover) and
its variations such as “ningle” (3.1.135; 153). He also promises to reward Dog with “jowls and
livers,” “crust and bones” if he will “be a kind dog” (3.1.139-142). Fittingly, Dog behaves like a
tamed household pet towards Cuddy, insisting that “Dogs love where they are beloved. Cherish
me, and I’ll do anything for thee” (3.1.137-8). Yet the vocabulary of pet keeping through which
Cuddy and Dog articulate their mutual affection does not last. It is not long after a couple of
failed attempts to persuade Dog out of evil deeds that Cuddy flatly claims, “I’ll give no suck to
such whelps” (5.1.196-7). Cuddy’s association with Dog is acceptable as long as it remains
innocent, but once he is asked to nourish the familiar with his body, the act of suckling threatens
to impart the susceptibility typically identified with the female body and affect in the period. To
Cuddy, a canine familiar may touch a man, as long as the man does not suckle the dog-devil.
Cuddy’s male body thus remains sealed, and his immunity not only prevents him from
damnation, but from becoming a vehicle for forces beyond his control—the physiological and
affective consequences that ventriloquism accordingly creates.182
The uncanny permeability of the ventriloquized woman finds its corollary in accounts of
the female body’s literally bearing of the devil. In The most strange and admirable discoverie of
the three Witches of Warboys (1593), Alice Samuel recounts her experience of having the animal
familiar within her belly. According to the pamphlet on the Warboys case, Samuel had long been
suspected of bewitching Robert Throckmorton’s five daughters, and the victims insisted that they
saw demons appearing in the shape of a dun chicken during their fits. Local neighbors asked
Cuddy is the only figure who is immune to Dog’s satanic influence in the play. Although tricked by Dog with his
assumption of Kate Carter’s spirit, Cuddy remains “silly soul” (5.1.199), not prompted by Dog to harm those around
him. As Johnstone points out, Cuddy lacks evil intention, and thus “is little use to Dog” (75), unlike Sawyer and
Frank. Cuddy’s country stupidity is widely accepted, but Kathryn Prince notes that his “emotional intelligence”
(185) to correctly discern a mingling of satanic and doggish properties is a guarantor of his immunity to Dog’s evil
forces. Cuddy, in other words, understands Dog as “part devil” (85). Mother Sawyer, by contrast, is preoccupied by
her reflections on his doggishness and thus turns a blind eye to Dog’s evilness.
182
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Samuel whether she nurses these ‘dun chicken’ spirits like witches in popular stories, and
Samuel denied the suspicion. But on the day of Christmas in 1592 Samuel fully confessed that
she made a pact with the devil. She also admitted that the children’s accusation was true; the
spirit appeared to her in the shape a dun chicken, sucked on her chin, and attacked the daughters
when she ordered it to do so.
The animal familiar was clearly an agent of evil doings and served the witch. “[M]ost
commonly in the likeness of a dun chicken” (257), the spirit was there when the daughters were
bewitched and fell into their fits. The spirits, much to their surprise, “would talk familiarly with
them [the victims], saying that they came from Mother Samuel (whom they called their dame)”
(257). Asked whether she kept and nursed this demonic spirit, Samuel denied the accusation, and
her dismissal perhaps prompted the devil to torment her near the year’s end. She woke up in the
middle of the night, feeling enormous pain in her belly. But while in agony she did not admit that
it is her familiars that had possessed her. Instead, Samuel told the neighbors attending her that
one of the evil spirits haunting Throckmorton’s house must have gotten into her belly. The
severe pain persisted through the night, and she felt an unidentifiable thing “as big as a penny
loaf” and “stirring” (272) inside her. “[H]er swelling in her belly was gone” (272) next morning
and the pain also gradually eased out.
Yet during the official examination on the Christmas day, presumably some days after the
painful incident at night, Samuel revealed that the spirit was still within her belly (279-80).
Overturning the initial claim, moreover, she now acknowledged that the mysterious invasion was
caused not by the unknown spirit haunting the house, but by the animal familiar belonging to her.
The dun chicken, which she knew “was no natural chicken” (279), would no longer hurt
Throckmorton’s children,
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because the said dun chicken with the rest are now come into her, and are now in the
bottom of her belly, and make her so full that she is like to burst. And this morning they
caused her to be so full that she could scant lace her coat; and that on the way as she
came, they weighed so heavy that the horse she rid on did fall down and was not able to
carry her. (280)
Samuel’s confession repeatedly draws focus to physiological permeability, beginning with the
explicit identification of the belly as a place into which the familiar comes. The physical invasion
makes her body become so round and “so full” that she cannot even wear her clothes, and she
gains as much weight as the familiar adds to her body with his own mass. As Kirilka Stavreva
observes, these physiological effects present the witch and the devil as “merging into a single
grotesquely misshapen body” (“Fighting Words” 327). The image of the belly swelling with the
avian familiar forcefully recalls the medieval ideas about comic abundance, undermining
diabolical threats inherent to the animal familiar’s possession (Purkiss 157). The transgression, in
this context, has turned into the harmless carnivalesque, just as the previously harmful familiar
spirit transformed in this moment into something like poultry meat filling Samuel’s belly and
was no longer able to hurt Throckmorton’s children. The witch’s bulging belly, then, associates
witchcraft with the act of overeating, a reigning carnivalesque image, generating laughter rather
than terror.
But I suggest that the passage equally emphasizes the bonds of flesh between the witch
and the animal familiar, and the image of Alice Samuel’s belly filled with the chicken-like
familiar recalls pregnancy. The gruesome agony that Samuel depicted as caused by the stirring of
something in her belly “as big as a penny loaf” evokes birthing pains. “The bottom of the belly,”
moreover, may refer specifically to the womb, and the physical impact that Samuel describes as
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exerting on her body, including the feeling of heaviness and the changed shape of the belly,
recall bodily reproduction. As the language of pregnancy echoes through Samuel’s possession
episodes, The Witch of Edmonton offers a vocal counterpart to the physical invasion. Just as the
familiar comes into the witch and lies in “the bottom of the belly”—an expression similarly used
by Reginald Scot to describe the source of the Pythia’s speeches (“the bottom of their bellies”)—
Dog invades Sawyer to take her as his vessel and produces the merged, “hollow” voice. Dog’s
adding his voice becomes analogous to the familiar’s adding his weight to Samuel.
In this model, belly-speech is overwhelmingly understood as an affectively forceful
collaboration between Sawyer and Dog. The witch’s subservience and/or passivity as a vehicle
for the supernatural power is what makes her reproduction of voices possible. The unknown
vocal source embodied in the woman’s belly can be mesmerizing and alluring, but at the same
time deeply disturbing. In contrast to Cuddy’s aversion to suckling, and, by extension, the body’s
openness, Sawyer understands that her identity as a witch is both defined by Dog’s uncanny
takeover of her voice and contingent on the female body’s vulnerable nature. As a result, she
offers an unsettling picture of the susceptibility underpinning her inter-species interaction with
the dog-devil in demonic ventriloquism. The period’s male-authored witchcraft accounts
described the witch’s susceptible body as defining her lack of free agency and her subservient
role as a mere sexual partner to the patriarchal devil (Warburton 100-01). But I suggest that the
play’s depiction of Sawyer’s body as a hollow vessel signals an affectively powerful mingling of
voices. The experience of merging the voice with another entity is so powerful that it even makes
ethical questions put aside: ventriloquism’s construction of emotional bonding, instead of the
townspeople’s moral judgement, becomes a pivot of the play’s attraction. As Floyd-Wilson has
observed about the play’s leaning towards companionship, audiences would imagine that “her
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[Sawyer’s] pact with him is driven less by apostasy than by a confused desire for an emotional
bond” (“Demonic Contagion” 140). And the emphasis on speech and voice more broadly
prefigures the play’s dependence on the actor, whose performance provides the necessary human
speeches to the animal character behaving and viewed like a human.
The play’s broader interest in the relationship between ventriloquism and theatrical
performance emerges in the morris dancing. In 2.1, Cuddy and other morris dancers take the
stage while Sawyer briefly withdraws in the middle of the scene after her altercation with Old
Banks. Continuing the conversation about how to plan the performance, Cuddy stubbornly insists
that he play the hobby-horse and wear a pantomime costume.
To show I am not flint, but affable, as you say, very well stuffed, a kind of warm dough
or puff paste, I relent, I connive, most affable Jack. Let the hobby-horse provide a strong
back; he shall not want a belly when I am in ’em. (2.1.94-98).
Describing the costuming in an explicitly sexualized imagery, Cuddy evokes pregnancy with its
emphasis on bodily inhabitation. In a thoughtful reading of the meanings associated with the
morris dance in the play, Erika T. Lin observes that Cuddy’s play on the double sense of
“stuffed” points to both having a full stomach and having a sex with a horse. If “stuffed” refers
to a belly full of food, then Cuddy likens himself to food in the hobby-horse’s belly. Alternately,
“stuffed” can evoke the pregnant belly. When especially “a strong back” points to the period’s
clichéd association between horses and whores, Cuddy’s action of being in the horse’s belly
alludes to penetration, which “could potentially result in pregnancy” and “would make the
prostitute’s belly ‘well stuffed’” (Lin 346).
Lin’s reading highlights the overwhelmingly physical tie evoked by being inside the
hobby-horse costume. It is not that Cuddy literally occupies the real horse’s belly; he only
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imagines the situation. But identifying the experience of wearing the costume with being in the
hobby-horse suggests a physically intimate relationship between the player and the fake animal,
so that costuming here invokes the similar language of food and eating with which Alice Samuel
describes the familiar as coming inside her belly. Laura Denker and Laurie Maguire have
explored the structural parallels between the temporary transgression of morris dancing and the
disruptive power of witchcraft: both are rooted in paganism, celebrate fertility, and evoke ritual
magic and preternatural elements. If the play emphasizes the two tradition’s shared pagan
origins, it does so by implicitly aligning Cuddy’s imagined experience of being in the hobbyhorse’s stomach with Dog’s supernatural infiltration of Sawyer’s belly.183
The alignment, moreover, conjures not only bodily openness but especially theatrical
materiality, which the play associates with its two costumed animals, Dog and the hobby-horse.
Their roles differ; Dog is a speaking character, while the hobby-horse is a stage prop. Yet, as
Roberta Barker notes (171), the fake horse costume worn by a human player implicitly suggests
a link with the dog suit worn by the actor playing Dog, again building a bridge between
witchcraft and country festivity. Taking as a starting point the parallel between Dog and the
hobby-horse, I suggest the morris dancing’s use of horse costume provides important contexts
for how we read the actor’s performance and vocal manipulation of Dog in The Witch of
Edmonton. Just as the morris ritual scenes make the audiences aware of the human presence
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Several scholars have more focused on the structural contrasts between morris dancing and witchcraft. According
to these views, unlike Sawyer’s acts of witchcraft, morris dancing is geared towards recovering the social order and
communal values through temporarily unleashing inhibited desires. Dawson argues that morris dancing offers an
alternative to the social transgressions of Sawyer and Frank. The old, traditional ritual suggests a recuperative
possibility for social cohesion, reflecting the enduring communal value of the traditional pastimes. Cindy L. Vitto
similarly suggests that morris daning is the single ritual that “promotes social cohesion” (173) in the play. The
dance’s secularity, wordless performance, and Cuddy’s communal characteristics as a jester are what makes the folk
tradition succeed as ritual. For these readings, morris dancing is a reversed form of witchcraft. Denker and Maguire
describe this contrast as overtly gendered: morris dancing is “the socially sanctioned male side of pagan tradition …
and contrasts with the socially suspicious female side of paganism” (186).
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occupying the fake horse’s stomach, the play encourages us to look beneath the costume and see
the actor wearing it. This becomes even more the case with Dog, because, unlike the hobbyhorse, he is presented as a supernatural character capable of speaking like a human.
Exploring the actor in bearskin playing the bear in The Winter’s Tale, Borlik has argued
that audiences would not have been curious about the human presence “behind” or “underneath”
the furred costume. It was the indeterminacy—not knowing who or what was playing the
animal—that appealed to them. Yet recognizing an actor’s voice for the dog suit reminds
audiences of the person beneath the costume. Someone must provide voices for the animal
familiar. In the section that follows, I suggest that the actor’s performance giving human form
and voice to Dog, in a play preoccupied by sartorial transformation, draws heavily on the
technical stagecraft of ventriloquism. Recognizing the idea of actor inhabiting and voicing a
theatrical object shows that ventriloquism engages crucially with animating another identity
onstage.

DOG’S SUSCEPTIBILITY TO THEATRICAL INVASION
A demonic and supernatural creature, Dog is defined primarily through his unusual
capability to talk. As we have seen, the 1658 title-page picture similarly spotlighted Dog’s
speech, with the speech ribbon directly coming out from the mouth. It is right after Cuddy’s
survival of the drowning that he first hears Dog laughing. No sooner does Cuddy wonder “Who’s
that laughs at [him]” (3.1.119) than the sound switches to barking, reminding audiences that
Dog, as an animal familiar played by a human actor, is of two characteristics. He can laugh, as a
man does, and he can also bark, as a dog does. Cuddy first attributes the bark to the canine
nature: “Peace, peace. Thou didst but thy kind neither” (3.1.120-1). But Dog soon opens his
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mouth to speak, and Cuddy describes the sense of uncanny humanness hovering over Dog’s
speeches in bodily terms: “How now? Who’s that speak? I hope you have not your reading
tongue about you” (3.1.124). Dog’s subsequent admission that he “can speak” (3.1.125) gives
him a special status, identifying him with the species-blurring abilities to laugh, bark, and talk.
As Meg F. Pearson has rightly observed, Dog’s capacity for speech renders him an uncanny and
alluring theatrical figure: Among the three capacities, Cuddy is apparently struck the most by
Dog’s speeches, and continues to be fascinated by them.
For Cuddy, Dog’s ability to speak produces human-like identity. In Act 5, in the middle
of thinking about how to reunite with that “dogged rascal” (5.1.93), Cuddy recognizes Dog, who
now has a white coat and barks at him. He expresses disbelief first:
No! Art thou there? That’s Tom’s voice, but ’tis not he; this is a dog of another hair, this!
Bark and not speak to me? Not Tom, then; there’s as much as difference betwixt Tom
and this as betwixt white and black. (5.1.94-98)
The word “voice” is a curious choice. Aristotle makes it clear in De Anima that voice is not the
same with sound: “[n]ot every sound … made by an animal is voice; what produces the impact
must have soul in it and must be accompanied by an act of imagination, for voice is a sound with
a meaning” (420b, 29-34). Inheriting voice’s metaphysical relation with soul from the ancient
Greek world, the early modern writings rested the definition of humanness on the ability to
articulate voice. If one produces sound that is intelligible, expressive, and sensible, the producer
is considered a human with reason, mind, and soul. Voice was associated with “reasonable
creature”; sound and/or noise, by contrast, was identified with “brute creature.”184 As early

Gearing writes in his 1663 treatise, A Bridle for the Tongue: Or A Treatise of Ten Sins of the Tongue: “As Man is
a reasonable creature, so is speech given to him by God to express his reason ... Brute creatures can make a noise,
but man only can articulate his voice” (sig. A3r). The quotation is taken from Bloom 167.
184
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moderns maintained a binary between sense-voice and nonsense-sound, Dog’s bark would strike
audiences as senseless sound. Yet when Cuddy hears Dog bark in this moment, he calls it
“voice.”
There is also an earlier moment in the play in which Old Banks describes Dog’s bark as
voice. The townspeople who gathered to capture Sawyer hear the dog-devil arriving in the scene.
Dog, in Cuddy’s words, does “bow-ings” (4.1.290): his bark is transcribed in onomatopoeic
words, “Bow-wow-wow-wow!” (4.1.277). This is one of the four moments in the play that words
imitate Dog’s woof, and despite these “bow-ings” highlighting Dog’s animal identity, Old Banks
comments, “It was the voice of a dog” (4.1.279). According to Aristotelian physiology, the
description is incorrect, because his “bow-wow” does not confer any meanings. In these
instances, the references to voice challenge the line between human voice and animal sound.
Although in the passage cited above Cuddy quickly turns to distinguish to bark and to speak, it
seems that Dog is so heavily associated with speech that his mere bark comes to offer some
proof of his peculiar status as part human and part dog. This muddled distinction between Dog’s
voice and sound, I argue, points to the actor who produces speeches under the dog costume,
raising an important question in terms of the newly emerging sense of ventriloquism as a
thespian skill: if a human actor imitates a dog’s bark, do characters and audiences view it as
voice or sound?
The humanoid dog’s curious voice/sound evokes his other supernatural ability to animate
an identity. In Act 5, Dog, whose coat has changed from black to white, boasts about his even
greater ability to shapeshift, including into “Dog or cat, hare, ferret, frog, toad … any poor
vermin” (5.1.125-6; 128). Cuddy Banks queries Dog’s ways to transform: “where do you borrow
those bodies that are none of your own? The garment-shape you may hire at brokers’” (5.1.132-
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4). His description of bodily transformation is linked with the metatheatrical imagery of Dog
borrowing clothes from pawnshops, evoking the commercial theaters’ reliance on secondhand
costumes.185 “[T]hose bodies”, according to Cuddy’s pronouncement, “are none of [Dog’s]
own,” because they are not built-in skins, but instead transportable clothes, which can be
borrowed and hired as prosthetic objects when Dog’s need for the “bodies” arises.
The self-conscious link between bodies and clothes intensifies when Dog likens his
spiritual takeover of corpses to changing into new garments across gender.
The old cadaver of some self-strangled wretch
We sometimes borrow and appear human.
The carcass of some disease-slain strumpet
We varnish fresh and wear as the first beauty.
Didst never hear? If not, it has been done.
An hot luxurious lecher in his twines,
When he has thought to clip his dalliance,
There has provided been for his embrace
A fine hot flaming devil in her place. (5.1.151-59)
Dog simply moves into another body and possesses it, acquiring a new medium to pass as
female. This “hot luxurious lecher,” Dog insists, could easily mistake the costumed “fine hot
flaming devil” in his arms for an actual woman. The topical allusion to cross-dressing has
provoked discussion by critics like Cristopher Clary of the passage’s specific response to the
anti-theatrical hostility to the transvestite theater. More broadly, though, the description of the
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Stage costumes were expensive in the period. Pawnbrokers were good sources for a wide variety of secondhand
clothes, and they supplied costumes for actors who were unable to invest large sums of money in new costumes. See
Stallybrass, “Properties in Clothes: the materials of the Renaissance theater.”
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dead woman’s flesh as a costume on a repaired surface (“We varnish fresh…”) suggests parallels
between bodies and costumes onstage. Bridget Escolme has suggested that dresses make up the
heart of the characters’ most recognizable traits, as when Tamberlaine’s coat and Dido’s robe, to
name but a few, come to be acknowledged as a symbol of their wearers. The metonymical uses
to which actors put their clothes underline that “early modern dress replaces the body in the
visual regimes of the theater” (Escolme 7). As the passage identifies the corpse with the stage
costume, the imagery of the devil dog borrowing and wearing the corpse represents the clothes’
intimate association with theatrical impersonation in explicitly necromantic terms.
But why so much attention to clothes and the clothing industry in the passage and
elsewhere in the play? Wearing a garment clearly plays a central role in the actor’s performance
of Dog; Barker, who directed a production of the play in 2008, has observed that the doggishness
of an artificial costume links the physical world to the symbolic world. Posthumanist scholars’
attention to the human-animal hybridity especially has resulted in observations about the actor’s
complex embodiment that blurs the distinction between Dog’s bestial, satanic, and human-like
characteristics.186 If we examine the costume in conversation not only with the deliberate
animality, but also with Dog’s uncanny status between human and bestial, the costume stands out
even more. The costume offers the actor playing Dog a theatrical body, a form of body that
functions as a container that the actor’s voice inhabits and brings to life, suggesting a link with
the brazen head that I opened the project with. Like the actor giving his voice to the head, the
actor in The Witch of Edmonton animates the costume. But while the actor in plays such as Friar
Bacon and Friar Bungay is not present on the stage—the actor is under the stage or withdraws to
acting areas not visible to audiences—, the actor playing Dog is on the stage together with the

In her recent exploration of this subject, Kathryn Prince describes Dog as the “triple-scope metaphor” (186)
linking the animal, supernatural, and human. See her “Emotions in The Witch of Edmonton.”
186
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object he gives his voice to, because, apparently, he is wearing the costume. As I argued earlier,
audiences would have been conscious of and curious about the actor underneath it, rather than
turning a blind eye. Focusing on a new nexus of associations between the actor’s voice and the
embodied costume, I suggest that the dog suit is ventriloquized by the actor and plays a
significant role in constructing “the unsettling human canine compound” (Munro, “Introduction”
84).
For although no extant records reliably tell us about what an early modern Dog looked
like in 1621-22 performances of The Witch of Edmonton, Philip Henslowe’s payment entries
from 1602 indicate that the Worcester’s Men used “Lame Skenes (lambskin)”, “A hallfe of
blacke satten (a half of black satin)”, and “a canves-sewt (a canvas suit)” (222, 224) to make a
costume for the satanic dog in the double play The Black Dog of Newgate.187 Lucy Munro
suggests that the Prince Charles’ Men, a playing company premiered Edmonton, may have
inherited the Newgate plays’ costume or used a similar dog suit made of assorted black fabrics in
order to perform Dog (58).188 Although Anthony B. Harris considers Dog a dramaturgical
mistake, arguing that a man dressed as a dog could not “sustain the essentially sinister qualities
that a malevolent devil should possess” (97), Dog’s costume did not, I suggest, emphasize
recreating a demon.189

Henslowe records that the Worcester’s Men paid total of £6, 4 shillings. The completed piece must have been a
valuable asset for the company, because the cost is beyond the standard fee for a new play, about £6. The high value
of the dog suit makes it more likely that the Worcester’s Men rented out the clothes for different productions,
because playing companies needed to make extra profit by lending their wardrobes. As a result, “ready-made
costumes and props handed down from earlier plays” (Munro 8). See also Cerasano; and Jones and Stallybrass.
188
The play’s references to Dog’s coat hints at the use of lambskin. Dog is likely to have curly hair. Sawyer
endearingly calls him “my curl-pate” (4.1.186), and Cuddy further describes the dog-devil as a “water-dog” and
“spaniel” (3.1.80; 86), reminding us of the English water spaniel, a dog breed known to have a curling coat. Sawyer,
moreover, imagines how she longs to “feel [Dog’s] curled head leaning on” (5.1.13) her knees. In the period, a wig
made of stiff lambskin (“coarse budge”) served for the thick and curly hair of Black Africans. See Vaughan,
especially 48-49; and Callaghan 78. “… stiff lambskin fur … served for African hair.”
189
W. J. Lawrence suggests that early modern spectators were more receptive than us to the use of ‘fake’ animals
performed by humans in costumes. In Shakespeare’s serious tragedy such as Macbeth, hobby-horses would have
served as Macbeth and Banquo’s horses (272). According to Lawrence, this use of fake or pantomime horses hardly
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As the play self-consciously presents an external costume as a theatrical body, the dog
costume designed to recreate the body of a black dog reinforces the association. This is even
more the case when animal skin is used to represent the satanic dog’s flesh: an animal that was
captured, flayed, tanned, turned into leather and then into a stage costume, re-enacts the link
between an actual animal’s flesh and a staged animal’s body in the minds of actors and
audiences, recalling Dog’s necromantic use of corpses as his new clothes. 190 To this
costume/flesh, the actor playing Dog gives his voice; essentially, Dog’s uncanny mingling of
humanness and doggishness through speeches is achieved onstage by the actor’s vocal takeover
which exerts powerful and transformative effects. For the actor, to speak onstage is to give life to
the inhuman container.
Critics attendant on human-animal slippage in The Witch of Edmonton have highlighted
Dog’s actions. The stage directions describe actions as “powered by Dog’s dynamic mutations
and turns” (Pearson 94-95). Some of these movements are particular to a four-footed furry
animal: Dog is described as shrugging (4.2.66 SD), fawning and leaping on Sawyer (2.1.262
SD), and pawing “softly” Frank (4.2.110 SD). The actor playing Dog must mimic speciesspecific behaviors and gestures, and the performance would highlight the ways in which an
onstage body not only imitates but also conflicts with canine actions.191 But readings of the play
rarely dwell on how voices can perform the work of representing the animal-human hybridity.

came across as ludicrous to the audience, contrary to the modern assumption about a fake horse’s absurdity and
childishness. We could make a similar case to Dog, that the presence of a man costumed as a demonic dog was
embraced by the audience as something that is malicious, and, more crucially, supernatural. On the appearance of
‘fake’ animals on the early modern stage, see Grant.
190
Christopher Clary similarly points out this evocation. Dog’s “unsettling image of employing human skin as
clothing” (74) hints at the necessity of humans borrowing clothing from animals. According to him, our dependence
on animal skin for clothing not only creates the human-animal bond, but more importantly reveals “the transgressive
violence implicit in wearing the flesh of another creature” (74).
191
On the importance of actions to representing Dog, see Johnstone; on gestural actions central to the actor’s
performance of bodily differences in the theater, see Karim-Cooper.
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As observed in the introduction, voicing occupied a powerful position in the classical Greek
theater, and the Latin term “persona” illuminates the connection. As the word’s roots, “per” and
“sonare,” meant “through sounding” (Smith 286), the term ‘personating’ highlighted that
speaking through a mask (‘persona’) meant representing a fictional character onstage.
The relationship between the dog suit and the actor parallels that of a Greek actor and his
mask. Just as an actor created a stage identity by wearing a mask and producing vocal sound
through it, an early modern actor created Dog by donning a costume and speaking underneath it.
Moreover, Tanya Pollard has observed that ‘persona’ not only primarily meant a mask used by
an actor, but also signified “to render human.”192 As performing a character onstage proves akin
to “givi[ng] human form and feeling to immortals and other non-human entities” (Pollard,
“Acting like Greeks” 233), the voice’s work of animating the costume becomes even more
relevant. For if, as ancient and early modern thinkers asserted, voice was identified with soul,
and having a voice meant having a soul, the actor inhabiting the costume, giving it his voice, and
bringing the character of Dog to life does exactly what “personating” etymologically refers to: he
gives human form and feeling to a non-human object. The resulting image of Dog as an external
costume inhabited by a foreign voice troubles the line between human speech and nonhuman
sound, as shown in Cuddy’s use of the word “voice” to describe Dog’s bark. Highlighting the
intrinsically ventriloquial nature of theater, then, the actor represents the transformative effect of
acting, a power of considerable interest to early modern dramatists including Dekker, Ford, and
Rowley, especially in the early years of ventriloquism’s association with stage magic.
As we have seen in Chapter 4, ventriloquism began to carry new meanings in the first
few decades of the seventeenth century. While it still retained its associations with the Greek

On a set of meanings associated with “personate,” the verb form of “persona,” in the early modern English
theater, see Pollard, “Acting like Greeks,” especially 233.
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tradition, especially the Delphic oracle and the Pythia, the word “ventriloquist” began to also
refer to those who do the manipulating, rather than solely meaning those women—the Pythia,
sybils, priestesses, and witches—who channel another’s voice. Shakespeare seized on
ventriloquism’s performative effects. He likens Paulina to a ventriloquist, showing that her vocal
manipulating magically brings the actor/statue back to life. Just as a performer makes his voice
appear to come from an inanimate object or another human, Paulina inhabits and animates
Hermione’s statue.
Similarly, The Witch of Edmonton depicts ventriloquism as responding not only to
classical resonances but also to the newly emerging ideas of technical stagecraft. By focusing on
the witch’s susceptibility and demonic possession, it demonstrates underlying borrowings from
ventriloquism’s roots in the female belly. The play then turns to highlighting voice and
ventriloquism as a stage technique, reminding the audience that Dog acquires his flesh through
the costume and achieves his ability to talk by means of the actor who inhabits and animates the
costume. If Shakespeare explored the possibility of ventriloquism between an actor and an
embodied statue, Dekker, Ford, and Rowley reflected on the actor’s ability to throw his voice
into a theatrical object—a costume—representing an animal. As the play’s emphases on humananimal slippage and supernatural inhabitation resonate in Dog’s speeches, the actor—masked
and clad in a dog suit—harnesses this hybridity and otherworldly dimensions through giving his
voice, thus humanity, to the theatrical object.
Strikingly, when the play gestures towards new associations with thespian skill, the
susceptibility so central to supernatural possession also proves crucial to theatrical invasion. For
although the actor is defined through his “purposeful agency” and “achievement of deeds” from
the Latin roots agere and actus, he is related to the costume (or, to stage props more broadly) in
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collaborative ways.193 In Chapter 2, we have seen how puppets sometimes open up a possibility
for subversion by exerting an influence on the puppet artist. Modern ventriloquists treat puppets
as their acting partners, and audiences often feel that puppets speak as individual actors. 194 As
puppets appear to act autonomously, giving the impression of having own purpose and intention,
they are not only vessels but also a form of actors. Similarly, the dog suit has the power to
impact on the wearer. The costume’s enlarged size, black color, and curly feeling come to direct
and script the doggish form and feeling that the actor embodies. 195 While the actor’s voice
inhabits and animates the suit, it matches this manipulating by prompting the actor to engage
with its physical properties. Like a puppet, the costume becomes a kind of active agent in the
performance, influencing the actor’s imagined experience of representing the devil in the shape
of a dog. Evoking the puppet artist’s collaborative relationship with puppets, then, the actor’s
interaction with the dog suit self-consciously reinforces the idea of a voice inhabiting a foreign
body.
I began the chapter by comparing Paulina and Sawyer. Like many witch figures, Sawyer
offers her body as a medium for evil forces beyond her control, producing a mysterious and
supernatural vocal sound in which two voices are heard to speak simultaneously. This
observation then links to Dog as an external costume animated by the actor’s voice. Although the
actor’s giving voice to the costume may parallel to Paulina’s throwing her voice to the statue,

On the etymological associations of the actor with agency, see Pollard, “Acting Like Greeks,” especially 232.
See 51 of this dissertation; also see Davis and Gross.
195
This idea draws from Brian Massumi’s observation about a soccer ball’s influence on a player. Massumi observes
that a soccer ball’s size, texture, and force influence how the player handles and responds to it in a game. The object
becomes a collaborator in the action, “performing alongside rather than behind or in service to human performers”
(Schweitzer and Zerdy 6). An object functions as what Massumi describes as a part-subject, participating in dynamic
relationships with human users, who, in turn, come to engage with its thingness. For recent scholarship reimagining
the binary subject-object relationship, see, among others, Massumi, Parables for the Virtual: Movement, Affect,
Sensation; Marlis Schweitzer and Joanne Zerdy, Objects and Theatrical Things; Andrew Sofer, The Stage Life of
Props; Harris and Korda, Staged Properties in Early Modern English Drama; and Mel Y. Chen, Animacies:
Biopolitics, Racial Mattering, and Queer Affect.
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they vary in their responses to outer forces. Paulina is an active ventriloquizer; she professes
herself not only as an actor channeling Hermione’s ghost, but also as a playwright figure staging
and directing Hermione’s revival. The actor in the dog suit, by contrast, revises the meaning of
“acting” through his susceptibility to material conditions. Rather than achieving his set goals, the
actor is turned into a kind of object to be acted upon; he is placed in the position of being
influenced by external forces. Yet being manipulated by something does not entirely signal
negative consequences in The Witch of Edmonton. In fact, everyone is subject to possession and
invasion in this world.
As Sawyer grimly, and, almost triumphantly, queries, “A witch? Who is not?” (4.1.120).
The intrinsic susceptibility of bodies makes everyone vulnerable to ventriloquism, and
accordingly means anyone could be a witch. Just as Dog’s uncanny takeover of Sawyer’s voice
conjures new possibilities for her emotional inter-species relationships with Dog, the actor’s
susceptibility brings a new theatrical relationship between the actor and the costume. Within this
theatrical realm, the actor is similarly open to the material forces that shape his actions, just as
the costume is susceptible to the actor’s vocal takeover, an external force relative to the
supernatural invasion that makes Mother Sawyer susceptible to Dog’s possession. The play thus
establishes a network of susceptible bodies and voices that revolve around ventriloquism. The
witch, Dog, and the actor playing Dog all present themselves as open to invasion, manipulation,
and ventriloquism.
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Conclusion
From the Pythia to the witch, this project has examined the status of vessels that foreign
voices inhabit and animate in early modern drama, stretching from the late sixteenth to the midseventeenth century dramatic landscape. The chapters, taken together, do not pursue an ultimate
lineal trajectory of ventriloquism, although we find that ventriloquism referred to two
contradictory events at once in Shakespeare’s time: the one who is inhabited by a voice and the
one who throws a voice, both were considered ventriloquists. Given ventriloquism’s double
sense, the plays this project explores are replete with female characters identified with both
versions. While there are susceptible receptacles that external voices take over, there are also
active controllers who provide their voices and thus animate entities, human and non-human
alike. The consequences of agency in ventriloquism also vary depending on what position these
figures occupy. For a vessel, the agency is rooted in her strange yet forceful ability to abandon
the idea of single authorship, preferring instead collaboration and identification. For a voicethrower, the rhetorical agency is deeply related with her performative role, exploring the
possibility that she exerts theatrical impact and changes the perception of reality.
Yet the susceptible bodies and the potent ventriloquists appearing in the project echo one
another. Just as Bel-Imperia in The Spanish Tragedy voices the French words put into her mouth
by the playwright Hieronimo, Sawyer channels the Latin prayer inspired by an evil spirit. And
just as Viola in Twelfth Night is authorized to speak Orsino’s “excellently well penned” (1.5.142)
speech, the actor playing Dog passively speaks the words authored by the playwrights. The
puppet show was a useful metaphor to reflect on this authorial privilege. In Groatsworth of Witte
(1592), Robert Greene famously compares actors to “Puppets ... that spake from our mouths”
(45), highlighting actors’ lack of agency and dependence on authors for words uttered in the
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theater. Yet we have also seen female characters subverting textual authority, as they challenge
and alter the texts they have been made to ventriloquize. While Bel-Imperia takes control of her
acting by improvising the triumphant action of killing herself onstage, Viola rewrites Orsino’s
script to emphasize her own agency as an actor. Paullina orchestrates her queen’s return by
becoming first an actor and then a playwright, capitalizing on her double ability to channel and
give voice.
In these instances, challenging a master’s text takes the form of active revision. For some
female vessels, however, gaining power and authority arises from their role as a medium, which
is not always entitled to offer purposeful rewriting or explicit altering. Their subversion does not
come from taking control of performance or rewriting words. Instead, these woman playing as
vessels emphasize the affectively mobilizing power of linguistic and physical bonds that they
have with the external forces, whether they are a playwright such as Hieronimo or a satanic spirit
such as Dog.
Sometimes, such emotionally powerful connections seem not the plays’ main plan. For
this unexpected possibility, I close the project by returning to The Witch of Edmonton. The
intense closeness between Dog and Sawyer might not have been a goal when the Devil embarked
on his attack on Edmonton. It was Sawyer’s damnation, not passionate intensity, that the Devil
primarily pursued by concocting a pact between Dog and Sawyer. Alternately, building her bond
with the familiar before losing it thorough Dog’s betrayal might be part of the Devil’s plan to
bring Sawyer disappointment and pain, thus accelerating her moral downfall. In either case, this
passionate relationship sets up the moments of subversion in the play. As the contemporary
witch’s intensely physical reactions to possession echo aspects of Dog’s takeover of Sawyer’s
voice, the spectacle of ‘duets’ speaking Latin together in the hollow voices illuminates the
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emotion-laden connection between the one who gets in the belly and the bearer. If this
connection invokes a mother-son relation, or, as some scholars suggest, an erotic partnership,
Dog’s supposedly satanic ventriloquism emotionally inspires Sawyer instead of plaguing her.
The resulting partnership resonates with the kinship network that Viola developed with
Olivia. As we have seen, Viola’s imagined identification with Echo placed her in a community
of woe, a familiar setting from the tradition of female complaint. Like Echo, Viola mimics words
and returns them, to comfort and create a bond with the original speaker. But Sawyer and Dog
depart from this mode. In Ovid’s source story Echo becomes invisible and bodiless, and
Shakespeare shows Viola creating an alliance of female woes as an imagined form of
disembodied voice. Her metaphor suggests that becoming the voice of another rests on the
female voice’s particular condition of not having a physical body but bringing forth sonic effects
nevertheless. Dekker, Ford, and Rowley, on the other hand, were concerned with an embodied
form of rhetorical and theatrical impact, and presented Sawyer forging a bond with a familiar as
a vessel of physiological permeability. Replacing the metaphor of voice without flesh with the
image of merging that resonates both in pregnancy and ventriloquism, Sawyer’s channeling of
Dog’s voice allows her temporary access to power and passionate intensity.
The play’s ending is bitter—Sawyer is put to death, both repenting her “all former evil”
(5.2.70) and blaming a “damned conjurer like the devil” (5.2.71), and Dog’s last words
ominously suggest further plagues on the city. Yet her passionate lament at the start of Act 5 has
a poignancy that complicates the play’s tragicomedy of damnation. “I am on fire,” Sawyer cries
out, “even in the midst of ice, / Racking my blood up till my shrunk knees feel / Thy curled head
leaning on them” (5.1.10-12). As Lucy Munro suggests, Sawyer’s emotional language recalls
“the paradoxical language of Petrarchan love poetry” (239, 5.1.10.n). With her final moments
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preoccupied by her quasi-Petrarchan laments for Dog’s cruel absence, her affective response
ironically emphasizes their previous intimacy. As Sawyer cannot feel Dog within her belly, and
no longer speaks Latin with him, she cannot help but “lay ruined in it [the world]” (5.1.23). Her
lament suggests that the play might be more interested in exploring the witch’s emotional
position than in accusing or punishing her. Unlike many early modern pamphlet accounts of
witchcraft that used possession cases as cautionary tales against alliances with the devil,
Sawyer’s case subverts this strategy, instead, jolting and inspiring audiences, moving them to
sympathetic feeling. After watching Sawyer’s poignant reactions in her last moment, informed
by her experience of being the vessel for Dog’s takeover throughout the play, both the
townspeople in Edmonton and the audience members in the playhouse become emotionally
elevated—not morally cleansed. Should ventriloquism latch onto magic, then this emotional
mobilization would be its most direct and influential outcome that can magically occur in the
theater.
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